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Kurzfassung
Heutzutage kann man in dem Entwurf moderner System-On-Chips zwei wesentliche
Beobachtungen anstellen: Zum einen fu¨hrt die zunehmende Systemkomplexita¨t zu
einem steilen Anstieg des Datenverkehrs der Busarchitekturen auf dem Chip. Zum an-
deren bewirkt die Technologieskalierung, dass Verbindungsleitungen immer du¨nner
und somit Laufzeitverzo¨gerungen immer gro¨ßer werden. Diese beiden Nebeneffekte
deuten darauf hin, dass der Entwurf von on-chip Datenbusarchitekturen auf dem
Chip eine immer gro¨ßer werdende Herausforderung fu¨r Systemdesigner wird. Das
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist daher, Algorithmen zur Synthese von energieeffizienten on-chip
Datenbussen zu entwickeln. Durch die Optimierung der Anzahl der Busse, der Bus-
breite und der Betriebsspannungen sind diese Algorithmen in der Lage, sowohl die
Chipfla¨che als auch die Leistungsaufnahme der Datenbusse zu verringern.
Eine der Annahmen, die fu¨r die Synthese gemacht werden, ist, dass das betre-
ffende System bereits vollsta¨ndig partitioniert worden ist und diese Partitionen auf
geeignete Module eines Multiprozessor System-on-Chips (MPSoC) abgbildet worden
sind. Basierend auf diesen Modulen wird ein Task-Graph erstellt, der den Daten-
verkehr zwischen den on-chip Modulen modelliert. Die Problemformulierung des
Syntheseverfahrens wird unterteilt in Scheduling, Allocation und Binding. Eine kor-
rekte Formulierung dieser Probleme kann dann mit Hilfe von Optimierungswerkzeu-
gen gelo¨st werden, welche die optimale Anzahl von Bussen und deren Breite bestim-
men. Aufgrund der fortlaufenden Skalierung der Bauelemente undVerbindungsleitun-
gen kann eine immer gro¨ßere Anzahl an Transistoren auf dem Chip integriert wer-
den. Dies fu¨hrt zu einer Zunahme der Leistungsaufnahme pro Fla¨cheneinheit, was
wiederum eine verminderte Gera¨tezuverla¨ssigkeit und Systemperformanz zur Folge
hat. Es ist daher wesentlich, die Leistungsaufnahme wa¨hrend der Bussynthese zu
beru¨cksichtigen. Eine der Hauptbeitra¨ge dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines Ver-
fahrens, das eine gleichzeitige Datenbussynthese und Spannungsskalierung zula¨sst
und dabei einen Kompromiss zwischen Kosten (d.h. Anzahl und Breite) fu¨r die Busstr-
uktur und der Leistungsaufnahme eingeht. Die unbenutzte Zeit zwischen Kommu-
nikationsaufgaben wird dabei genutzt, um den Bus zu teilen und die Betriebsspannun-
gen herunterzuregeln. Da die Technik der kontinuierlichen Spannungsskalierung eine
ideale Charakteristik fu¨r die Leistungsaufnahme erzeugt, kann sie nicht fu¨r den Dig-
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italentwurf mit aufwendigen Spannungsreglern eingesetzt werden. Um dieses Prob-
lem zu umgehen, wird ein heuristisches Verfahren fu¨r die diskrete Spannungsregelung
entwickelt, das in polynomialer Zeitkomplexita¨t durchgefu¨hrt werden kann.
In einem echtzeit-eingebettetem System ist der zu u¨bertragendeDatenverkehr zwis-
chen on-chip Modulen aufgrund der Vielfalt der Anwendungen nicht konstant. Des
weiteren wird der Einfluss von Prozessparametervariationen auf die Systemperfor-
manz mit zunehmender Technologieskalierung immer sta¨rker. Um die Effekte, die
von dem variablen Datenvolumen und der Prozessparametervariationen herru¨hren,
zu integrieren, wird in dieser Arbeit ein erweitertes Verfahren fu¨r die Bussynthese
vorgeschlagen. Das erweiterte Verfahren fu¨hrt die gleichzeite Bussysnthese und Span-
nungsskalierung aus, allerdings unter Beru¨cksichtung des variablen Datenvolumens
und der zufa¨lligen Prozessvariationen im worst-case Fall. Simulationen, die anhand
von einem automatisch erzeugten Benchmark und einer realen Anwendung durchgef-
u¨hrt wurden, zeigen, dass eine intelligente Spannungsregelung wa¨hrend der Bussyn-
these sowohl die dynamische Leistungsaufnahme und die Leistungsaufnahme auf-
grund von Leckstro¨men verringert als auch die Auswirkungen von Prozesstoleranzen
mildert.
Abstract
Twomajor trends can be observed in modern system-on-chip design: first the growing
trend in system complexity results in a sharp increase of communication traffic on the
on-chip communication bus architectures. The second trend in technology scaling in-
dicates that the wires are getting thinner and results in increment of wire delay. These
trends, taken together, designing on-chip communication bus architectures is becom-
ing an ever more challenging task for system designers. Thus, the aim of this thesis is
to explore several algorithms that synthesize energy efficient on-chip communication
buses. The algorithms reduce chip size and power consumption by optimizing the bus
widths, the number of buses, and the voltage levels.
An assumption for synthesis is that a system has been partitioned andmapped onto
the appropriate modules of a multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) architecture.
Based on the partitioned and mapped modules, a communication task graph is ex-
tracted to model communication between on-chip communicating modules. The syn-
thesis approach is formulated as scheduling, allocation, and binding problems. Once
correctly formulated, these problems are solved with the help of an optimization tool
to find the optimal bus width and the number of buses. As the device geometry and
the wires are scaled down, a growing number of transistors can be integrated on a sin-
gle chip, which leads to an increase in power consumption per unit area. This, in turn,
results in the degradation of both device reliability and system performance. Thus, it is
essential to optimize bus energy consumption during the synthesis of communication
buses. As a major contribution, this thesis proposes a simultaneous on-chip commu-
nication bus synthesis and voltage scaling technique, that finds a trade-off between
communication bus cost (bus width and number of buses) and energy consumption.
The slack of each communication task is exploited in order to share communication
bus usage and to scale down the bus operating voltages. As the continuous voltage
scaling technique delivers an ideal energy consumption characteristics, it cannot be
applied for the digital design due to the expensive voltage regulators. To cope with
this problem, a heuristic for discrete voltage scaling technique is proposed, which can
be solved in polynomial time complexity.
In a real-time embedded system, the amount of data to be transferred between on-
chip modules is not fixed over time. This is due to the diversity of applications that
v
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run on a single chip. Furthermore, as the process technology is scaled down, the ef-
fects of process variations are becoming a significant on system performance. In order
to incorporate the combined effects of the data size and the process variations on the
performance of communication buses, this thesis proposes an extendedmodel for com-
munication synthesis. The proposed model simultaneously performs on-chip commu-
nication bus synthesis and voltage scaling under data size and process variations. The
problem is relaxed to a nonlinear optimization model, which synthesizes the optimal
bus widths and the number of buses considering worst case data traffic and process
variations. The experiments conducted on an automatically generated benchmark and
real-life applications show that applying voltage scaling during the synthesis of on-
chip communication buses effectively reduces dynamic power consumption, leakage
power consumption, and mitigates the effects of process variations.
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The ability of the semiconductor industry to continually live up to Moore’s predic-
tion [110] has revolutionized the system-on-chip (SoC) design paradigm. With this
paradigm, it is now possible to integrate multiple processing modules on a single chip
in order to improve system performance, cost, power consumption, size, and time-to-
market. To achieve all these goals, several aspects of system design methodologies
have to be addressed including: first, it is important to have a proper specification lan-
guage and simulation tools to model and simulate a system at system level. Second, it
is also important to have an efficient partitioning of a complex system into hardware
and software, mapping them onto a set of optimized on-chip modules like processors,
DSPs, CPUs, etc. Third, it is also equally essential to have an efficient on-chip com-
munication bus architecture to provide data transfer among on-chip modules. In this
thesis, the main focus is the third part of the system design flow, which is the synthesis
of on-chip communication buses.
The on-chip communication architecture is an interconnection network, which inte-
grates multiple on-chip modules and provides data transfer among them. An obvious
challenge of designing a communication bus architecture is to assure robust and effi-
cient data transfer. This is essentially determined by the several factors including: 1)
selection of an appropriate on-chip communication bus topology, 2) selection of the
optimal bus widths, and 3) selection of a proper communication protocol. There exist
several topologies, ranging from a single shared bus to more complex architectures,
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such as hierarchical multiple shared buses, token rings, packet based communication
topology with mesh structure, crossbars, etc. In a communication topology, we dis-
tinguish two types of on-chip communication modules in terms of their behavior: 1)
master modules, (e.g., CPUs, DSPs, etc.), which are capable of initiating transactions
and 2) slave modules (e.g., memories, peripherals, etc.), which respond to the transac-
tions initiated by a master. As multiple masters often share a communication bus, com-
munication protocols are used to avoid any conflict of bus access among the masters.
The protocols define the bus arbitration policies such as round-robin access, TDMA,
and priority based access. Furthermore, these protocols define the synchronization
schemes and the burst size which determines for how many cycles a master is given a
right without being required to request with the arbiter.
1.1 Motivation
In 1965 Gordon Moore wrote a famous article predicting the integration of 65,000 com-
ponents on a single chip. At that time industry was capable to integrate only tens
of transistors on a single silicon die. Even with this relatively small number of com-
ponents, especially compared with today’s complex system, pundits thought his pre-
dictions were exaggerated and probably optimistic [64]. Later, Robert Dennard de-
veloped a scaling theory showing that how Moore’s law can be realized in practice.
Since then the industry is following more or less1 dutifully Moore’s law for more than
four decades. According to the 2005 international technology roadmap for semicon-
ductors (ITRS’05) [10], experts are currently predicting that by year 2009 more than 4
billion transistors will be integrated on a single chip and it is expected that the number
will increase further in the future. This is due to the advances in process technology
and increasing demand of performance requirements for next generation multimedia,
broadband, and network applications. Due to all of this we see more and more func-
tionality being integrated onto a single chip which, in turn, has resulted in a sharp
increase of overall on-chip communication traffic among the integrated modules. In
such complex systems, on-chip communication is expected to become a major perfor-
mance bottleneck [153].
To provide a mechanism to exchange data amongmultiple modules, the shared bus
based architecture has been the most common choice for real-time distributed embed-
ded systems. However, traditional architectures that are based on a single shared bus,
often fail to satisfy stringent real-time performance requirements. Thus, trends in tech-
nology scaling and performance demand together, are driving us toward advanced
SoC communication architectures, which range from multiple hierarchical buses to a
network of buses.
1the original prediction of 12 months has been modified to 18 and 24 months
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Despite the advantages of technology scaling trend to integrate more and more
number of transistors for the higher integration, power consumption per unit area in-
creases with shrinking device and wire sizes. As a consequence the device tempera-
ture increases, which, in turn, results reduction in mobility of carriers and degrades
the speed of circuits. Recent data shows that more than 50% of all integrated circuits
failures are related to thermal issues, which contribute to lower the semiconductor
reliability. Thus, it is equally essential to optimize power consumption of on-chip com-
munication buses during the sythesis.
Due to the diversity of applications to be run on a single real-time embedded sys-
tem, the workload offered to it, is not uniform over time. This is why a communication
bus architecture that has been synthesized without taking into account the system’s
peak load may turn into a major performance bottleneck. In the past, few efforts have
been made to synthesize bus architectures for systems with a variable workload [96],
where several applications are profiled at system level and the communication bus ar-
chitecture is chosen for the worst case. Under normal load condition, however, the
buses of such a system will be underutilized.
To come from the era of integrating tens of transistors to today’s modern system-
on-chip, which consists of about a billion of transistors, the road has not always been
easy so far. The past leaps in chip integration have given various challenges such as
yield, design productivity, lithography resolution, and power dissipation in their own
time. There will be obviously more challenges to come, when the device feature sizes
are getting scaled down to only few nanometers. Among them the most alarming chal-
lenge is the process variation. Recently, the 2005 international technology roadmap for
semiconductors (ITRS’05) [10] has predicted that the process variation will cause criti-
cal challenges for manufacturability and yield. Its effect increases severely on the deep
sub-micron technology as the feature sizes continue toward the sub-100 nanometer
era. As a result of this, a circuit can have a completely different performance than ex-
pected. The variations occur because specific steps in the fabrication process, such as
lithography, ion implantation, and chemical and mechanical polishing, are vulnerable
to imperfections, noise, and imperfect control across time and locations.
Considering these trends, designing an efficient custom on-chip communication
architecture to support the communication is a crucial problem to the system design-
ers. The traditional on-chip communication architecture based on a single shared bus
approaches are mostly based on the simulation of the entire system. However, the
resulting architecture may not fulfill the requirements such as the performance, en-
ergy, size, etc. and the computational cost of simulation based techniques, which make
these approaches infeasible when exploring a large design space. These issues have
motivated the introduction of design automation tools that synthesize custom on-chip
communication bus architectures.
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1.2 Research Scope and Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to synthesize the optimal bus widths and the number of buses
for real-time embedded systems. An assumption for synthesis is that a system has
been partitioned and mapped onto the appropriate modules of an SoC and the syn-
thesized on-chip modules exchange data through a shared bus. Based on the mapped
on-chip modules, communication activities among them are extracted and formed a
communication task graph, which consists of a set of communication tasks and their
dependencies. The communication bus synthesis problem is formalized as an opti-
mization problem, where communication tasks are scheduled for different bus widths
in order to find the minimum communication cost. The resulting synthesis problem is
solved using mathematical programming and a meta-heuristic algorithm (tabu search)
to obtain a global optimal solution and a near-optimal solution, respectively.
As technology is scaled to sub-100 nanometer regime, power density has an in-
creasing effect on the performance and reliability of an embedded system. This the-
sis proposes energy aware bus synthesis technique which performs a simultaneous
on-chip communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling in order to find a trade-off
between communication bus cost and energy consumption. The slack is exploited to
share communication bus and to reduce energy consumption during the synthesis of
communication bus. Further, in a real-time embedded system the amount of data to
be transferred among on-chip modules is not uniform over time. This variability is
modeled as a random variable and the synthesis problem is formulated as a nonlinear
optimization problem, where bus synthesis and voltage scaling are performed simul-
taneously under variable data traffic. The approach synthesizes communication buses
for the worst case scenarios.
According to the international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS’05) [10]
dealing with fluctuations and statistical process variations for a sub-nanometer scaled
CMOS technology will be a challenging task and opens a lot of questions to designers.
We propose an extended model, which combines the effects of data size and process
variations on the performance of on-chip communication buses. The propose bus syn-
thesis technique synthesizes energy efficient robust buses by mitigating the effects of
process variations.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In a broad sense, this thesis is organized into three main parts: 1) preliminary, where
technological related issues and previous work are discussed, 2) core part of the the-
sis, where the proposed approaches are presented, and 3) concluding remarks with
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possible future research.
Preliminary: Chap. 2 and 3 are of introductory nature, defining the state-of-the-
art techniques in bus synthesis. They are devoted to address different issues that
effect the performance of on-chip communication buses. In particular, prior to
communication modeling and synthesis, Chap. 2 gives a better understanding of
different factors that influence the performance of on-chip communication buses.
These factors are mainly classified into technology, layout, and architecture. As
a system designer, it is essential to have knowledge about these effects at early
design phases in order to model them at an abstract level. Chap. 3 discusses
different state-of-the-art techniques in the synthesis of communication buses and
gives a wide audience to our proposed techniques.
Core: Chap. 4, Chap. 5, andChap. 6 represent the core part of this thesis. The goal
ofChap. 4 is to synthesize the optimal bus width and the number of buses assum-
ing that a system has been partitioned into Hw/Sw and mapped onto the appro-
priate modules of an SoC. Based on this model, a communication task graph is
extracted to model on-chip communication behavior. The bus synthesis problem
is formulated as scheduling, allocation, and binding problems. As a scheduling
problem, first communication tasks are scheduled using mathematical program-
ming to obtain the global optimal solution. Since the algorithmic complexity for
global optimal solution is NP-hard, later a heuristic based on tabu search is pro-
posed to find a near-optimal solution. As an allocation-binding problem, a clique
partitioning algorithm is used to find the number of buses. Further, a communi-
cation bus refinement technique is proposed based on swapping and moving on-
chip modules from one bus to another. The objective is to minimize data transfer
through a bridge in order to reduce delay and power overhead. Chap. 5 pro-
poses an energy efficient communication bus synthesis technique where voltage
is scaled to minimize energy consumption. The algorithm performs simultane-
ous bus synthesis and voltage scaling, where the slack of each communication
task is exploited to share the bus and to scale down the voltage. Thus the result-
ing synthesis problem is an optimization problem that finds a trade-off between
communication bus cost and energy consumption. Chap. 6 presents an approach
to synthesize energy efficient communication buses under data size and process
variations. The effect of variations is mitigated by simultaneously performing
communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling during the synthesis. The vari-
ation in data size is due to the diversity of applications to be run on a single
embedded system. However, process variations are due the parameters such
as channel length, width, threshold voltage, etc. The proposed technique mod-
els the effects at system level and synthesizes robust communication buses. In
Chap. 7 the bus synthesis methodology is validated by conducting experiments
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on several benchmarks.
Conclusions: Finally, Chap. 8 gives a conclusion of this thesis and shows some
possible future research directions.
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While designing a complex system with about a billion transistors, there is a wide
range of factors such as technology, layout, system complexity, etc. that affect the per-
formance of a system in terms of power, delay, circuit reliability, time-to-market, etc.
If one of the design decision is taken wrong, this will lead us to a bad design and re-
sults loss of revenue. Thus, it is essential to consider those factors early in a design
flow so that their effects can be modeled at higher levels of abstraction and designers
are able to take the right decision at the right time. As the main topic of this thesis is
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the synthesis of on-chip communication buses, we consider five different factors that
affect the performance of on-chip communication buses. These are technology scaling
factors, layout related factors, architecture, system complexity, and algorithms. Tech-
nology and layout related factors can be characterized with passive elements of elec-
tric circuits such as resistances, capacitances, and inductors, which influence the delay,
power consumption, and circuit reliability. In our communication bus synthesis al-
gorithm, we model these factors and explore their possible impact on communication
buses.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 2.1 describes how the technology scal-
ing trend influences the performance of wires. It further shows how process variation
can have a significant impact on the performance of communication buses. Sec. 2.2
addresses the layout related issues such as proper interconnect planning, the combi-
nation of retiming and the partitioning of circuits, buffer insertion, and wire width
planning so that the performance of post synthesis communication buses can be im-
proved. Sec. 2.3 addresses mainly architectural issues that have to be fixed before the
synthesis of communication bus. These are communication bus topologies, bridges,
routers, switches, synchronous, and asynchronous communications. Finally, Sec. 2.4
gives the summary of this chapter.
2.1 Technology Scaling Trends
Technological factors refer to all the physical parameters that appear after a system
has been mapped onto a target CMOS technology. As a result of this, the parameters
include parasitic components such as resistance, capacitance, and inductance which
differ for different technology nodes. In this subsection, we show how technological
related factors influence the performance of an on-chip communication bus architec-
ture and how these factors can be modeled at system level so that a designer can take
a decision in an early design phase. Our main focuses are first to analyze the effect
of device and wire scaling and second, the effect of process variations on the on-chip
communication bus.
2.1.1 Device and Wire Scaling
The principle of the MOSFET device scaling theory is based on a constant electric field
as proposed by Dennard et al. [51]. The main idea behind the device scaling technique
is to increase the performance in terms of delay and power consumption and to re-
duce the device geometries, while still preserving the basic operational characteristics
of MOSFET devices. When all of the voltages and dimensions such as channel length,
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Constant Field
Scaling
Generalized
Scaling
Channel Length 1/α 1/α
Channel Width 1/α 1/α
Gate-Oxide Thickness 1/α 1/α
Electric Field 1 ς
Voltage 1/α ς/α
Doping α ςα
Gate Delay 1/α 1/α
Power Dissipation 1/α2 ς2/α2
Power Density 1 ς2
Tab. 2.1: Constant electric field and generalized device scaling [154]
channel width, wiring width, and insulator thickness are reduced by the scaling factor
α and the doping and charge densities are increased by the same factor, the electric
field inside the MOSFET remains as it was in the larger device. This is called constant
electric field scaling and results increase in circuit frequency and integration density in
proportion to the factor α and α2, respectively. These constant electric field scaling rela-
tions are summarized in column two of Tab. 2.1 for some of the important physical pa-
rameters. However, there are two main problems of this constant electric field scaling
method. First, the built-in potentials cannot be scaled due to its strong tie with silicon
band gap energy, which does not change unless a different semiconductor material is
used. Furthermore, since the subthreshold slope is determined by the thermodynam-
ics of the Boltzmann distribution of carriers, it cannot be scaled either. Consequently,
the threshold voltage cannot be scaled by much. The result is an exponential increase
in leakage current, which appears to be a dominant factor at the sub-nano meter scaled
CMOS technology nodes. Fig. 2.1 depicts actual past and projected future scaling of
voltage and oxide thickness versus channel length. It can be seen that because of above
mentioned limitations, voltages cannot be scaled at the same rate as the channel length.
While in earlier generations of MOSFETs, voltages were scaled linearly, which resulted
in an increase of carrier velocity and device performance. However, recently, carrier
velocity of devices has been saturated, but voltage scaling has been slow because of
nonscaling of the subthreshold slope and the leakage current.
The constant electric field method appears therefore to be impractical to keep de-
vice scaling trend. This can be accommodated by introducing an additional scaling
factor ς , which allows to increase the electric field with factor ς . This method is called
generalized scaling rules as summarized in column three of Tab. 2.1. However, it offers
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two main disadvantages, which are the reliability issue of devices due to the increase
in the electric field and an increase in total power consumption per area due to the
cramming more number of components onto the integrated circuit. This introduces
other challenging issues such as device packaging and cooling requirements. As the
temperature increases, the mobility of carriers decreases and this results in low device
gain. This, in turn, would reduce the speed of the circuit.
Further the scaling trend shows that signal wires and devices should be scaled with
the same scaling factor in order to increase integration density. In this case, if the num-
ber of devices, which are to be integrated on a chip is constant then the overall delay
of remains almost same due to the reduction in mean wire length. However, this is
not the case for each technology node, where more and more transistors are integrated
on a single chip. This results in an increase of global wire length and resistivity, since
the resistance is proportional to the wire length and inverse of cross-section. Further-
more, for each scaled technology node, the number of metal layers increases to enhance
connectivity among the devices. To cope with such an ever increasing wiring prob-
lem, wires can be classified into three different types: local, intermediate, and global
wires [154]. The local and intermediate wires are used mainly to route local signals
between gates within a larger block of gates. These wires are typically short so that the
total delay due to RC (resistance and capacitance), remains almost the same despite
the shrinking in cross-section of wire. However, the current density of local wires in-
creases and this results in problems such as device reliability due to electromigration.
The influence of this problem can be minimized by scaling the wires with factor
√
α
instead of α as shown in Tab. 2.1.1.
The second major concern of scaled local wires is an effect of coupling capacitances
due to the shrinking trend of pitches, i.e., the distance between two wires. The con-
sequence is higher crosstalk noise, which degrades the signal integrity and modifies
the power consumption of the wire line drivers. Since local wires are typically very
short, the effects of self and mutual inductance are negligible, and thus, local wires can
be characterized by only the coupling capacitance. The coupling capacitances can be
minimized by using a wire with an aspect ratio of about 2 [154], which minimizes the
distance between wires. This can be achieved by reducing the width of the wires and
keeping the height almost constant. However, this is still a trade-off between resistance
and noise.
In contrast to local wires, global wires are longer and they are used for power grids,
clock tree distribution, global data buses, and other important signals on the top layers
of metal. Unlike in local wires, the ideal and quasi-ideal scaling technique can not be
applied to global wires. Since, global wires connect blocks within a chip, its average
length increases by factor
√
α if the wire is scaled by factor α. So, to allow unattenuated
signal transmission along the global wires with low resistance, a constant dimension
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.1: Past and projected future scaling trends for CMOS logic. (a) Supply voltage and thresh-
old voltage versus channel length. (b) Gate oxide thickness and 2-in NANDdelay versus chan-
nel length [155].
Local Wiring Global Wiring
Ideal
Scaling
Quasi-ideal
Scaling
Ideal
Scaling
Constant
Dimensions
Wire Width 1/α 1/α 1/α 1
Wire Thickness 1/α 1/
√
α 1/α 1
Wire Length 1/α 1/α
√
α
√
α
Resistance α2 α3/2 α2 1
Capacitance 1 ≈ 1 1 1
RC Delay 1 1/
√
α α3 α
Current Density α
√
α α 1/α
Tab. 2.2: Wire scaling scenarios for local and global wires [154]
scaling technique is used to keep the wire resistance constant. This approach follows
the concept of fat wires suggested by [139].
2.1.2 Effects of Process Variations
Variations are deviations in the value of process parameters and they collectively af-
fect the performance characteristics of a circuit from their given specification. There
are mainly two sources of variation: process variations and environmental variations.
The process variations are due to the manufacturing process such as change in effective
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channel length, channel width, oxide thickness, etc. The environmental variations are
due to the environmental factors such as temperature, pressure, and humidity, which
are independent from the manufacturing process. In the past deterministic worst case
models were used to model the effect of variation on the system, however, they are
overly pessimistic for the sub-nano meter scaled CMOS technology node and may
lead to increased design effort and longer time-to-market, which ultimately may result
in lost revenues. To overcome the above problems, a new statistical timing analysis
method [147, 121, 103] is being used widely in academia and industry. Before we start
with an impact of variation on performance parameters, we introduce simple delay
models for device and wire. The alpha power delay model of a device can be written
as
Tdevice = κ
Vdd
(Vdd − Vth)α
(2.1)
where, Vdd is supply voltage, Vth is threshold voltage, κ and α are technology depen-
dent parameters. Similarly, a simple delay model for the wires is given by the dis-
tributed RC delay (assuming that rcL2 > L/ν) as,
Twire = rcL
2 (2.2)
where, r is distributed resistance per unit length, c distributed ground capacitance per
unit length, L interconnect length and ν is speed of electromagnetic wave propagation.
If we consider a simple parallel platemodel for the parasitic capacitance per unit length
of the interconnect, the interconnect delay of Eq. (2.2) can be re-written as,
Twire =
ρǫ
HρHǫ
L2 (2.3)
where, ρ is the resistivity of the conductor, ǫ is the permittivity of the insulator, Hρ is
the thickness of the metal conductor, and Hǫ is dielectric thickness. From Eqs. (2.3)
and (2.1), overall performance of the wires depends on the gate delay (which acts as
a driver of a wire) and the delay of the wire itself. Since the technological parameters
in the above equations are not deterministic due to the process variations, there is a
strong influence of process variation on the performance of the on-chip communica-
tion bus. For instance variation in gate length is among the most critical parameter;
it has a significant effect on both inter-die variation (resulting from variation in du-
ration of exposure) and intra-die variation (resulting from lens aberration and other
lithography effects) [140, 173]. In Eq. (2.1) the terms κ and Vth depend on the number
of process parameters such as channel doping concentration, channel length, channel
width, oxide thickness, and supply voltage due to short channel effect. The gate delay
is inversely proportional to the square of threshold voltage Vth, which depends on sev-
eral process variation parameters. If there is a slight variation of threshold voltage from
the nominal value, it can be vulnerable to the performance of the on-chip communica-
tion bus. Similarly, an increase in variability of interconnect parameters such as wire
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width, wire thickness, wire height, and resistivity ρ affect the wire delay. The result
shows that variations in gate-length are expected to increase significantly as compared
to other process parameters, with variability increasing in all parameters [115].
Recently, adaptive body biasing technique [40,159,27,116] has been shown to be an
effective method of post-silicon tuning of a circuit to reduce variability under the pres-
ence of process variations. The basic principle is to manipulate the transistor threshold
voltage, Vth, through the body effect, which provides either a forward or a reverse body
effect to change threshold voltage. This principle can be explained using drain current
conductance in terms of a series of resistances between source and drain. This resis-
tance increases (decreases) with the increase (decrease) in body bias voltage, Vbs, which
results in change in transistor performance in terms of delay and power consumption.
Although, the body biasing method is a proper way to mitigate the effect of process
variations, it adds complexity on the design tools and the distribution network can be
expensive in terms of silicon area.
2.2 Layout Related Factors
The continuous scaling of feature sizes in semiconductor technologies has opened a
new era so-called sub-100 nanometer scaled CMOS technology, which can integrate
about 4 billion transistors on a single chip with an operating frequency of 12 to 13 GHz
in the 20nm technology by year 2009 as projected in the 2005 international technol-
ogy roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS’05) [10]. Furthermore, with increasing feature
size scaling, it is expected that the interconnects will play a dominant role on the per-
formance of circuit instead of devices. In past, significant amount of work has been
done in the area of on-chip communication bus optimization at different levels of ab-
straction, however, most of these still follow the conventional VLSI design flow with
emphasis on design and optimization of logic and devices. Interconnect optimization
typically is done either by layout designers or automatic place and route tools. Af-
ter the completion of layout if there is a timing violation due to long wires, designers
have to iterate the whole process, which effects time-to-market and revenue. This mo-
tivates the interconnect-centric design flow, which integrates interconnect planning at
early design stages which has tremendous impact on the final result. Fig. 2.2 depicts a
model of wire, which is characterized by its physical and electrical parameters. These
parameters are extracted after the floorplanning and routing of a circuit on the two
dimensional layout. Fig. 2.2(a) shows a wire with multiple capacitance at equal dis-
tances, while Fig. 2.2(b) gives a simplified wire model with equivalent capacitances at
the source side and the load side. The corresponding source and load capacitances of
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Fig. 2.2: Wire delay model [44],. (a) Multiple pin net. (b) Multiple two pin net
a wire can be calculated as [44],
Co =
k∑
j=1
Cj − CL (2.4)
CL =
k∑
j=1
∑j
i=1 li
l
· Cj (2.5)
Once the floorplanning and routing have been done, the total length of wire can be
estimated and its corresponding delay is given as [44],
Tint = RdCo +
(
α1l
W 2α2l
+
2α1l
Wα2l
+Rdcf +
√
Rdrcacf l
)
· l (2.6)
where α1 = (1/4)rca, α2 = (1/2)
√
rca/RdCL, andW (x) is Lambert’sW function defined
as the value of w which satisfies wew = x. The term Rd is the resistance of a driver,
and l is the length of a wire. Furthermore, r is the sheet resistance in Ω/sq, ca is unit
area capacitance in fF/µm2, and cf is unit fringing capacitance in fF/µm (defined to
be the sum of fringing and coupling capacitances) and rest other terms in Eq. (2.6) are
technology dependent parameters. After a circuit has been mapped onto the layout
using floorplanning and routing, electrical parameters such as resistances and capac-
itances cannot be optimized that much enough due to their dependency on the tech-
nology as shown in Eq. (2.6). However, the physical parameters of a wire, which act
as a dominant performance factor, can be optimized through different algorithms and
methodologies. The algorithms can be characterized into two classes: in terms of type
of solution they find, which are globally optimizing solutions and locally optimizing
solutions. For globally optimizing solutions, the algorithm searches all possible floor-
plannings and routings of a system. It then determines the optimal wire length by
minimizing or maximizing a given objective function subject to a set of constraints. As
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they explore all possible implementations, the complexity of these algorithms can be
exponential or NP-hard, which is one of the main disadvantage of the global optimal
solution. Then again for a local optimal solution, the algorithm searches possible im-
plementations within a local region and returns a locally optimal cost of the objective
function in a polynomial time complexity. This later turns out to be a fast method to
find a solution, however, it does not give the best solution. Hence, it is a trade-off
between time complexity and the quality of solution.
Furthermore, independent of the type of solution, the layout and interconnect op-
timization depend on the way an objective function is defined. For instance, it can
be optimized for power, delay, size or their combination and their results will be dif-
ferent for different objective functions. The conventional flooplan and routing ap-
proaches [124,168] minimize the objective function, which includes the total chip area,
subject to a set of delay constraints. However, these techniques cannot be used any-
more for today’s systems with about half a billion transistors and wires; the resulting
solution can be vulnerable for the power consumption and the maximum operating
frequency due to a long critical path. Recently, in [187] a floorplan method is presented
with a combined cost function of chip area and power consumption. The results show
that paying the penalty for a small increase in area can reduce power consumption
significantly while still respecting the given required arrival time of the signals.
In addition to above methods, there are several wire delay optimization techniques,
which can be applied simultaneously with floorplanning. The most common that are
being used by industries and academia are retiming, buffer insertion, and wire width
planning. In the following subsection the details of these wire delay optimization tech-
niques are discussed.
2.2.1 Interconnect Planning
Since the complexity of the wiring problem is increasing, the planning of interconnects
at the early design stages is essential to generate an efficient layout with the minimum
wire delay. In general, interconnect planning can be divided into three main steps,
which are physical hierarchy generation, floorplanning with interconnect planning,
and interconnect architecture planning [44]. After these steps, the resulting floorplan
is evaluated under a set of constraints and if it satisfies the constraints the solution will
be accepted. Otherwise several iterations will be carried out until the solution meets
all constraints.
The main problem in a system design process is to map different hierarchies of in-
terconnects and modules at system level description onto a two-dimensional layout
with little or no consideration of the layout information. Although the high level hard-
ware description languages facilitate the hierarchical design techniques at each level
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of abstraction to reflect the logical dependency and relationship of various functions
and components in the design, it is still impossible to find the best mapping from logic
hierarchy into physical hierarchy. This is due to the gap between logic and physical
hierarchy. This gap can be filled by generating a good physical hierarchy of intercon-
nects. As the first step of interconnect planning, the physical hierarchy generation step
partitions all interconnects into a set of different physical hierarchies before floorplan-
ning. These include global, semi-global, and local interconnects, which are generated
by using a classical mincut algorithm. It partitions a system into a set of main blocks
and each block is further partitioned into sub blocks. The communication between two
main blocks is classified as a global interconnect, while the communication between
sub blocks within a block is characterized as local interconnects. Based on the physical
hierarchies of interconnects further steps such as floorplanning and routing can be con-
ducted efficiently and the results show significant improvement of the layout in terms
of wire delay, size, and power consumption. The second step of interconnect planning
is called physical level interconnect planning. This interacts with the interconnect syn-
thesis tools and plans for the best interconnect topology, wire width, wire ordering,
wire spacing, etc. for global, semi-global, and local interconnects. The third step is the
interconnect architecture planning, which exploits the degree of freedom provided by
the process technology and identifies the technology dependent parameters that influ-
ence the overall system performance, reliability, and power consumption subject to the
manufacturing constraint. The parameters include the number of routing layers, the
thickness of each interconnect, the thickness of the isolation layer, the metal resistivity,
each layer’s dielectric constant, each layer’s nominal width and spacing etc. Each of
the above parameters is adjusted to optimize the layout in terms of the target clock
rate, interconnect distribution, depths of the logic network, etc.
2.2.2 Combine Retiming and Partitioning
After the planning of the interconnects, placement and routing of the circuit are per-
formed simultaneously to find the minimum chip area. In this step, a large circuit is
partitioned into a set of blocks and sub blocks using a mincut algorithm, which finds
the best partition of circuits in terms of minimum number of cutsize, i.e., the number of
wires connecting the circuits. However, while minimizing the objective function of cut-
size, the algorithmmay find partitions with a long critical path connecting two circuits.
The delay of the critical path can be optimized using retiming simultaneously with a
partitioning algorithm [44]. Retiming is an optimization technique, which improves
the speed of a synchronous circuit by relocating registers without changing the circuit
functionality [98]. Fig. 2.3 depicts a motivational example for simultaneous retiming
and partitioning of a circuit. Assume that each node has delay 1, the inter-block con-
nection delay is 2 and intra-block connection delay is 0. In Fig. 2.3(a), before applying
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Fig. 2.3: Simultaneous partitioning and retiming for wire delay minimization [44]. (a) Cutsize
= 1 and delay of critical path = 4. (b) Cutsize = 1 and delay of critical path = 4. (c) Cutsize = 1
and delay of critical path = 4. (d) Cutsize = 1 and delay of critical path = 3.
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Fig. 2.4: Small signal model of Buffer [44]. The buffer size is given by w; r0 is the output
resistance of a unit-sized buffer; cg and cd are the gate and drain capacitance.
retiming, number of cutsize is 1 and delay of critical path is 4. After applying retiming
in Fig. 2.3(c), there is no change in the number of cutsize nor in the critical path de-
lay. While for another partition of circuits shown in Fig. 2.3(b), the retiming results the
number of cutsize same as before, however, the delay of the critical path is improved
from 4 to 3 in Fig. 2.3(d). This example clearly demonstrates that the simultaneous re-
timing and partitioning method may improve the critical path delay significantly after
just relocating existing registers within a circuit.
2.2.3 Buffer Insertion and Wire Width Planning
In addition to above discussed optimization techniques, the buffer insertion technique
is also applied most commonly to improve the performance of the communication bus
during floorplanning and routing [164,102,15,44]. The basic idea behind this technique
is to find the longest wire, that violates the timing constraint and insert buffers in be-
tween nodes connecting circuits. It optimizes delaymainly in two ways, first partition-
ing a long wire into small pieces of wire and second decoupling off-path capacitances,
which make the buffer insertion technique one of a powerful tool to optimize RC delay.
Fig. 2.4 depicts a buffer model and its equivalent small signal model, where the size
of buffer, its equivalent series resistance, and capacitances at gate and drain terminal
are characterized by the channel width w. Since the resistance of a wire is proportional
to its length, the buffer insertion improves the wire delay. Similarly, due to the de-
coupling effect of a buffer, it decouples the capacitances of divided wire segments and
improves the overall delay as shown in Fig. 2.4. As the technology scaling trend is
growing exponentially, the total number of buffers required is increasing with decreas-
ing transistor feature size. It has been shown that the number of buffers required for
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the 70nm technology node is close to 800,000 [44] and this is expected to grow for the
coming generation. Although the buffer insertion technique seems like a promising
candidate to improve the interconnect delay, it offers some challenges to a designer
in terms of increased power consumption and increased area of the layout. Thus, an
efficient algorithm is required to perform buffer planning so as to minimize the power
consumption and area of layout, while still meeting the delay constraint. Buffer inser-
tion techniques, which have been carried out in past, can be categorized as pre-layout
insertion and post-layout insertion. In post-layout insertion, topological information
of interconnects can be utilized for timing analysis and it appears to be practical to opti-
mize the delay. While for pre-layout buffer insertion, there is no information about the
layout and interconnect plan, so the algorithm performs buffer insertion, floorplaning
and routing simultaneously. As a result, the complexity of the appropriate algorithm
is NP-hard [158]. However, the pre-layout buffer insertion technique can give a better
optimized solution in terms of the number of buffers, layout area, and routing of in-
terconnects. Early works on post-layout buffer insertion techniques are presented in
[164, 102] with polynomial and pseudo-polynomial run-time complexity, respectively.
Although the buffer insertion technique is promising for long wire delay optimiza-
tion, it has some limitations such as power consumption and obstacles for buffer inser-
tion due to existing circuit blocks in the layout, whichmake buffer insertion impractical
even if there is enough space available to optimize the wire delay. In presence of these
limitations, another technique so-called wire width planning can be used to enhance
high speed data transfer between on-chip communicating modules. Wire width plan-
ning also called wire sizing is an effective technique to reduce the delay of intercon-
nects, however, the floorplanning and routing process can turn out to be complicated
in presence of a set of different wire widths. Ideally, the continuous wire sizing tech-
nique gives the global optimal solution, but it may not be applicable due to its practical
limitations in the manufacturing process. Furthermore, since the wire resistance is in-
versely proportional to its width, its geometry cannot be increased arbitrarily because
of given area constraints. Hence, the wire sizing technique is a trade-off between the
wire performance and the area of the layout. For a given layout of a design, the wire
sizing problem can be defined as [44],
Φ( ~W, lmin, lmax) =
∫ lmax
lmin
λ(l) · f( ~W, l)dl (2.7)
where λ(l) is the distribution function of wirelength l, lmin, and lmax are the minimum
and maximum wirelengths for this metal layer, f( ~W, l) is the objective function to be
minimized by the design and ~W is the wire width vector. In Eq. (2.7), the complexity of
the optimization problem depends on the number of discrete wire widths. Early work
of Cong et al. [43, 42] proposed an O(nr) wire sizing algorithm for an n segment tree
with r possible wire widths. Their objective function is a linear combination of the sink
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delays. Later Sapatnekar presented an improved wire sizing algorithm, which find
the best upper bound of the objective function with run-time complexity O(rn) [141].
In [102] Lillis et al. presented a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm that performs buffer
insertion and wire sizing simultaneously to find the best trade-off between them.
2.3 Architecture
In the above subsection, we discussed effects of technological and layout related fac-
tors on the performance of on-chip communication buses. To over come the problems
of shrinking wire width and an increase in length, several state-of-the-art techniques
were pointed out to enhance the performance of wires. In this section, we focus more
on the architectural issues such as the selection of appropriate on-chip communica-
tion bus topologies, communication protocols, methods of message transformation,
etc. Traditionally, single shared on-chip communication bus architectures are classi-
fied according to the operating mode e.g., synchronous or asynchronous and arbitra-
tion schemes e.g., centralized, decentralized, or distributed. However, they may not
meet the demand, as feature sizes become smaller and the cross-sectional area of wires
decreases, causing wire resistance to increase and signal delay to grow. In the era of
about a billion-transistors architectures, signals do not reach across the chip within one
or two clock cycles. The estimated results show that less than 1% of a chip is reachable
in a single clock cycle [13]. Then again, with the increasing trend in system complexity,
there is a huge demand of communication placed by on-chip communication traffic,
on the on-chip communication architecture. To cope with the ever increasing prob-
lems of technology scaling and system complexity, communication architectures can
be classified into four major classes based on their network topology [53]. These are
shared-medium networks, direct networks, indirect networks, and hybrid networks.
In a shared-medium based on-chip communication architecture, the transmission
medium is shared by several on-chip modules and it is used most commonly in an
embedded system due to its simplicity. An alternative to this topology is a dedicated
point-to-point connection between two neighboring on-chip communicating modules.
Communication between any two neighboring modules takes place via a point-to-
point connection, while the communication between any two non-neighboring mod-
ules takes place through intermediatemodules. This type of network topology is called
direct communication network. Instead of using intermediate modules, communica-
tion between any non-neighboring modules can be achieved by means of one or more
switches. This type of network is called indirect communication network. In an em-
bedded system, all communicating modules may not need available bandwidth pro-
vided a given on-chip communication topology and this results in an under utilization
or over utilization of the given communication architecture. A hybrid communica-
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tion network, however, can be used to utilize the communication resources more ef-
fectively. As the on-chip communication architecture plays an important role on the
performance of embedded systems, above communication networks address several
design factors such as performance requirements, scalability, incremental expandabil-
ity, and reliability.
2.3.1 Communication Topologies
Shared-Medium Network: This network has the lowest communication architecture
complexity, where the communication media (usually a bus) is shared by several com-
municating modules and data transfer between them takes place in a time multiplex
manner. Eachmodule attached to a shared communication media has a standard inter-
face to transmit and receive the data. There are mainly two types of standard shared-
mediumnetworks: which are shared-medium local area networks and shared-medium
backplane bus. The local area network is mostly used to interconnect computers that
span physical distances to few kilometers. Contrarily, the backplane buses are mainly
used for on-chip communication in multi-processors embedded systems. As all mod-
ules share a single communication media, more than one module may access it at the
same time, which results in a media access conflict. A arbitration strategy is there-
fore an important issue to determine the mastership of the shared-medium to resolve
conflicts. Due to performance and implementation reasons, it is impractical to have
a centralized control or to have some major fixed access assignment to determine the
bus master. Thus, the local area network uses distributed media control, which can
be classified as contention bus, token bus, and token ring. While the backplane bus
uses a centralized media access controller, a so-called arbiter that grants a permission
as a response to the bus request from a communicating module to take the control over
a bus. Immediately after the bus is granted, the bus master puts informations such
as address and data on the backplane bus. After the successful completion of a data
transfer between modules, the bus master releases its control over the bus. There are
mainly two ways to release the bus: release-when-done and release-on-request. The
first one releases the bus when a data transfer is completed; this is called centralized
arbitration. The second one holds the bus until another processor request it. This type
of arbitration technique is called distributed arbitration.
Direct Network: A direct communication network consists of a set of nodes, where
each node has a direct point-to-point connection with another node in the network.
Each node is programmable with its own processor, local memory, and other func-
tional unit. Fig. 2.5 depicts a generic architecture of a node. The nodes within a net-
work can have different functionality such as storage, DSP processor, vector processor,
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Fig. 2.5: A generic architecture of a node in a direct network [53]
etc. One common component of all nodes is the router, which routes data from one
node to another node using a point-to-point connection. As the number of nodes in
the system increases, the total communication bandwidth, memory bandwidth, and
processing capability of a system also increased. Since scalability is a key issue in
designing multiprocessor embedded systems, direct networks have been a popular in-
terconnection architectures for designing large-scale parallel processing systems. In
comparison to this, bus based communication architectures are not scalable as they
can become the bottleneck when more processors need to be integrated in an existing
architecture. A direct network can be characterized by three main factors: topology,
routing, and switching. A topology defines how nodes are interconnected with each
other. Ideally, topology can be a completely connected graph nodes, where all nodes
are connected by dedicated point-to-point connections. In this case, there is no need
to use intermediate nodes to transfer data from one node to another, and the result is
a fast interconnect network. However, this topology can not be realized in a practice
due to several limitations such as wiring area, wiring cost, and its complexity. The
most popular direct communication network is the n-dimensional mesh, and the k-
ary n-cube or torus, where all nodes are not fully connected. For these networks, an
intelligent routing algorithm is needed to route a message from source to the destina-
tion through intermediate nodes. When a message reaches an intermediate node, a
switching mechanism determines how and when a message has to be routed toward
the destination.
Indirect Network: Unlike in direct networks, instead of having a direct point-to-point
connection between two nodes, indirect networks consist of a set of switches that route
messages from source to destination. Each node has a network adapter that connects
to a network switch, which can have a set of input and output ports. Similarly to the
direct network, indirect networks can be classified by three factors which are network
topologies, routing, and switching. Its topology is defined by the interconnections
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between switches. In an ideal indirect network, all nodes are connected by a single
N × N switch, which is called crossbar. The crossbar network provides an intercon-
nection for any processor in the system to any other processor or memory unit so that
many processors can communicate simultaneously without any access conflict. When
more than one processor try to access different memories simultaneously, the arbitra-
tion allows them to access all of them without conflict. However, when more than one
processor try to access the samememory unit there will be a conflict and the arbitration
lets one processor proceed while the others wait. The arbiter in a crossbar network is
distributed among all the switches. In addition to the crossbar network, multistage in-
terconnection networks (MIN) and generalized MINs model are also most commonly
used in parallel computing.
Hybrid Network: It is a combination of a shared-medium, direct networks, and indi-
rect networks. There are several types of hybrid networks: multiple backplane buses,
hierarchical networks, cluster based networks, etc. One approach to increase the band-
width of shared-backplane buses is to have a multiple buses, however, due to the
limitation of electrical packaging technology, multiple buses are used very rarely in
practice. Another way to increase the bandwidth of networks is to have hierarchical
buses with a global bus at the top, which are connected by either bridges or routers.
In this case, again the global bus may become a bottleneck. Another common type of
hybrid network is the cluster-based network, which is very similar to the hierarchi-
cal network. Instead of a global bus at the top of the hierarchy, it has point-to-point
connections between nodes, just as like in a direct network.
2.3.2 Bridges, Routers, and Switches
Bridges, routers and switches are used to facilitate the message transfer between com-
municating modules. In general bridges are used to connect more than two buses,
with identical or different communication protocols. When the protocols are different
for different buses, interfaces for each bridge should be different and this appears to
be challenging in terms of design perspective.
In direct networks routers are used to route messages from source to destination.
They read the headers of incoming messages and find the shortest possible path to
forward them. Especially in n-dimensional mesh architectures, routing algorithms can
be complex with increasing mesh sizes.
As soon as a channel is selected by a routing algorithm, switches connect the input
port to an output port. There are mainly two types of switching: circuit switching and
packet switching. In circuit switching, a complete connection between source and the
destination is established first and then the transfer of message takes place. In packet
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switching the message is transferred as soon as the channel is reserved. Thus packet
switching appears to be more effective in terms of resource utilization compared to
circuit switching.
2.3.3 Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous
As feature sizes shrink and the die sizes increase, synchronization of future system-on-
chip design with a single global clock and with negligible clock skew is becoming a
major challenge for the silicon technology. To cope with this problem, a new paradigm
called globally asynchronous and locally synchronous (GALS) architecture is proposed
in [28, 171, 113]. The architecture consists several synchronous on-chip modules with
an asynchronous wrapper around of it. The main idea is to partition a system into
several clock islands that communicate with each other in a self-timed fashion. Thus
the functionality of each module can be described and synthesized with a well estab-
lished synchronous design flow. Based on this concept of GALS architectures, Benini
et al. proposed a new SoC design paradigm called Networks on Chips (NoC) [22]. It
is an interconnection network for high-performance parallel computers with multiple
processor and memory blocks. The aim is to solve future SoC architectural and de-
sign productivity issues by providing a uniform communication network connecting
multiple modules and standardizing the handling of various inter-module communi-
cations. Furthermore, NoC architectures provide re-usability of existing intellectual
property blocks, physical-architectural-level design integration, and platform-based
design methodologies.
In contrast to the GALS architectures, in [41] a synthesis for on-chip multicycle
communication architecture is presented for a synchronous design. Their focus is on
the synchronous designs and propose a way to systematically handle multicycle on-
chip communication. The technique is based on regular distributed register (RDR)
microarchitecture, which offers high regularity and direct support of multicycle on-
chip communication.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed different factors such as technological, layout re-
lated, and architectural which affect the performance of on-chip communication buses.
On one hand, there is the increasing trend in device and wire scaling, which enables to
integrate an increasing number of transistors on a single chip. However, on the other
hand, this trend has a significant negative impact on wire delay, power consumption
per area, and other parameters. As a result, system performance and reliability will be
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degraded. Thus, these factors have to be modeled at higher levels of abstraction and
different optimization techniques have to be applied to mitigate their effects. Among
them supply and body bias voltage scaling, bus encoding, buffer insertion, wire width
planning, etc. are commonly used techniques to improve circuit performance. Further-
more, independent of technological factors, the selection of an adequate architecture
and a good architecture optimization algorithm has also an impact on the performance
of the communication bus. For instance a global search algorithm can find the best
solution, however, in general, it can not be applied in practice due to its complexity in
terms of time and space. There are some other algorithms that are called heuristic, to
find a near-optimal solution of a problem in a polynomial time complexity. Thus, it is
a trade-off between run time complexity and the quality of solution.
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In the previous chapter we have discussed several issues that influence the perfor-
mance of on-chip communication buses. Among them technological and layout related
issues have an impact on the passive elements such as resistance, capacitance, and
inductance of a circuit. These elements degrade the circuit performance in terms of
power consumption, delay, reliability, etc. Similarly, other issues such as the selection
of an adequate architecture has also an impact on the throughput of the communica-
tion bus. In this chapter we present different existing optimization techniques to refine
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a communication bus architecture in presence of different influential factors as previ-
ously discussed. These techniques are categorized on the basis of level of abstraction
on which the respective refinement techniques are applied.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 3.1 illustrates the importance of transac-
tion level communication modeling including bus interface synthesis, the Khan pro-
cess based communication model, and the abstract channel model. The main goal of
modeling at the transaction level is to explore different possible implementations of the
communication bus architecture such as the selection of protocols, network topologies,
etc. Sec. 3.2 presents bus cycle accurate level synthesis techniques such as real-time
constraint driven, layout aware and floorplan aware communication bus synthesis.
This technique lies one level of abstraction below transaction level modeling and in-
cludes several implementation details of a system. Thus, it is slower in terms of run
time than transaction level modeling. Sec. 3.3 presents different power and delay opti-
mization techniques for a synthesized system. Finally, Sec. 3.4 gives a summary of this
chapter.
3.1 Transaction Level CommunicationModeling
System-on-chip designers are facing design challenges due to the ever increasing sys-
tem complexity. Today SoC designs of a complex system have several multiple IPs
(CPUs, DSPs, FPGAs, memories, peripherals, etc.), which communicate with each
other by exchanging data through system buses. In such a complex system, on-chip
communication becomes a major performance bottleneck [153]. Although on-chip
communication bus architectures such as OCP [7], AMBA [1, 55] and CoreConnect [4]
have been popular choices in current designs of SoCs, they have opened up a large
exploration space because they can be configured in so many different ways [126].
Thus, system designers have to explore a large design space to find an efficient com-
munication bus architecture with the optimal bus width, the number of buses, and
the best communication protocol. Traditionally, systems were captured at a cycle and
pin-accurate level in register transfer level (RTL) and then simulated for performance
estimation before synthesis. This is, however, practically impossible for today’s large
and complex systems, as it would require tremendous amount of memory and pro-
cessing power. This has motivated a new paradigm of modeling a complex system
at an abstract level, where an early estimation of a system characteristics can be done
before committing to the RTL development.
Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) [60, 72] refers to modeling of a system at an ab-
stract level, where architecture IPs are modeled at a functional level and the system
bus is captured as an abstract ’channel’ rather than the pin-accurate bus architecture
or communication protocol. That is, in a TLM model the main focus is to analyze data
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transfer between communicating modules, rather than on the way how the transfer
can be accomplished. Starting from a model described at a TLM level of abstraction,
where communication is characterized through the use of channels, one possibility
would be to extract a set of figures of merit that may support the designer in the anal-
ysis of those aspects of the design useful for selecting the target architecture, which
in turn implies, the decision on the type and number of computation elements (CPUs,
DSPs, ASICs, etc.), the choice of communication resources (buses, FIFOs, etc.) and the
hardware/software partitions.
3.1.1 Interface Refinement and Synthesis
In [114] synthesis of a system level bus interface has been presented for a single bus
based architecture. Where a system can be viewed as a set of processes that communi-
cate with each other over abstract communication channels. After hardware/software
partitioning, a set of processes and variables of a system specification are mapped onto
modules (CPUs, ASICs, memories, etc.) and channels are mapped onto system buses.
The set of tasks performed to implement communication between the modules in a
system are collectively defined as interface synthesis. The method called ”bus gen-
eration algorithm” that determines the bus width required for implementing a group
of communication channels while minimizing performance degradation of the system
processes. Such an algorithm incorporates system level constraints such as data trans-
fer rates of the individual channels and the number of pins available to implement the
bus. The algorithm allows the designer to explore a trade-off between the bus width
and the performance of the processes communicating over the bus.
When multiple on-chip communicating modules share a single communication
bus, a protocol needs to be defined in order to avoid any conflicts among modules
during the communication. However, a communication protocol greatly influence the
overall system performance and may lead to the violation of design constraints if the
designers underestimate the actual communication load. In [48, 49] Daveau et al. pro-
pose a communication synthesis approach that deals with both protocol selection and
interface synthesis based on the allocation/binding of communication units. A com-
munication unit is an object that can execute one or several communication primitives
with a specific protocol, and it includes a controller that determines the communica-
tion protocol. The complexity of a controller may range from a simple handshake to a
complex layered protocol. This approach allows for a wide design space exploration
through the subsequent automated selection of communication protocols. In this ap-
proach, a system is modeled as a set of processes communicating through abstract
channels, which executes a communication scheme invoked through a procedure call
mechanism. The abstract channels act like as high-level communication primitives that
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are used by the processes to communicate. Access to a channel is controlled by a fixed
set of primitives and relies on remote procedures calls. A process that is willing to
communicate through a channel performs a remote procedure call to a communication
primitive (send, receive) of that channel.
During interface synthesis an implementation for each of the communication unit is
selected from the implementation library and the required interfaces for all the process
using the communication units are generated. The library may contain several imple-
mentations of the same communication unit, e.g., an interface with different protocols,
different buffer sizes, and bus widths. Each communication is realized by a specific
implementation selected from the library with regard to data transfer rates, memory
buffering capacity, and the number of control and data lines. The synthesis algorithm
first builds a tree of all possible implementations. This decision tree enumerates for
each abstract channel all the communication units from the library that are candidate
for allocation. The nodes of the tree are the abstract channels and the edges represent
communication units that may implement that abstract channel. The leaves of the tree
correspond to empty nodes.
To date, a complex SoC consists of several heterogeneous on-chip processing mod-
ules such as CPUs, ASICs, FPGAs, DSPs, and its design from the scratch is absolutely
impossible due to the time-to-market constraint. Its sheer complexity makes it im-
possible to design everything from scratch in a reasonable time frame. Recently, the
techniques such as ”design for reuse” and ”reuse of design” have been gained mo-
mentum in practice to reduce costs and shorten the time-to-market. However, the IPs
may not have the same specification or the same implementation, which causes a huge
overhead in terms of time and may cause major hindrances for successful integration.
This motivates the need for tools to bridge the gap between the heterogeneous func-
tional specification and its heterogeneous implementation. In [33, 137] the design en-
vironments PTOLEMY and CoWare are presented to integrate IPs with heterogeneous
functional specifications. The CoWare synthesizes communication interfaces between
hardware and software assuming that hardware/software partitioning of a complex
system has been done efficiently. It allows the designer to specify and simulate com-
munication channels at various levels of abstraction. Furthermore, it can be used to
perform actual communication synthesis. This methodology allows for functional ver-
ification of a system but is not suited for the fast analysis of system communication
throughput as this would require every interface in the system to be represented at
the highest level of detail which, in turn, would lead to very long simulation time.
Simply representing each interface at a low level of detail would not remedy this as
the low detailed communication specifications are more or less abstract (primitive
ports/channels, message passing, shared memory, etc.) and not tied to the particu-
lar protocol that will be used in the final system. The CoWare data model supports
three communication mechanisms. Communication always happens between two ab-
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stract processes. If these abstract processes are part of the same actual process, they
are called intraprocess communication. If they are part of different processes, they are
called interprocess communication. Intra-process communication is done by making
use of shared variables and signals that are declared within the context of the process.
Inter-process communication with a primitive protocol is based on remote procedure
calls (RPC). On a master port the RPC function can be used to initiate a remote pro-
cess. The RPC function returns when the slave process has completed data transfer.
Similarly, Hines and Borriello [76] present the Pia co-simulation tool, which allows a
designer to specify multiple communication models for each interface in the system
and to dynamically switch between them during simulation. This way, a designer can
choose to model some interfaces at a low level of detail and others (that he might want
to debug) at a high level of detail.
In [163] Vahid and Tauro propose an object-oriented communication library (OOCL)
for hardware/software co-design. The OOCL provides C/C++/VHDL send/receive
communication primitives for numerous common protocols and components, with
pretested underlying implementations. A designer can choose an OOCL channel sup-
porting the desired protocol, without the need to focus on underlying implementation
details. The user then instantiates a communication channel object, initializes it, and
then sends or receives messages over it; all access to low level ports, registers, and
communication behaviors are hidden within the implementation of an object. Because
OOCL is a library, existing languages such as C and VHDL need not to be modified,
and no synthesis tools are required to generate the communication behaviors. How-
ever, this approach focuses on specification and implementation rather than analysis.
In [91] Knudsen and Madsen present an approach to integrate communication pro-
tocol selection with hardware/software co-design. Their method finds the best system
architecture, including the choice of communication protocols, the processing of data
to be communicated, and the partitioning of system functionality onto the architec-
ture. They claim that communication protocol selection must be done prior to the
partitioning of a system into hardware and software. For example, pieces of computa-
tion that communicate small amounts of data compared to the amount of time spent
in the computation should be isolated to processors with slow interfaces, while pieces
of computation that communicate intensively with other pieces should be mapped to
processors in such a way that they are linked to those pieces with fast interfaces, if
they cannot be mapped to the same processor and if performance is a major concern.
This means that the best system is not necessarily found when the protocol mapping is
fixed initially and partitioning is performed later. Likewise, determining the best pro-
tocol mapping/configuration after the processors have been chosen and partitioning
has been performed, will not in general result in an optimal system, as partitioning has
been performed without knowledge of communication throughputs between system
components and is, therefore, probably not optimal.
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One of the major difficulties in reusing IPs lies in the different communication pro-
tocols they use [137]. When processors with incompatible protocols have to be inter-
faced, protocol conversions are required. A good protocol selection is possible if all
processors involved in the communication are known because the choice is influenced
by the number of factors such as the required speed and robustness of the data trans-
fer. Hence, there is an potential growing need to standardize interface-based-design.
Three factors drive the need for standards within the design and EDA industry [99].
These are (1) common communication principles, (2) common design formats, and (3)
a unified approach to design quality measurement and assurance. The VSIA group has
proposed three emerging system-level-integration standards that are already gaining
industrial adoption. These are the system level interface behavioral document (SLIF)
standard, the on-chip bus virtual component interface (OCB VCI), and the system level
data types standard. The first of these is a mutual comprehension standard for rigorous
interface based description of any VC (virtual component). It enforces a system level
view upon standard VC integration, and provides the link between abstract models
and VC implementation. The second and third standards are interoperability stan-
dards, and both tie in with the use of the SLIF standard. The OCB VCI transaction-level
view provides a bus-interface abstraction that is not limited by the VC. The standard
data types permits quick analysis of interoperability requirements, and guarantees that
a common interpretation of data operations is used within the VC behaviors.
3.1.2 Trace Transformation Techniques Based on Khan Processes
There has been already a significant amount of work done in the area of on-chip com-
munication architecture exploration and synthesis based on Khan processes [89]. In
the Khan model, concurrent processes communicate using unbounded FIFO channels.
Each process performs sequential computation on its private state space. The compu-
tation actions of a process are interleaved with communication actions that read data
from input channels and write data to output channels. The Khan model fits nicely
with signal processing applications as it conveniently models stream processing and
as it guarantees that no data is lost in communication. Khan process networks are de-
terministic, i.e., the data stream that travels along each channel is determined by the
input data; it does not depend on the order in which the processes are executed. As a
result, application programmers can easily combine processes into process networks.
Dataflow process networks are a special case of Khan process networks. The Khan
and dataflow process network models permit applications to be modeled relatively in-
dependent of a specific target architecture. This enables reuse of application models
and permits companies to build libraries of reuable functional IPs. In particular, the
primitives used for communication between processes abstract from implementation
aspects that need to be addressed later in the design trajectory. There is no need to
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worry about issues such as synchronization with other processes, physical locations of
buffers, or sharing of interconnect or memory resources. In the Khan process model,
the read operation can not be initiated until data is available, when there is data then
it is copied from the FIFO to the private state space of a process. However, for write
operations there is no blocking, so a process can write its data from private state space
to the FIFOs.
In [131] Pimentel et al. propose an environment called Artemis (architecture and
methods for embedded media systems) to explore and synthesize communication bus
architectures. The main goal of their work is to develop an architecture modeling and
simulation environment that provides methods, tools, and libraries for the efficient ex-
ploration of heterogeneous embedded systems architectures. The meaning of efficient
in this context is that the environment enables rapid evaluation of different architec-
ture mappings, and hardware/software partitioning at various levels of abstraction
for a broad range of applications. Beyond that second, Artemis provides the possibil-
ity to explore the design space for the reconfigurable embedded computer architecture.
Artemis uses the Khan process network computational model which is obtained by re-
structuring a sequential application written in C/C++ into a program that consists of
parallel processes communicating with each other via unbounded FIFO channels. It
uses trace driven co-simulation to analyze the performance of a system modeled at ap-
plication level. Each process, when executed, produces a trace of events that represents
the application workload imposed on the architecture by that particular process. Thus,
the trace events refer to the computation and communication operations an applica-
tion process performs. By executing the Khan model, each process records its actions
to generate a trace of application events, which is necessary for driving an architecture
model as shown in Fig. 3.1. An architecture model is based on components that repre-
sent processors or co-processors, memories, buffers, buses, etc. Simulation of an appli-
cation model requires an explicit mapping of Khan processes and channels of the appli-
cation model onto the components of the architecture model as shown in Fig. 3.1. In the
figure it can be seen that a trace event queue routes the generated trace of application
events from a specific Khan process toward a specific component inside the architec-
ture model. The Khan process dispatches its application events to this queue, while the
designated component in the architecture model consumes them. The designers can
make design decisions like hardware/software partitioning, mapping of computation
and communication onto the hardware components. The selection of communication
protocol can be done using the Artemis, which further refines the architecture to find
the best design solution. To facilitate the process of model refinement, the architecture
model library should include models of common architecture components at several
levels of abstraction. The simulation should refine application level model events to
match the detail level present in the architecture model. However, to explore such a
large design space at different levels of abstraction using simulation techniques is quite
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Fig. 3.1: Mapping a Khan application model onto an architecture model [131].
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time consuming and increases design time-to-market constraint. Similarly, in [101]
Lieverse et al. propose a technique called SPADE (system level performance analysis
and design space exploration), for the architecture exploration of heterogeneous signal
processing systems. The technique is very close to the Artemis [131], however, it fo-
cuses on the problems associated with the mapping of primitives used for expressing
communication behavior at the application level onto primitives used to implement
the communication architectures.
In the Artemis environment, mapping of an application model onto an architec-
ture model is performed using trace driven co-simulation, where event traces gener-
ated by an application model drive the underlying architecture model. The abstract
communication event of the application model, however, may not match the architec-
ture level communication primitives, which, in turn, may lead to wrong design deci-
sions. In [130] Pimentel et al. present a trace transformation method that is based on
integer-controlled data flow (IDF) models [34], to perform communication refinement
of application level events. They provide for mapping of the Khan processes from an
application model onto architecture model components that supports the scheduling
of application events from different event traces. Their proposition comprises an inter-
mediate synchronization layer in between application and architecture level model for
the scenario whenmultiple Khan processes are mapped onto a single architecture com-
ponent. This layer consists of virtual processor components and FIFO buffers, which
are for the communication inserted in between the virtual processors. The IDF model
describes the internal behavior of a virtual processor. The incoming event traces from
the application model specify when and with whom a virtual processor communicates,
while the internal IDF model within a virtual processor specifies how the communica-
tion takes place.
Furthermore, in [31, 78, 69, 88] similar approaches as above are presented for the
modeling of signal processing multimedia applications based on Khan process net-
works. One of the important issues in the interface synthesis is to determine the
intermediate buffers in the interface required to temporarily store data to be trans-
ferred [92]. Kolks et al. address this problem bymodeling a system as a set of processes
similar to finite state machine. In [165, 166] on-chip communication traffic modeling
and analysis for multimedia applications is presented. Their technique finds on-chip
buffer space allocation and quantitative evaluations for a typical producer/consumer
model.
3.1.3 Abstract Channel Model
Khan process network based on-chip communication analysis and synthesis has been
used as a common technique to model applications at an abstract level with a set of
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abstract communicating processes. However, it offers some limitations that is the use
of infinite buffer size and the lack of write blocking operation in the buffer. Further-
more, abstract traces of an application model are used to map onto the components
of the architecture level. This may not give the best mapping and can lead to bad de-
sign decisions. In [118] Nicolescu et al. propose an abstract channel model for the
communication refinement. The concept of abstract channel is based on protocol fixed
communication [49,72]. For communication refinement they use three abstract levels of
communication, which are message level (protocol neutral communication level, ML),
driver level (protocol fixed communication level, DL), and register transfer level (cycle
accurate level, RTL). Their main contribution is to refine the communication from ML
to DL. AtMLmodules communicate with each other by exchanging messages overML
channels with using generic data type messages. During channel refinement, the ML
channel can be split into several DL channels. This process is called channel partition-
ing and it has to be done by the designer (probably who has to evaluate the trade-off
between system performance and resource usage with using performance/cost models
of channel implementations [32]).
In [45] Coppola et al. propose a design environment based on a C++ modeling li-
brary developed on top of SystemC [72], to support an object-oriented design method-
ologies, which separates IP modules into behavior and communication components
and uses further two inter-module communication layers. The layering simplifies
specification and allows further refinement by introducing application based abstrac-
tion. The bottom layer is called message box layer, which establishes inter-module
transfer of interface signals and data according to generic or system specific proto-
cols. The top layer is called communication driven layer and it translates inter-module
transaction requests to the message box layer.
In [11] Abdi et al. present an automatic communication refinement engine for sys-
tem level design. They assume that a system has been partitioned into hardware and
software; and their behavior is modeled as an abstract communicating processes. The
communication between the processes are modeled as an abstract data transfer and
the tool transforms it to its actual bus level implementation. The main contribution
of their work is to automate the transformation process. The inputs to the tool are
an abstract communication model, a protocol of library including generic and pro-
cessor specific protocols, and the synthesis decisions that guide the communication
refinement engine. Inter-component communication is point-to-point and takes place
through abstract channels, which support send and receive methods. The communi-
cation between components is modeled using three main schemes, which are two way
blocking, one way blocking, and non-blocking. Similarly, in [14] Agosta et al. present
static analysis of transaction level models. In this approach, a given system specifica-
tion with an executable model is profiled to extract some computation metrics. These
metrics are useful in the design space exploration phase, to define the main character-
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istics of the hardware and software architecture.
The main task during communication analysis is the determination of all synchro-
nization points so that all communicating processes hold the synchronicity condition.
In [144] an approach is presented for the analysis of systems with parallel communi-
cating processes for SoC design in order to determine the worst case execution timing
behavior of a system.
In [74] Henkel and Ernst present Hw/Sw communication delay estimation for a
shared memory architecture by separating a system into cluster of hardware and soft-
ware. They estimate the communication delay by analyzing variables which are de-
fined in a process and going to be used by another process. The approach is, therefore,
more concerned to the Hw/Sw partitioning.
3.2 Bus Cycle Accurate Level Synthesis
The transaction level modeling approach provides functional validation of a system at
an early phase of a complex system design flow, however, this model does not cap-
ture details about the on-chip communication behavior for the exploration of different
design possibilities. Recently, some efforts [119, 172, 126] have been made with the
concept of TLM that speedup simulation performance and apply them at bus cycle
accurate (BCA) level. This model is used most commonly to capture IPs on a less de-
tailed, functional level for improved simulation performance while modeling all the
bus signals and timing accurately.
3.2.1 Real-time Constraint Driven Synthesis
The early works about on-chip communication bus synthesis and optimization are pre-
sented in [70, 100, 105]. Both approaches synthesize communication buses under real-
time constraints. In [70] Grant et al. propose to synthesize communication buses for
a simple signal processing algorithm, which consists of few adders, multipliers, and
registers. In their synthesis algorithm, first, the operations are scheduled for given
hardware resources to obtain a graph, where a node represents an operation and an
edge between nodes represents the data dependency between them. A dependency
between two nodes is equivalent to communication. All these communication activi-
ties among the operations are grouped together and mapped to communication buses.
In addition to this, multiplexers are synthesized together with buses to share them
among the communicating modules. Similarly, in [100] Li et al. present a technique
to generate explicit communication from shared memory program references using a
Crystal compiler approach. This approach starts off with a machine-independent high
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level problem specification. A sequence of transformations, either suggested by the
programmer or generated by the compiler, are then applied to this specification. These
transformations are tuned for each particular machine architecture such that efficient
target code with explicit communication can be generated. Their approach to compila-
tion consists of three steps, which are control structure synthesis, data distribution, and
communication synthesis. The first two steps are to generate appropriate communica-
tion from a machine independent system specification. The communication synthesis
module consists of three main parts. The first part is analyzing reference patterns of the
program and matching them with suitable communication routines. The second deals
with scheduling and synchronization of send and receive pairs. The third part han-
dles the partitioning onto the target processors and synthesizes communication buses,
however, it is limited to a single shared memory architecture.
In a complex system design, designers frequently underestimate the peak load
and synthesized communication bus architecture based on average communication re-
quirements, which may lead to a bad design. Due to the peak load in a heterogeneous
distributed embedded system, a custom communication topology is necessary to meet
the real-time constraints. In [83,170] communication synthesis methods for distributed
embedded systems are presented. In [170] Yen et al. propose a technique to synthesize
a custom communication bus for arbitrary topologies in which point-to-point commu-
nication is a special case. Their synthesis algorithm selects the number of buses, the
type of each bus, message transferred on each bus, and schedules the communication
on the bus. A system is modeled using a task graph, which consists of set of processes
with their dependencies. A process is a single thread of execution, characterized by
computation time, which is a function of the module (processor, ASIC, etc.) to which it
is mapped. A task is a partially ordered set of processes, which may be represented by
as an acyclic directed graph known as a task graph, in which a directed edge represents
a data dependency. For each task, a data transfer rate constraint, a hard deadline, a soft
deadline, and a data size to be transferred are given as a problem specification. Fur-
thermore, the bus is modeled assuming that each CPU has a local memory where the
program code and local data are stored, such that local data and instruction fetching
do not affect interprocess communication. When two or more processes are mapped
onto different on-chip modules, the communication between them takes place over
the communication bus, which introduces a delay in addition to the execution of the
processes. Since the communication architecture is based on shared memory, sending
process P1 sends data to the shared memory and receiving process P2 receives data
from the shared memory. The duration to transfer data by a process includes the time
spent on finishing an uninterrupted data transfer. It is proportional to the size of the
message, the speed of the on-chip module, and the bus speed.
Fig. 3.2 depicts a task graph and communication processes after a system has been
partitioned and mapped onto the appropriate modules of a SoC. The dashed boxes
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Fig. 3.2: Creation of communication processes for various communication schemes. (a) Task
graph and allocation. (b) The corresponding communication processes [170].
represent on-chip modules and the small boxes represent dual-port buffers of on-chip
modules. When two processes are mapped onto two different modules and connected
by an edge, at least one communication process needs to be created for the correspond-
ing message. If there is a dual-port buffer, either the sending or the receiving process
can be deleted as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b). The worst-case bus response time bi,
which is estimated as the longest time from the bus request of instance Pi to the instant
Pi has finished all its data transfer. The total cumulative worst-case delay of commu-
nication processes is modeled as,
x = g(x) = ci +
|P |∑
j=1
cj · ⌈x/pj⌉ (3.1)
where ci is the computation time, cj is the communication time for each communication
process, and pj is the period [97]. Their communication synthesis algorithm takes the
estimated worst-case delay as a constraint andminimizes the total communication cost
using the gradient-search method. At each iteration the algorithm maps each message
(send or receive) to several communication buses and selects the one that does not
improve the cost in presence of the worst-case delay constraint.
In [63,62] Gasteier et al. present an automatic generation of communication topolo-
gies at system level. The approach is limited to a single shared bus-based architec-
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ture without arbitration scheme, which, however, requires deterministic data transfers
among the processes in order to avoid bus access conflicts. They use VHDL processes
and C programs to describe the behavior of a system at system level. These processes
are communicating processes and they communicate with each other through abstract
send and receive functions to exchange data. These abstract communications between
processes are traced using co-simulation of the VHDL and the Cmodel, which are used
as input to the synthesis algorithm. For a given set of processes communicating via ab-
stract send and receive functions and detailed information about the communication
requirements of each process, the algorithm generates communication topologies us-
ing three steps: (1) clustering of transfers, (2) bus generation, and (3) final optimization.
At the first step of the algorithm, it merges all the traces of data transfer that do
not overlap with each other into a single bus. This can be achieved by analyzing the
data transfer time interval (start and end time) of all transfers, which do not conflict
with each other in terms of timing. The worst case would be, when more than one
process access the bus and transfer data at a same time. Let PA be a set of processes
that transfers data using a bus in cluster A and PB be another set of processes that
transfers data using another bus in cluster B then the clusters A and B can be merged
into a single cluster iff,
∀(PAi , PBj ) ∈ PA × PB : gcd(PAi , PBj ) > 1 (3.2)
where, gcd(PAi , P
B
j ) is the greatest common divisor. In the second bus generation step,
the algorithm generates communication buses with the minimum cost for each cluster.
They use the branch-and-bound method to find the minimum communication cost for
tasks, which are scheduled for different bus widths. They use a recursive algorithm,
which creates a search tree in depth first search order. The third step is the final opti-
mization of the synthesized buses. In this step, the algorithm tries to merge buses if the
total bus width of the merged bus is less than the sum of the bus widths of two buses.
The algorithm is limited to find an optimal solution since it does not perform a com-
plete search but the search is limited by two restrictions: first the imposition of a search
order and second a quick look ahead communication cost estimation. This affects the
selection of RAM, however, the search leads to an optimal solution with relatively high
probability.
In [61] a communication synthesis approach is presented as an extension to [63,62].
This technique presents an iterative graph based on a clustering algorithm driven by
a heterogeneous cost function, which takes into account bit widths, the probability of
access collisions on the bus and the cost for arbitration logic. Similar to the previous
approach, a system is specified as a set of communicating processes P1, P1, · · · , Pn and
any two processes exchanging data with a certain frequency, which is called communi-
cation density di,j. The density di,j, 0≤ di,j ≤ 1 is defined as the quotient of the number
of clock cycles containing at least one transfer from process Pi to process Pj and the
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number of clock cycles executed in total. Zero communication density di,j means that
no data is transferred between processes Pi and Pj, whereas a communication density
of one means that data is transferred in one clock cycle. Furthermore, it is assumed
here that the temporal distribution of transfers is not deterministic, i.e., the data trans-
fer delay between two processes is not known in advance. The bus arbitration policy
is implemented in the communication bus in order to avoid any simultaneous accesses
by more than one process. The synthesis problem is formalized as an optimization
problem that finds an initial solution, which consists of a set of clusters of communica-
tion processes. The costs for an initial clusters C is expressed as,
fc(C) = L
∑
vi∈V
P (vi) +
∑
Ci∈C
β(Ci) + ct ·max{w(Ci)}∀Ci∈C:|Ci|>1 + narb · costarb (3.3)
In Eq. (3.3) the term L is a weight and it is set to a very high value in order to intro-
duce high costs in case of port violations. The second and third terms are used for
area and performance evaluation of the communication bus. The term β(Ci) gives bus
width needed for the logical bus assigned to cluster Ci and intuitively the bus width
is a function of the area it uses, the total area due to the communication buses can be
estimated by accumulating the bus width assigned to all clusters. narb is the number of
arbitration units and its corresponding arbitration cost is costarb. The term ct controls
the trade-off between area and performance.
All above mentioned efforts synthesize either a single bus topology for all commu-
nicating modules or multiple communication buses with a single communication pro-
tocol. In a heterogeneous distributed embedded system all communicating processes
may not need the same bandwidth and protocols, which results in under utilization
or over utilization of communication resources, if a communication bus architecture
is synthesized without a global consideration. In [123, 122] Ortega et al. present an
approach that synthesizes communication buses for embedded systems with global
consideration, which means the method analyzes bandwidth requirements for each
communicating process from the given specification and clusters a group of commu-
nicating processes with bus width and communication protocol. This results in a hi-
erarchical bus architecture with different communication protocols. More specifically,
the method examines the problem of synthesizing communication for an arbitrary, yet
static, bus topology. Instead of optimizing designers out of the design process, this
approach allows designers to easily map their high-level designs to various imple-
mentation architectures for comparison. It helps a designer to explore quickly many
more points in the design space than above mentioned techniques would allow. Their
communication model is based on a set of processes that communicate by exchang-
ing non-blocking messages. A non-blocking protocol is more suitable for distributed
real-time systems than a blocking protocol partly because it decouples computation
from communication [93]. A behavior description consists of a set of communicat-
ing processes. A process contains state information that may be used for intraprocess
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communication. In addition to this description, the designer provides an architectural
specification, which includes a list of processing elements, a mapping of the processes
to the on-chip modules, a bus topology with bus protocols, and a mapping of mes-
sages to particular buses. The method analyzes the communication between processes
and classifies it into interprocess communication and intraprocess communication. All
interprocess communications are mapped onto the communication buses, however,
intraprocess communications are mapped to a single on-chip module.
In [75] Hessel et al. propose approach to multi-level communication synthesis for
heterogeneous multi-language systems based on a systemmodeling language SDL [18].
These methodologies allow to specify the intermodule communication at different lev-
els of abstraction. In [150] Svantesson et al. propose a methodology and algorithms for
efficient interprocess communication synthesis from a system level description in SDL.
They implement SDL processes by two hardware blocks, namely a computation block
and a communication block. The computation block implements the data computation
function of the process as an extended FSM (finite state machine). The communication
block implements the communication of a process with other processes. In this work,
interfaces for interprocess communication are classified into five different types: send
and forget (i.e., the source process just sends data and then continues to transfer the
next), strobe based (the source process sends data along with a control signal and con-
tinues), handshaking based (the source process waits for acknowledgment from the
destination process before continuing), FIFO based with a single instance of the des-
tination process, and FIFO based with multiple instances of the destination process.
Furthermore, each process is parameterized by process parameters, which include data
size and timing related specifications. The algorithm analyzes the communication of
each process Pi with all other processes that send data to it. If one of the transfers
require a FIFO based communication interface then a communication module with a
FIFO based module is selected from the library for that process.
In [65] Gogniat et al. present an extended communication synthesis method that
provides characterization of communications and their implementation scheme in the
target architecture. Their approach assumes that hardware/software partitioning and
scheduling of a system have been done efficiently, which consists a basis for a back end
of a co-design framework leading to hardware/software integration. The main aim of
the work is to characterize the communications of an application in order to minimize
resources and to determine the protocols. As this work focuses on the last step of a co-
design flow for a dedicated static digital signal processing application, the underlying
architecture consists of several heterogeneous cores such as e.g., DSPs, RISC proces-
sor, and memory. The behavior of a system is captured by a directed acyclic graph,
where each node represents computation and an edge represents the data dependency
between two communicating nodes. The dependency between two nodes is further
classified as a temporal dependency and functional dependency. A temporal depen-
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dency connects two nodes, which do not communicate over communication resources,
and that are mapped onto the same on-chip module. In contrast to this, a functional
dependency between two nodes means that they transfer data via communication re-
sources. The communication synthesis algorithm starts tracing data transfer between
all nodes with their functional dependencies and estimates the corresponding duration
of the data transfer between sender and receiver as,
Tcom = Vdata ·
⌈
Ldata
Lbus
⌉
·Nc · Tc (3.4)
where, Tcom is the data transfer duration, Vdata is the number of data blocks to be trans-
ferred, Ldata is the total size of data to be transferred, Nc is the number of clock cycles
to access a data in the internal memory, Tc is the clock period of the communication
interface, and Lbus corresponds to the internal memory bus width size. With the delay
model given in Eq. (3.4) they compute an ASAP (as soon as possible) start time tsASAP
and an ALAP (as late as possible) end time teALAP of each node to calculate the mo-
bility, which is defined as the difference between teALAP and tsASAP . If tsASAP > teALAP
then the mobility is negative and the communication is asynchronous since there is
no time overlap between the communicating nodes. Otherwise, the communication
among them can be considered as synchronous.
In [160] Tsay et al. present the high-level synthesis of shared-bus systems from data
flow graphs. They assume that hardware/software partitioning and mapping of a sys-
tem onto the target architecture have been already performed. Based on the mapped
system, computation and communication tasks are captured using co-simulation tech-
niques. This results in a directed acyclic task graph, which consists of both computa-
tion and communication tasks. Graph nodes represent computation tasks and edges
represent the communication between the computation tasks. The communication
synthesis algorithm simultaneously performs scheduling, allocation, and binding of
communication tasks to communication resources such as buses. The algorithm is
implemented using three different approaches called the circular-arc coloring, inte-
ger linear programming (ILP), and channel assignment. Both circular-arc coloring and
ILP approaches find the global optimal solution, however, their worst case run time
complexity is NP-hard. In contrast to them, the channel assignment approach can be
applied to perform scheduling, allocation and binding of communication tasks with
run time complexity O(|V |log|V | + r|V |), where r is a constant and called unfolding
factor.
In [132] Pinto et al. propose a constraint driven communication synthesis method
that enables automatic design of the communication architecture of complex systems
using a library of pre-defined intellectual property (IP) components. The abstract
model of a system consists of a set of computational models, which communicate
through point-to-point unidirectional communication virtual channels. The algorithm
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takes communication the constraint graph and a communication library as input and
synthesizes communication buses. The communication constraint graph is captured
from the abstract model of a system with a set IPs. The constraint driven communica-
tion synthesis problem is defined as a task to find a communication architecture that
satisfies all the constraints specified as communication requirements on the channels.
At the same time, this architecture minimizes a predefined cost function that captures
an optimality criterion, which has to be defined for each specific application. A com-
munication constraint graph is a directed graph, where each vertex is associated to a
port of a computational system module and each directed arc represents a point-to-
point communication channel between two modules. The arc is characterized by two
parameters d(a) and b(a), which are the arc length or distance and the communication
bandwidth, respectively. Similarly, a communication library is a collection of commu-
nication links and communication nodes, where each node n ∈ N has a cost c(n) and
while each edge is characterized by a set of link properties. The link length d(l) cor-
responds to the length of the longest communication channel that can be realized by
the link. The link bandwidth b(l) corresponds to the bandwidth of the fastest commu-
nication channel and the link cost c(l) is defined with respect to the other links in the
library based on an optimality criterion that varies with the application type. From a
given communication constraint graph together with a communication library, an im-
plementation graph is obtained. The cost of an implementation graph G ′ is defined as,
C(G ′) =
∑
n
′
∈N
′
c(n
′
) +
∑
a
′
∈A
′
c(a
′
) (3.5)
where, N
′
is a set of communication nodes and A
′
is a set of arcs that correspond to the
communication links between two nodes of the set N
′
. In this approach there exists
many possible graph implementations for a given library to satisfy the requirements
given by a set of constraint graphs. It is guaranteed that there exists the optimumpoint-
to-point implementation graph in any implementation graph and this graph is derived
by implementing a single arc constraint independently from all the others present in
the constraint graph.
In [138] Ryu et al. propose a custom communication bus generation for multipro-
cessor SoC designs. Their approach can synthesize bus architectures of five different
types: (1) bidirectional first-in first-out bus architecture, (2) global bus architecture, (3)
extended global bus architecture, (4) hybrid bus architecture, and (5) split bus architec-
ture.
In a complex SoC, on-chip data traffic is not uniform over time. This is due to the
diversity of applications to be run on a single embedded system. A communication
bus architecture, which is synthesized for average data traffic conditions, is not able to
handle peak traffic loads and may cause violations on the given real-time constraints.
In [143] Sekar et al. describe FLEXBUS, a flexible, high performance on-chip communi-
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cation bus architecture featuring a dynamically configurable topology. The FLEXBUS
detects run-time variations in communication data traffic and efficiently adapts the
topology of the communication architecture. It provides two different topology cus-
tomization opportunities, first, dynamic bridge by-pass, which enables system level
customization through run-time fusing and splitting of bus segments, and second, dy-
namic component re-mapping enabling component level customization through run-
time switching of components from one bus segment to another. However, this con-
figurable communication bus architecture offers several drawbacks in terms of an in-
crease in logic and interconnects, configuration delay overhead, and maintaining com-
patibility problems with existing on-chip communication bus standards.
3.2.2 Layout and Floorplan Aware
In [156, 157] Thepayasuwan et al. present a layout conscious approach and bus archi-
tecture synthesis for the hardware/software co-design of SoCs optimized for speed.
The method addresses layout related issues that affect system performance, such as
the dependency between task communication speeds and interconnect parasitics. An
embedded system is modeled as a quadruple consisting of a HDCG (hierarchical data
and control dependency graph), resources, a floorplan, and a PM (performancemodel).
The HDCG is an acyclic polar graph with one start node and one end node. It consists
of three elements, which are a set of cluster nodes (CN), a set of communication cluster
nodes (CCN), and a set of arcs. The cluster nodes represent tasks, functions, loops, and
if-then-else constructs in the system specification. Each node in the cluster nodes is
characterized by three parameters, which are start time, execution time, and end time.
The CCNs represent data communication between CNs mapped to different process-
ing units. The CCN is an alternating sequence of nodes corresponding to the transmis-
sion of data packets of a fixed size and nodes for synchronization. The resources are
a set of IP cores available for the SoC implementation. The floorplan tree has a binary
tree structure having the following two properties: first, leaf nodes correspond to IP
cores and second, each internal node links the two nodes that exchange the maximum
amount of data with each other. Lastly, the performance model symbolically describes
the semantics of performance attributes, such as latency with respect to the invariant
HDCG characteristics. The Performance model is a graph that contains three elements,
which are first the starting node zero to set the modeled performance attributes to their
initial value; second a constant part consists of linked symbolic variables and opera-
tional nodes, such as addition nodes, multiplication nodes, max nodes, andmin nodes.
The third and the last element of performance models is a variable part that includes
additional directed arcs between the operational nodes.
The co-design methodology of this work includes three consecutive steps. The first
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step partitions cluster nodes to processor nodes, binds operation nodes to functional
unit cores, schedules cluster nodes, communication cluster nodes, and operation nodes
and finds the speed requirements for communication cluster nodes. The second step
decides about the IP core floorplanning, synthesizes the bus architecture, routes the
buses, and characterizes the speed achievable on each bus. Finally the third step re-
schedules the cluster nodes, the communication cluster nodes, and the operation nodes
without changing the partition or the bus architecture.
In [80] Hu et al. present a system level point-to-point communication synthesis
using floorplan information. They assume that hardware/software partitioning and
mapping onto the a set of IPs have been done and based on the profiling mapped
system, communications among IPs are extracted to create communication task graph
(CTG). In CTG, a node represents IP and an edge between any two IPs represents
communication dependency, which is characterized by an amount of time to transfer
data from one IP to another IP. The dependency between two IPs is classified as tem-
poral dependency and function dependency. The temporal dependencies are the set
of communication activities that take place within a IP, while the functional dependen-
cies mean the communication activities occur between IPs. The communication-driven
floorplanning algorithm takes a st of arbitrary shaped modules with their interconnec-
tion information and find a minimum area after placement with shortest wire-length.
After the placement of modules, the communication synthesis algorithm finds the bus
width for each point-to-point bus. The proposed algorithm is greedy algorithm which
first calculate ASAP and ALAP start time of each communication with functional de-
pendency and finds the lower bound of bus width to meet the real-time constraint be-
tween two IPs. Second step, algorithm checks whether the assigned bus width meets
the given deadline or not. If it satisfies the condition then the algorithm terminates
with an optimal bus width. Otherwise, it increases bus width and repeats the loop
until the condition does not fulfill.
In [127, 128] Pasricha et al. present an automated synthesis methodology for on-
chip communication buses with integrated floorplanning and a wire delay estimation
engine to evaluate the feasibility of the synthesized bus architecture and detect timing
violations early in the design flow. They assume that hardware/software partitioning
and mapping of a complex system onto a set of IPs have been done efficiently. An em-
bedded system is modeled as a graph called communication through put graph (CTG).
This is a directed graph, where each vertex represents an IP and an edges connecting
IPs represent communication between them. The floorplan engine is based on [12],
which takes a list of components and their interconnections in the system and mini-
mizes the total area associated with on-chip modules and their interconnection wires.
The communication synthesis algorithm takes the CTG graph, a target communication
architecture (e.g., AMBA [1]), a set of of communication parameter constraints, and a
library of behavior IP models as inputs. The algorithm starts by some preprocessing
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transformations on the CTG to that improve the performance of the entire system. Fol-
lowing this, it maps all the components from the CTG to a simple bus topology. Each
node in CTG has information relating to the type of bus it can be connected to, which
guides the communication bus mapping process. In the second step, the program iter-
atively selects a throughput constraint path (TCP) and searches the communication pa-
rameter space for a suitable parameter configuration and possibly performs topology
mutations if needed until all TCP constraints are satisfied. When all TCP constraints
are satisfied, the design is optimized in order to lower the communication cost and to
make sure possible timing violations. In the next step the floorplanning and delay esti-
mation engines are invoked in order to detect if there are any bus cycle time violations.
If timing violations are detected, the algorithm is repeated once again, otherwise result
is optimized in terms of timing and communication cost.
3.3 Post Synthesis Bus Optimization
At every abstraction level of a complex system design flow, analysis and optimiza-
tion of communication behavior are important tasks in order to identify key design
decisions for low power, better performances, and small in size etc. In the past, several
researchworks have contributed to analyze and optimize communication architectures
in terms of performance and power consumption for a given synthesized communica-
tion bus and its topology. This results look promising and are obvious addition for the
post synthesis communication bus analysis and optimization.
3.3.1 Protocol Selection
In [133, 54] Pop, Eles et al. propose an approach for schedulability driven communica-
tion synthesis of time triggered embedded systems. They assume that an efficient hard-
ware/software partitioning and mapping of computation and communication tasks
onto the target on-chip module and communication buses, respectively, have already
been performed. The approach is based on an abstract graph representation that cap-
tures at process level both data flow as well as the control flow. The time-triggered
protocol [94] is used as the communication infrastructure for a distributed real-time
system. They schedule the processes according to a static priority preemptive pol-
icy. They perform schedulability analysis on a given communication for four differ-
ent types of messages, which are static single message allocation (SM), static multiple
message allocation (MM), dynamic message allocation (DM), and dynamic packets al-
location (DP). They then further show how communication protocol parameters can
be optimized in order to fit the communication requirement of a given application to
the given synthesized communication bus architecture. The optimization algorithm
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performs both scheduling and parameter optimizations of a process and as a result, it
generates an efficient bus access scheme for a communication bus.
For the schedulability analysis, firstly, they present a general approach for process
scheduling with control and data dependencies considering a generic bus-based em-
bedded system. The scheduling algorithm is based on list scheduling, which generates
a schedule table for activation times, processes, and communications. This minimizes
the worst case communication delay. Secondly, they investigate the impact of com-
munication bus topologies and their protocols on the overall performance and demon-
strate the importance of protocol selection to increase performance without any addi-
tional cost, by just optimizing the bus access.
In [90] Kim et al. propose an IP-based SoC synthesis framework with imprecise
design costs for an SoC synthesis. The method is formulated in a probabilistic mixed
integer linear programming (PMILP) model, which identifies design decisions such
as selection of IPs, their assignment to communication buses, bus widths, and com-
munication protocols. The PMILP formulation performs simultaneous IP selection,
communication synthesis, and scheduling. The results show that the IP-centric design
space with uncertainty can be explored successfully using the proposed framework.
In [96] Lahiri et al. present a method of design space exploration for optimizing on-
chip communication architectures. Their approach optimizes a communication archi-
tecture by mapping a system onto a set of several available communication templates.
These templates are standard on-chip communication bus architectures provided by
vendors such as AMBA [1] and IBM CoreConnect [4]. Furthermore, they assume that
the bus width and the topologies of communication bus architectures have already
been determined and fed to their optimization algorithm. Based on those assump-
tions, they perform co-simulation of a given system for different bus templates and
communication protocols and select the one that meets the real-time constraint.
3.3.2 Optimization for Low Power Consumption
There have been already a significant amount of efforts made in the area of system
level approaches to reduce the energy of real-time distributed embedded systems. Dy-
namic voltage scaling and adaptive body biasing have proved to be an option to reduce
energy consumption [85, 162, 37, 57, 82, 67, 58, 21]. Since a heterogeneous real-time em-
bedded system maybe realized in a single chip and may run a large diversity of appli-
cations, the workload offered to the system is not uniform over time. i.e., on-chip mod-
ules do not need to run at their highest speed for all times. When the workload offered
to the system is low then the slack can be exploited by reducing the supply and body
bias voltages. This results in a significant reduction of dynamic and leakage power
consumption. There are lots of challenges and skepticisms concerning dynamic sup-
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ply voltage scaling and body biasing techniques in terms of achieving efficient DC-DC
voltage regulators and a dynamic workload detection unit. However, [68,81,47,35,73]
present techniques to design DC-DC converters with 96% efficiency at the peak load
of 134mW and dynamic workload detection units with a negligible area and power
overhead. Overall, the voltage scaling technique can achieve a significant amount of
power reduction for a system with variable workload over time.
In [19, 23, 77, 87, 38, 169, 39] dynamic voltage scaling and body biasing techniques
are presented for processors and CPUs. Recently, in [16,17] Andrei et al. proposed a si-
multaneous communication and processor voltage scaling technique for dynamic and
leakage energy reduction. They assume that a real-time distributed embedded system
has been partitioned and mapped onto the appropriate modules of an SoC and that
the on-chip communication bus architecture has been already synthesized. Based on
the mapped and the target architecture, a directed acyclic task graph is extracted. The
nodes of the graph represent the computational tasks, which compute data, while an
edge between two computational tasks indicates the data dependency between them,
i.e., the communication. They perform combined voltage scaling for both processor
and communication buses with continuous and discrete voltage scaling schemes. The
results show that combined supply voltage scaling and body biasing yield higher en-
ergy savings of around 30%.
In general, if the workload offered to a system is deterministic, the voltages are
stored in a lookup table, which causes less delay overhead to exploit the slack. Since
a real-time distributed embedded system runs several applications, the workload of-
fered to a system is random in nature and this results in a stochastic behavior of dy-
namic slack. Amajor problem of the voltage scaling technique is to predict the amount
of dynamic slack and exploit it with reduce on-line overhead. In [46] Cortes and et
al. present a quasi-static assignment of voltages and optimal cycles for maximizing re-
wards in real-time systems with energy constraints. Their approach minimizes delay
overhead subject to time and energy constraints.
In [79] Hsieh et al. propose an energy optimization of a communication bus ar-
chitecture using a bus splitting technique. The parasitic resistance and capacitance
are quite high in a long shared bus-based architecture. The timing and energy con-
sumption of a long bus can be reduced by splitting it into segments. The bus splitting
approach offers several advantages such as smaller parasitic load, larger timing slack,
smaller driver size, lower energy consumption, and lower noise problems. They per-
form bus splitting after the on-chip modules have been physically placed on the bus
and the bus wires have been routed according to their connections. The energy min-
imization problem for bus splitting is defined as a partitioning the on-chip modules
into two equal sized sets such that the average energy consumption per clock cycle of
the split bus architecture is at the minimum.
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Normally the capacitances at the I/O pads need to be large enough to drive sev-
eral loads connected to it and this further increases the total parasitic capacitances due
to their interconnections, which affect power consumption and causes big delays for
signal prorogation. In [149,149] Stan et al. present a bus-invert coding for data and ad-
dress buses I/O. They assume that on-chip communication bus architecture has been
synthesized and on top of this, a bus encoding technique can be implemented to reduce
the dynamic power consumption. The proposed bus inverting technique is twofold:
either invert the data values on the bus by setting a control signal invert = 1 or no con-
version of data values setting a control signal invert = 0. The method computes the
hamming distance of the present data value and the next data value. If the hamming
distance is larger than n/2, (where n is bus width) then set the invert = 1 else set the
control signal to 0 and leave the content of bus equal to the next data value. Similarly,
at the receiver side the content of bus needs to be inverted according to the control
signal. The results show that the peak power consumption can be reduced by 50% and
average power consumption can be reduced by 25%.
In [20,24] Benini et al. present a synthesis algorithm for power efficient communica-
tion bus interfaces. They propose a general-purpose encoder-decoder architecture that
can be used to reduce bus transition activity for generic data streams with completely
unknown statistical properties. In [112,111] a delay model is proposed for both induc-
tively and capacitively coupled lines. Based on this model, bus encoding is applied for
a point-to-point interconnect to improve throughput.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we discussed different existing techniques for on-chip communication
modeling, synthesis, and optimization at different levels of abstraction, which are
transaction level, bus cycle accurate level, and post synthesis level. Due to the ever
increasing system complexity, it is practically impossible to model communication be-
havior at an RTL level, which takes lots of efforts in terms of time and revenue. Thus,
the modeling of a system at an abstract level is essential for the broad exploration of
a large design space. Recently, the TLM is being commonly used to model a system
at an abstract level, where the IPs (intellectual properties) are modeled at a functional
level and the system bus is captured as an abstract channel rather than a pin-accurate
bus architecture. The main focus of TLM is to analyze data transfer between com-
municating modules rather than to decide how the transfer can be accomplished. In
TLM, the modeling approaches are mainly based on the Khan process model [89] and
the abstract channel model [118]. Khan process network based on-chip communica-
tion synthesis has been used as a common technique to model an application at an
abstract level with a set of abstract communicating processes. However, it offers some
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limitations such as the use of infinite buffer sizes and no write blocking operation for
the buffer. Thus, to cope with the above problem Nicolescu et al. propose in [118] an
abstract channel model for the communication refinement.
As TLM modeling does not capture system implementation details, bus cycle ac-
curate level modeling techniques are used to explore the rest of the design space left
by the TLM. The BCA model captures IPs with a less detailed, functional level for
improved simulation performance while modeling all the bus signals and timing accu-
rately. All efforts in BCA can be categorized into real-time constraint driven synthesis,
layout, and floorplan aware synthesis. The first technique synthesizes communication
buses without considering implementation issues such as CMOS technology, place-
ment, and routing. Although the proposed techniques are promising in terms of the
synthesis result, they may not be applicable if there are timing violations after place-
ment and routing. The efforts made in [157,127] consider effects of layout and floorplan
at higher levels of abstraction and check for timing violation at early design phases.
After the synthesis of communication buses, several techniques are used to opti-
mize its power and delay characteristics. Among them voltage scaling and bus encod-
ing are promising to reduce the power consumption of communication buses.
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The on-chip communication bus architecture is an interconnection network, which
integrates several on-chip modules and provides a mechanism to exchange data be-
tween them. The recent trend in system complexity shows that there is a growing de-
mand of communication traffic on the communication architecture. At the same time,
trend in technology scaling indicates that wires are increasingly vulnerable to power
and performance [13]. Thus taking into account these trends, designing a custom on-
chip communication bus architecture is a challenging task. Traditional approaches are
mainly based on the synthesis of a single shared bus based architecture [62, 61, 63],
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which often fails to meet the performance requirements. Thus we are driven toward
the synthesis of complex on-chip communication architectures that range from mul-
tiple hierarchical buses to entirely different network topologies. In the past, several
efforts have been undertaken to synthesize advanced on-chip communication bus ar-
chitectures [96, 127] based on available communication templates such as AMBA [1]
bus and CoreConnect [4], however, the synthesized communication bus architecture
may not always be optimal in terms of the optimal bus width and the number of buses.
In [138] an automatic bus generation for a multiprocessor SoCs is proposed. Their ap-
proach generates buses for a given bus width considering real-time constraints. How-
ever, they do not find a trade-off between the bus width and the number of buses.
Similarly, [132, 170] describes algorithms to synthesize communication bus topologes
for point-to-point communication architectures.
The work described in this thesis is to introduce on-chip communication bus syn-
thesis and optimization techniques for shared multi-bus based architectures. An as-
sumption for synthesis is that a system has already been partitioned and mapped onto
the appropriate modules of an SoC and the software part of the system specification is
implemented in software that runs on a standard processor while the rest of the system
specification is implemented in synthesized hardware. These hardware and software
modules communicate with each other by exchanging data through shared buses. Fur-
thermore, we assume that the amount of data to be transferred from one module to
another module is fixed. The problem of on-chip communication bus topology syn-
thesis is classified further into two main sub problems namely scheduling, allocation,
and binding problems [109, 59]. As a scheduling problem, we schedule communica-
tion tasks for different bus widths. While as allocation-binding problems, we bind
each communication task to the synthesized communication bus. The presented work
makes the following contributions:
• we demonstrate that the proper bus width selection influences the number of
buses (communication topology). For this we schedule communication tasks for
different bus widths and select the one that gives the optimal bus width and the
number of buses under given real-time constraints.
• we profile a hardware/software partitioned system andmodel the static commu-
nication behavior in terms of bus access and data transfer. The communication
behavior of each communication task is characterized by three parameters: av-
erage number of data transfer, transition density, and spatial correlation. Based
on these parameters, we estimate the communication cost of each communica-
tion task and refine the synthesized communication bus topology by moving or
swapping the modules from one bus to another bus.
This chapter is organized as follows. At first Sec. 4.1 describes amodel for a partitioned
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and mapped architecture, where tasks that run within on-chip modules and between
modules are characterized as data processing tasks and communication tasks, respec-
tively. Sec. 4.2 formulates the on-chip communication bus synthesis as a scheduling
problem and presents two different scheduling methods which are the globally op-
timal solution and a heuristic. The optimal solution method is formalized in linear
programming, which finds the global solution with exponential run time complexity.
While the heuristic is based on tabu search and finds a near-optimal solution in a poly-
nomial run time complexity. Sec. 4.3 presents bus topology synthesis and optimization
algorithm, which takes an optimized schedule of communication tasks in terms of bus
width and number of buses. The algorithm synthesizes the number of buses and their
interconnections to communication tasks. Further, the synthesized on-chip communi-
cation architecture is refined by moving or swapping on-chip modules from one bus
to other bus. Finally, Sec. 4.4 gives a summary of this chapter. The results that are
reported in this chapter have been already published in [188, 181, 180, 175]
4.1 Task and Architecture Models
We consider embedded systems which are realized as a MPSoC architecture. Such a
system consists of several on-chip processing modules such as general-purpose pro-
cessor, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or a field-programmable gate
array (FPGA). These on-chip modules communicate with each other by transferring
data through communication buses such as shared buses or point-to-point connec-
tions. We assume that Hw/Sw partitioning and mapping of tasks onto the appropriate
modules of an SoC have been done efficiently as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). Based on these
mapped tasks, a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E) is obtained to extract the
data processing tasks τ and the data communication tasks c of a given application. In
the extended graph, a node τ ∈ T represents the data processing task, which is mapped
onto the on-chip module, while edge e ∈ E indicates a data dependency between the
tasks (i.e. communication).
4.1.1 Data Processing Task
Data processing tasks τ ∈ T of a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E), are a set
of tasks that are mapped onto synthesized hardware of an SoC. These tasks are for
the computation of data, for example, a set of tasks for the fast fourier transformation
(FFT) computation. The execution time of tasks τ ∈ T can be expressed as,
wτ =
|T |∑
i=1
NCτ · Td (4.1)
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Td =
K6 · Ld · Vdd
[(1 +K1) · Vdd +K2 · Vbs − Vth]α (4.2)
where, Td is a delay for one clock cycle, NCτ is the number of clock cycles needed to
execute a data processing task τ , Vdd, Vbs and Vth are supply voltage, body bias voltage
and threshold voltage, respectively. The term α is a technology dependent parame-
ter with range 1.4 ≤ α ≤ 2 and K1, K2 and K6 are the fitting parameters. Since the
tasks τ are mapped onto the synthesized hardware, we assume that supply and body
bias voltages of each task are known and provided to the communication synthesis
algorithm.
4.1.2 Communication Task
On the one hand, all communications that take place among the data processing tasks
τ , which are mapped onto different on-chip modules, are called communication tasks
c as indicated by the square in Fig. 4.1(b). On the other hand, data processing tasks τ
that are mapped to the same on-chip module are merged to a single node as shown
in Fig. 4.1(b) and there does not exist an edge between two processing tasks. This in-
dicates that the tasks τi and τj do not communicate using an on-chip communication
bus. The notation c is a communication task, which takes a certain duration to trans-
fer data from one module to another module by using an on-chip communication bus.
This duration is called a communication lifetime interval (CLTI), which shows for how
long a task c uses a communication bus. Furthermore, each communication task has
its start time and deadline to finish the task. From the extended graph GE(T,E), a
directed acyclic communication task graph GC(C,Π) is obtained with the start node S
and deadline node dl to schedule the CLTIs of the communication tasks. In the com-
munication task graph, a node c ∈ C is a communication task, while an edge π ∈ Π
gives the dependency between the communication tasks.
Fig. 4.1(c) depicts the communication task graph with the ASAP scheduling of
CLTIs for a 16-bit wide buswith a deadline of 14ms. An edge between two nodes ci and
cj is weighted with w, which is the data processing time of a task τi. This gives an early
start time constraint for a successor cj to transfer data using a communication bus. The
execution delay w of data processing task τ is calculated from Eq. (4.1). Fig. 4.1(d) de-
picts the ALAP scheduling of the CLTIs for a 16-bit wide bus with a deadline of 14ms.
In Fig. 4.1(c) and (d), there is a difference in ASAP and ALAP time for tasks c2, c3, c6,
and c7. This difference between the ALAP and ASAP time of a communication task is
called slack. It measures how free we are to schedule the communication task ci into
different time slots so as to maximize the sharing of communication buses.
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Fig. 4.1: Architecture model. (a) Target architecture with mapped tasks. (b) Extended tasks
graph. (c) Communication task graph with ASAP scheduling of CLTIs for 16-bit wide bus. (d)
Communication task graph with ALAP scheduling of CLTIs for 16-bit wide bus.
4.2 Communication Task Scheduling
In this section, we formalize the problem of on-chip communication bus synthesis as
a scheduling problem, which takes a set of communication tasks and constraints as
inputs and schedules them for different bus widths. As a result of scheduling, the
method finds the optimal bus width. To find a trade-off between the quality of a so-
lution and the run time complexity, we present two different scheduling algorithms:
based on mathematical programming and tabu search.
4.2.1 Problem Definition
We assume that Hw/Sw partitioning of a complex system and mapping of their tasks
to the appropriate module of an SoC have been performed efficiently. For each data
processing task τ , its deadline dl, the number of clock cycles to execute the task NCτ ,
supply voltage Vdd, and body bias voltage Vbs are given. From the target architecture
with mapped data processing task(s) τ , a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E)
is obtained by tracing the communication activities among the data processing tasks
τ and results in a set of communication tasks c. Let C be a set of communication
tasks and their data dependencies between the tasks are defined by a set Depn ⊆
(C × C), consisting of two-tuples (ci, cj) where a successor cj depends on the results
of the predecessor ci. This data dependency between tasks is constrained by a set
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Fig. 4.2: Communication life time interval (CLTI) of on-chip modules. (a) Initial scheduling
of communication tasks. (b) Optimized schedule of communication tasks in terms of the bus
width and the number of buses.
MinDelay ⊆ (C × C ×W ) consisting of 3-tuples (ci, cj , w) such that ∀i, j ∈ [1 . . .N ],
(ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Depn|Depn ⊆ C × C, a task cj can start transferring data no earlier than w
time units after the completion of transferring data by ci. Fig. 4.2(a) depicts an initial
scheduling of communication tasks c for a session with bus width br and the data size
to be transferred is NBc (number of bit). The term session is a periodic time interval
that includes all the possible traces of communication tasks and these traces will be re-
peated in all sessions. i.e., the amount of data to be transferred by each communication
task c is fixed and all communication activities are deterministic. The dotted lines with
arrows from one task to other task(s) in the figure show the data dependencies among
them. The time interval between two communication tasks (Ts,cj ,r − Te,ci,r) gives an
early start time constraint w for a successor cj. The constraint w is an execution delay
of mapped data processing tasks τ and the delay can be obtained using Eq. (4.1). The
variables Ts,c,r and Te,c,r are the start and end time of the communication task c with
bus width br, respectively. These variables are evaluated for each c ∈ C as a function
of the bus width br, supply and body bias voltages, and data size to transferred NBc.
All communication tasks, which do not have predecessor, are defined as a set of tasks
c ∈ C called StartTasks and their start time Ts,mi,k is unchanged and given as input
to the model. In contrast to this, for the tasks c /∈ StartTasks, the timing has to be re-
evaluated because of their data dependency with the predecessor and successor tasks
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whenever the bus width br changes.
Intuitively, the CLTI of a task c depends on the data size NBc to be transferred and
the bus width br. Since we assumed that the data size to be transferred by each task c is
fixed, the CLTI of a task c is only a function of the bus width br. If communication tasks
c are scheduled for different bus widths br, the number of overlaps among the CLTIs
will not be the same. This is due to the fact that the ratio of change in CLTI’s duration
is different for communication tasks c with different data sizes NBc. This accounts
for the change in the number of overlaps among the CLTIs for different bus widths
br. Each CLTI in Fig. 4.2(a) uses communication bus and our objective is to minimize
the number of overlaps among the CLTIs such that all on-chip modules can transfer
data using the minimum number of shared buses. Ideally, the number of overlaps
can be made to zero for an infinite bus width, however, at an infinite bus width br,
the utilization of the communication bus will be the lowest. Thus the communication
tasks scheduling problem is an optimization problem. As an optimization problem,
the communication tasks c are scheduled for different possible bus widths br in order
to find the minimum number of overlaps and the minimum number of buses under the
given constraint bus width br and real-time constraint. Fig. 4.2(b) shows the optimized
CLTIs in terms of the number of overlaps, bus width, the number of buses, and the
real-time constraints. We solve this problem of finding the optimal bus width and the
minimum number of overlaps among the communication tasks using the mixed NLP
formulation. According to graph theory, overlaps among communication tasks can be
further classified into two different classes which are overlap and containment (OCT).
Their definitions are as follows:
Definition 4.2.1 An undirected graph is a pair G = (V,E), where V is a finite set, and E is a
family of unordered pairs of elements of V. The elements of V are called the vertices of G, and
the elements of E are called the edges of G.
Definition 4.2.2 A directed graph is a pair D = (V,A), where V is a finite set, and A is a
finite family of ordered pairs of elements of V. The elements of V are called the vertices and the
elements of E are called the edges of D. The vertices v and w are called the tail and the head of
the edge (v,w), respectively.
Definition 4.2.3 An overlap graph is a pair Go = (V, Eo), where a finite set V = {vi|vi
represents an interval Ii}, and a set Eo = {(vi, vj)|li < lj < ri < rj}. The values li, lj and ri,
rj are left and right points of the interval i and j, respectively.
Definition 4.2.4 A containment graph Gc = (V, Eκ), where a finite set of vertices V =
{vi|vi represents an interval Ii} and a set Eκ = {(vi, vj)|li < lj , rj < ri}. The values
li, lj and ri, rj are left and right points of the interval i and j, respectively.
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4.2.2 Optimal Solution
In this subsection, we present a scheduling model of communication tasks based on
linear programming. The model takes a set of communication tasks and constraints as
inputs and finds the global optimal solution in terms of number of OCTs among the
communication tasks.
4.2.2.1 Minimizing OCTs Under Real-time constraints
Problem 4.2.2.1 (Communication tasks scheduling (CTS) to minimize the number of OCTs
among the tasks with hardware constraints) Perform a schedule of communication tasks c ∈
C that minimizes S =
∑
o∈ONo +
∑
κ∈C Nκ, where No and Nκ are the number of overlaps
o ∈ O and containments κ ∈ C among the communication tasks, respectively; subject to:∑
∀c∈C(t+CLTIc,r +w) ≤ Tsession and bLBr ≤ br ≤ bUBr , for all time t ∈ {0, · · · , λ}, where λ
is the maximum possible time t to schedule communication tasks c in a session, CLTIc,r is the
communication lifetime interval for a task c with a bus width r, w is the execution time of data
processing tasks τ and the Tsession is the time constraint for a session. Furthermore, bus width
br is constrained by its lower and upper bound b
LB
r and b
UB
r , respectively.
We prove in Sec. 5.1.3 that Problem 4.2.2.1 is NP-hard. However, this problem can
be solved in a quasi-polynomial time complexity for a few discrete values of br. The
formulation of the communication tasks scheduling problem is given as follows:
Minimize:
∀ c ∈ C,
∑
o∈O
Eo(ci, cj) +
∑
κ∈C
Eκ(ci, cj) (4.3)
where, Eo(ci, cj) and Eκ(ci, cj) are edges between two communication tasks ci and cj,
respectively, depending on the condition as given below,
Eo(ci, cj) =
{
1 if t∗ci < t
∗
cj
< t
′
ci
< t
′
cj
0 else
(4.4)
Eκ(ci, cj) =
{
1 if t∗ci < t
∗
cj
, t
′
cj
< t
′
ci
0 else
(4.5)
In Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) t∗ci , t
′
ci
are start time Ts,ci,r and end time Te,ci,r for bus type r,
respectively.
Subject to:
∀c ∈ C,
∑
∀r∈R
Xc,r = 1 (4.6)
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The binary decision variableXc,r = {0, 1} indicates the scheduling of a communication
task c; and is defined such that ∀c ∈ C and bus width r ∈ R, Xc,r = 1 iff the real-
time constraints are met for bus width br. i.e., Exactly one bus width br should be
selected for each communication task c in order to meet the real-time constraint and
the minimum number of OCTs among them. In this context, r ∈ R is a library of
on-chip communication buses, for example buses of 16, 20, 24,· · · , 128-bit wide.
For each pair of communication tasks (ci, cj), where ci is the predecessor and cj is
the successor in terms of data dependency. The start time Ts,cj,r to transfer data by cj
with the bus width br should not be earlier than w time units after the completion of
data transfer by ci.
∀(ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Depn,
∑
∀r∈R
Ts,cj,r ·Xcj ,r ≥
∑
∀r∈R
Te,ci,r ·Xci,r + w (4.7)
In Eq. (4.7) start time Ts,c,r and end time Te,c,r of each task can be calculated as,
Ts,c,r =
{
C(constant) ∀c ∈ StartTasks
max(Te,c,r + w) ∀c /∈ StartTasks ∧ ∀(ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Depn
(4.8)
Te,c,r =


⌈
NBc
br
⌉
· Td ∀c ∈ StartTasks
Ts,c,r +
⌈
NBc
br
⌉
· Td ∀c /∈ StartTasks ∧ ∀(ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Depn
(4.9)
In Eq. (4.8), for all communication tasks c ∈ StartTasks, their start time Ts,c,r is constant
and given because the tasks c ∈ StartTasks do not have any predecessor. However,
the start time Ts,c,r of tasks c /∈ StartTasks is not constant and their time has to be
evaluated each time the bus width br is changed from br1 to br2 . In this case, the time
Ts,c,r is the maximum of the sum of Te,c,r for all ci that are predecessors of cj and their
corresponding delay w due to data processing tasks τ . For example in Fig. 4.2(a) the
start time of task c7 is the maximum of (Te,c4,r, Te,c6,r) is Te,c4,r and the maximum of
(wc6,c7, wc4,c7) is wc6,c7 . Similarly, the end time Te,c,r of each task can be calculated using
Eq. (4.9). For all communication tasks c ∈ StartTasks, Te,c,r is the ratio of the data size
NBc and the bus width br. For the tasks c /∈ StartTasks, the end time Te,c,r of task c is
the sum of start time Ts,c,r and the delay to transfer data NBc with bus width br. The
term Td is an α delay model of a CMOS transistor given in Eq. (4.2).
∀(ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Depn ∧ ∀c ∈ C and ∀r ∈ R,∑
c∈C
(t∗ + CLTIc,r + w) ·Xc,r ≤ Tsession (4.10)
The sum of the start time t∗ of each communication task c, the data transfer times
CLTIc,r of the communication tasks c with bus width r, and the data processing task
execution delay w should be less than or equal to the given real-time constraint Tsession
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as shown in Eq. (4.10). Meanwhile the data transfer delay CLTIc,r is (Te,c,r − Ts,c,r),
which is also a function of the bus width br. The start time and end time of each CLTI
are bounded by their constraints as given in Eq. (4.11). The start time Ts,ci,r of a module
ci should never be less than Eci and the end time Te,ci,r of a module ci should never be
greater than Lci .
∀c ∈ C, Ts,ci,r 6< Eci
Te,ci,r 6> Lci
(4.11)
In the above formulation, variablesNo andNκ are integer variables, unlike the vari-
ables Ts,ci,r and Te,ci,r, which are not integer. The objective function is a summation of
integer numbers, which is a linear function, while the CLTI is inverse function of bus
width br, which is nonlinear with variable br, thus the overall scheduling and optimiza-
tion problem is amixed nonlinear optimization problem. This mixedNLP problem can
be solved using any commercial convex optimization tool to find the global optimal so-
lution.
4.2.2.2 Experimental Validation
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques using an automatically gener-
ated benchmark, which consists of 64 communication tasks c and data to be transferred
by the tasks ranges from 64 bit to 512 bit. The real-time constraint for a session Tsession
is set to 370µs. Based on the mixed NLP (nonlinear programming) formulation pro-
posed in subsection 4.2.2.1, we conducted an experiment to find the minimum number
of OCTs among the tasks c with hardware constraints 16 ≤ br ≤ 64 bit wide. The
algorithm was implemented in C as a preprocessing model to interface with a convex
optimization solver ofMOSEK [5]. Furthermore, we consider a buswith 4mm in length
and its corresponding single line capacitance for 70nm technology is 609fF [107]. Other
technology dependent parameters for 70nm were adopted from [10], [2].
The results of Tab. 4.1 show that the number of overlaps No and containments Nκ
among the communication tasks c change with bus width. In column 2 and 5 of the
table, overall delay of communication tasks and total OCTs delay are presented, re-
spectively. Furthermore in column 6, the amount of available slack of communication
tasks also increases with increasing bus width. The minimum number of overlaps
No and containments Nκ are found at bus width br = 64 bit wide, however, at this
bus width, the bus will be underutilized with a total amount of available slack ∼43%.
Hence, under the given real-time constraint of communication tasks Tsession = 370µs,
the minimum number of overlaps No and containments Nκ are found to be 19 and 11,
respectively with the bus width br = 40 bit wide. The amount of slack available at this
bus width is 20.83%.
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BusWidth (
∑
t+ CLTIc,r + w) No Nκ
∑Do +Dκ ∑Slack Run time
(br) (µs) (µs) (%) (sec)
16 577 33 12 221 2.17 ∼ 14
20 507.8 26 13 160.4 5.43 ∼ 14
24 461.66 22 13 131 7.91 ∼ 14
28 428.71 24 12 111.57 11.31 ∼ 14
32 404 19 11 89 14.32 ∼ 14
36 384.77 21 10 72.11 17.18 ∼ 14
40 369.40 19 11 67.00 20.83 ∼ 14
44 356.81 20 9 53.45 23.53 ∼ 14
48 346.33 19 7 43.33 27.47 ∼ 14
52 337.46 19 7 38.61 34.19 ∼ 14
56 329.85 19 5 31.85 39.03 ∼ 14
60 323.46 20 5 27.73 41.92 ∼ 14
64 318.5 19 3 20.5 43.06 ∼ 14
Tab. 4.1: Number of overlaps among the modules for different bus widths
4.2.3 Heuristic Method
In this subsection we use tabu search as a heuristic method to schedule communica-
tion tasks. Tabu search learns from an adaptive memory and a reactive search process.
The adaptive memory makes it possible to explore the solution area more efficiently
by forbidding solution alternatives, which have been already visited for a certain time
or with certain condition. This adaptive memory improves the efficiency of the explo-
ration process, keeping track not only local information (such as the current value of
the objective function) but also some information related to the exploration process.
This systematic use of memory is an essential feature of tabu search (TS). The reactive
search is a kind of feedback scheme that modifies the search parameters according to
the search results is called reaction and is the core of the reactive search process. The fo-
cus of the reactive search method is on wide spectrum heuristic algorithms for discrete
optimization, in which local search is complemented by feedback (reactive) schemes
that use the past history of the search to increase its efficiency.
Let us consider an optimization problemwith a given set S of feasible solutions and
a function f : S → R, find some solution i∗ in S such that f(i∗) is acceptable with re-
spect to some criterion (criteria). Generally a criterion of acceptability for a solution i∗
would be to have f(i∗) ≤ f(i) for every i in S. In such a situation TS would be an exact
minimization algorithm provided the exploration process would guarantee that after
a finite number of steps such an i∗ would be reached. In most contexts, however, no
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Fig. 4.3: A flow chart of tabu search heuristic
guarantee can be given that such an i∗ will be obtained; therefore TS could simply be
viewed as an extremely general heuristic procedure. TS begins like other local search
methods with a valid initial solution and looks among all (allowed) neighbors for the
best value of the objective function, even if this represents a worsening. The found
neighbor solution is used as a starting point for the next iteration. Circling around a
local optimum solution is avoided by setting already visited solutions to a tabu list. Be-
cause of the missing convergence characteristics of heuristics, it is necessary, as shown
in Fig. 4.3, to stop this procedure with a subjective termination condition.
In this subsection, the communication tasks scheduling problem is formulated us-
ing tabu search heuristic. The first part of the formulation finds the minimum number
of OCTs among communication tasks without considering the diversification. The sec-
ond part of the formulation finds the minimum number of OCTs using diversification,
which encourages the search process to examine unvisited regions and to generate so-
lutions that differ in various significant ways from those seen before.
4.2.3.1 Minimizing OCTs Under Real-time Constraint
In the previous subsection, we have discussed a linear programming based algorithm,
which finds the global optimal solution of the CTS problem. As the computational time
required for the algorithm grows exponentially with the size of the system, these kind
of algorithms are impractical for big problems. Algorithm 4.1 gives a near-optimal
solution of the CTS problem in a polynomial time complexity. The algorithm takes
a directed acyclic extended task graph Gc(C,Π), a real-time constraint for a session
Tsession, a step to find neighbors, a lower bound R
LB , and an upper bound RUB as in-
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puts. The heuristic starts by generating an initial solution. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2.1,
the CLTI of an individual communication task c is an inverse function of the bus width
br. Intuitively, for the largest bus width, the duration of CLTIs will be the shortest
and this results in the minimum number of OCTs among the CLTIs. However, the
bus utilization will decrease because of unused capacity of the bus. For the smallest
bus width, however, the duration of CLTIs will be the longest, which results in the
maximum number of OCTs among the CLTIs. In order to obtain a good solution, we
generate an initial solution of the CTS problem randomly under the given lower and
upper bounds of bus shown at line 8 of Algorithm 4.1. Line 10-34 of the algorithm is
the main search loop and this loop repeats as long as termination condition is not ful-
filled as shown at line 13 with a while condition. In this loop, first the neighborhood
of br is determined, then the candidate list is generated and lastly the best candidate
solution is selected from the candidate solution list and returns a directed acyclic ex-
tended graph Gminc (C,Π) with the minimum number of OCTs among communication
tasks.
The definition of the neighborhood is an important task of a tabu search and it has
to be defined in such a way that, the neighborhood can be determined by a slight mod-
ification of the present solution. Possible modification operators are swapping and
temporal shifting of the CLTIs or use of different bus widths br such that the number
of OCTs changes. In this case, the term shifting means moving the CLTIs to the right
or to the left from its position in order to minimize the total number of OCTs. Because
of the data dependencies among the communication tasks c, swapping of the CLTIs
is not possible. Hence, the variation of the bus width br and the shifting of CLTIs are
considered to generate the neighborhoods of a solution. Note that if the shifting of
CLTIs is not possible, the use of the TS formulation is not suitable for the communica-
tion task scheduling problem. The neighborhood of a solution at br are the neighbor
at br - step and br + step, including all the shifting possibilities as shown at line 18 and
22. The variable z is the possible number of neighbors; it depends on |H| as shown
at line 16. At line 26, 27, 28 and 29, the total number of overlaps, the total number of
containments, the overlap delay and the containment delay of individual overlaps and
containments are evaluated, respectively for each neighbor z.neighbor.
In each iteration, tabu search finds possible neighborhoods and a set of candidates
that are selected (and are put in the candidate list) from the neighborhoods to minimize
the computation time. The CLTIs of each candidate list are examined completely in or-
der to evaluate the number of OCTs among communication tasks. In general, there are
two ways to select candidates from the neighborhoods. The first method is a random
selection, which avoids repetition of the same neighbor and makes the tabu list short.
The second is the deterministic method, which has a certain constraint to select candi-
dates from the neighborhoods. In this CTS problem the deterministic method is used
and a constraint to select candidates from the neighborhoods is the real-time constraint
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FINDMINIMUMOVERLAPS(Gc(C,Π))
1 n← |C|;
2 Tsession ← GETDELAYCONSTRAINT();
3 (RLB, RUB)← GETBOUNDSOFBUS();
4 H ← GETNUMOFNEIGHBOR();
5 No(old)←∞;
6 Nκ(old)←∞;
7 step← GETSTEP();
8 InitialSolution← GENRANDOM(RLB, RUB);
9 br ← InitialSolution;
10 float shift1.neighbor[|C|] = ∅;
11 float shift2.neighbor[|C|] = ∅;
12 /*Beginning of tabu search heuristic*/
13 while (Condition 6= true)
14 do
15 /*Determine neighborhood*/
16 for (c ∈ C) and (z = 1; z < |H|; z ++)
17 do
18 if (z == 1)
19 then
20 z.neighbor← br − step;
21
22 if (z == 2)
23 then
24 z.neighbor← br + step;
25
26 z.No ← COMPUTENUMBEROFOVERLAP(z.neighbor);
27 z.Nκ ← COMPUTENUMBEROFCONTAINMENT(z.neighbor);
28 z.Do ← COMPUTEOVERLAPDELAY(z.neighbor);
29 z.Dκ ← COMPUTECONTAINMENTDELAY(z.neighbor);
30 /*Determine candidate list*/
31 DETERMINECANDIDATELIST(Gc(C,Π), z.Do, z.Dκ, z.No, z.Nκ);
32
33 /*Choose the best candidate solution*/
34 br ← CHOOSEBESTCANDIDATESOLUTION(CandidateList, Tsession)
35
36 return Gminc (C,Π);
Algorithm 4.1: Minimizing the number of overlaps.
of a session Tsession. Line 31 of Algorithm 4.1 calls a function to select the candidate
list. This function is shown in Algorithm 4.2, which takes a directed acyclic extended
graph Gc(C,Π), an overlap delay of an individual overlap z.Do, a containment delay
of an individual containment z.Dκ, the number of overlaps z.No, and the number of
containments z.Nκ. The function returns a graph G′c(C,Π) with a minimized number
of OCTs among the CLTIs. Algorithm 4.2 performs a shifting operation for both over-
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DETERMINECANDIDATELIST(Gc(C,Π), z.Do, z.Dκ, z.No, z.Nκ)
1 G
′
c(C,Π) ← SHIFTOVERLAPTASKS(Gc(C,Π), z.Do);
2 G′c(C,Π)← SHIFTCONTAINMENTTASKS(Gc(C,Π), z.Dκ);
3 return G
′
c(C,Π);
Algorithm 4.2: Determine the candidate list.
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Fig. 4.4: Shifting possibilities for overlapped tasks.
lap and containment of the communication tasks as shown at line 1 and 2, respectively.
Each of them returns an optimized graph in terms of their number of OCTs among the
tasks c ∈ C.
Algorithm 4.3 performs the shifting of the CLTIs, which are overlapping with each
other and minimizes the total number of overlaps among communication tasks. It
takes a directed acyclic extended graph Gc(C,Π) and a set of overlap delays of an in-
dividual overlaps z.Do as inputs and returns a graph with the minimum number of
OCTs. At line 10-11 of Algorithm 4.1, the candidate lists are declared with their corre-
sponding shifted delay, which is an empty set ∅ at the beginning. A loop starts at line 1
and ends at line 16. In this loop, the algorithm checks for an overlap between commu-
nication tasks ci and cj as shown at line 3. If the condition is true then the minimum
overlap delay dmino is selected from the set z.Do and the corresponding pair of com-
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SHIFTOVERLAPTASKS(Gc(C,Π), z.Do)
1 for (ci ∈ C) and (cj ∈ C)
2 do
3 if OVERLAP(ci, cj == true)
4 then
5 dmino ← GETMINOVERLAPDELAY(z.Do);
6 ci ← Go if (Ts,ci,r < Ts,cj,r);
7 cj ← Go if (Ts,ci,r > Ts,cj ,r);
8 if SHIFTLEFT((ci, d
min
o )== allowed)
9 then
10 SHIFTLEFT(ci, dmino );
11 shiftz.neighbor[ci]← −dmino ;
12
13 else
14 SHIFTRIGHT(cj , dmino );
15 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← +dmino ;
16
17
18 UPDATEGRAPH(Gc(C,Π));
19 return Gc(C,Π);
Algorithm 4.3: Shifting of overlapped tasks.
munication tasks (ci, cj) are selected from the overlap graph Go, checking their overlap
pattern as shown at line 6-7. The overlap pattern between communication tasks c is
shown in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.4(a) depicts an overlap between two communication tasks c1
and c2, which have two different shifting possibilities. The first is called case a, which
moves the task c1 to the right and increases the start time Ts,c,r and end time Te,c,r of all
the successors tasks c ∈ C. The second shifting is called case b, which moves task c2 to
the left by exploiting the slack of task c2. In both cases (a) and (b), the shift operation
is performed without increasing the total number of OCTs. At line 8 of Algorithm 4.3,
the possibility of moving a task to the left is checked and it is moved to the left only if
a sufficient amount of slack is available for that move. If the condition is not satisfied
then the task is moved to the right by default as shown at line 13-15 and the graph is
updated with a new number of the OCTs at line 18. After completion of Algorithm 4.3,
the shifting operation is performed for the containments, which is shown in Algorithm
4.4. It takes a directed acyclic extended graphGc(C,Π) and a set of containment delays
for an individual containment z.Dκ as inputs and returns a graph with the minimum
number of containments among communication tasks. The algorithm checks the con-
dition for containment for each pair of communication tasks ci and cj at line 3, if the
condition is fulfilled then it chooses the minimum containment delay dminκ from a set
z.Dκ at line 5. A pair of communication tasks (ci, cj) are identified with the minimum
containment delay dminκ from the containment graph Gkappa at line 6-7. From line 10-46,
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Fig. 4.5: Different pattern of containment and their shifting possibilities (a) Soft containment
pattern type-I. (b) Soft containment pattern type-II. (c) Hard containment pattern.
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the containment pattern is checked and the corresponding shifting of communication
tasks c is performed. Fig. 4.5 depicts three different possible containment patterns be-
tween two communication tasks c and possible shifting operations. In Fig. 4.5(a), task
c1 has a containment with task c2 and this containment between them can be avoided
either moving task c1 from left to the right (case a) or moving task c2 from right to the
left (case b). There are two more possibilities of shifting task c1 from left to the right and
task c2 from right to the left in Fig. 4.5(a), however, the amount of delay for shifting
is larger than for cases a and b. Hence, those possibilities of shifting are less prob-
able to improve the containment than cases a and b, so we do not consider them to
improve the computation time. The containment pattern shown in Fig. 4.5(a) is called
soft containment pattern type-I and its condition is checked at line 10 of Algorithm
4.4. If shifting left of a task c2 is possible, i.e., the amount of available slack of c2 is
sufficient for the shifting, then it is moved to the left without affecting the timing of its
predecessor as shown at line 13-14. If the condition is not satisfied then by default task
c1 is moved from left to the right as shown at line 17-18. In this move (case a), the tim-
ing of the successors of task c1 may or may not be affected depending on the amount
of slack. Note that for shifting a task from right to the left, the overall delay remains
constant, while shifting from left to the right, the overall delay of tasks may increase if
the available slack does not compensate the increase in delay due to the moved task.
Fig. 4.5(b) depicts another soft containment pattern type-II of tasks c1 and c2 with
a similar property as the pattern of Fig. 4.5(a). This pattern is checked at line 20 of
Algorithm 4.4. At line 21, the condition of shifting a task to the left is checked and if
the condition is satisfied the task is moved to the left, else the task is moved to the right
by default as shown at line 27-28.
Fig. 4.5(c) shows another containment pattern of communication tasks c1 and c2
with an equal duration of CLTIs. There are four different shifting possibilities: case (a),
(b), (c), and (d). Intuitively, the possibilities of improvement in the number of contain-
ments by shifting either task c1 or task c2 to the extreme right end (case a and c) or to the
extreme left end (case b and d), is lower in comparison to the soft containment pattern.
This type of pattern is called the hard containment pattern, which is less probable for
an improvement in the number of containments among the CLTIs. At line 31 and 36 of
Algorithm 4.4, conditions are checked for shifting communication tasks from right to
the left. If these conditions are not fulfilled then the default shifting (case a and c) will
be performed as shown at line 42-45. After performing the shifting operation, graph
Gc(C,Π) is updated to get the new schedule of communication tasks c ∈ C.
After the completion of shifting overlaps and containments (mentioned in Algo-
rithms 4.3 and 4.4 respectively), Algorithm 4.3 returns a graph G
′
c(C,Π) with the min-
imum number of OCTs among communication tasks. At line 34 of Algorithm 4.1 the
best candidate solution is chosen from the candidate list. The details of the algorithm
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SHIFTCONTAINMENTTASKS(Gc(C,Π), z.Dκ)
1 for (ci ∈ C) and (cj ∈ C)
2 do
3 if CONTAINMENT(ci, cj == true)
4 then
5 dminκ ← GETMINCONTAINMENTDELAY(z.Dκ);
6 ci ← Gκ if (Ts,ci,r > Ts,cj,r) and/or (Te,ci,r < Te,cj,r);
7 cj ← Gκ if (Ts,ci,r > Ts,cj,r) and/or (Te,ci,r > Te,cj,r);
8
9 switch dminκ
10 case (Ts,ci,r − Ts,cj,r > Te,cj,r − Te,ci,r);
11 if SHIFTLEFT((ci, dminκ + Te,cj,r − Te,ci,r)== allowed)
12 then
13 SHIFTLEFT(ci, dminκ + Te,cj ,r − Te,ci,r);
14 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← −(dminκ + Te,cj ,r − Te,ci,r);
15
16 else
17 SHIFTRIGHT(cj , dminκ + Te,cj,r − Te,ci,r);
18 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← +(dminκ + Te,cj ,r − Te,ci,r);
19 break ;
20 case (Ts,ci,r − Ts,cj,r < Te,cj,r − Te,ci,r);
21 if SHIFTLEFT((ci, dminκ + Ts,ci,r − Te,cj,r)== allowed)
22 then
23 SHIFTLEFT(ci, dminκ + Ts,ci,r − Ts,cj,r);
24 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← −(dminκ + Ts,ci,r − Ts,cj,r);
25
26 else
27 SHIFTRIGHT(cj , d
min
κ + Te,cj,r − Te,ci,r);
28 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← +(dminκ + Te,cj ,r − Te,ci,r);
29 break ;
30 case (Ts,ci,r == Ts,cj,r) and (Te,ci,r == Te,cj ,r);
31 if SHIFTLEFT((cj , dminκ )== allowed)
32 then
33 SHIFTLEFT(cj , dκ);
34 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← −dminκ ;
35
36 if SHIFTLEFT((ci, dminκ )== allowed)
37 then
38 SHIFTLEFT(ci, dκ);
39 shiftz.neighbor[ci]← −dminκ ;
40
41 else
42 SHIFTRIGHT(ci, dminκ );
43 shiftz.neighbor[ci]← +dminκ ;
44 SHIFTRIGHT(cj , dminκ );
45 shiftz.neighbor[cj]← +dminκ ;
46 break ;
47
48 UPDATEGRAPH(Gc(C,Π));
49 return Gc(C,Π);
Algorithm 4.4: Shifting of the containment tasks.
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CHOOSEBESTCANDIDATESOLUTION(CandidateList, Tsession)
1 /*Choose the best candidate solution*/
2 for (r ∈ CandidateSolList)
3 do
4 bestSol = CHOOSEBESTCANDSOL(!Tabu);
5 if (bestSol.Tsession > Tsession)
6 then
7 bestSol← CHOOSEBESTCANDSOL(!Tabu);
8
9 if (bestSol.Tsession < Tsession)
10 then
11 solution← bestSol;
12 Tabu← solution;
13 No(old)← GETNUMOFOVERLAP();
14 Nκ(old)← GETNUMOFCONTAINMENT();
15
16
17 if (TabuList == Full)
18 then
19 DELETE(oldEntry);
20
21 return solution;
Algorithm 4.5: Choose the best candidate solution from the candidate list.
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to select the best candidate solution are shown in Algorithm 4.5. The algorithm takes
CandidateList and the real-time constraint of a session Tsession as inputs and returns the
best solution (bus width br). At line 4, the algorithm chooses the best candidate so-
lution from a set CandidateList with the condition that the chosen solution should not
be tabu (already found solution). If the scheduling of communication tasks c with bus
width bestSol gives an overall delay greater than the given real-time constraint of a
session Tsession then the next best solution is chosen from the candidate list as shown
at line 5-7. If the overall delay of a session is less than or equal to the given real-time
constraint then the algorithm accepts bestSol as the best solution at line 11-12. The old
number of overlaps No(old) and containment Nκ(old) are replaced by new numbers
with bus width br = bestSol. In each iteration, TA finds the best solution and puts into
the tabu list. At some point of the iteration, the list may get full due to the size limita-
tion. At line 17, the tabu list is checked whether it is full or not. If it is full then the old
entry is deleted from the list. Algorithm 4.5 returns the best solution at every iteration
of tabu search as shown at line 21.
4.2.3.2 Extension for the Diversification Approach
So far we have discussed in the previous Sec. 4.2.3.1 that the Algorithm 4.1 finds a
near-optimal solution of problem 4.2.2.1. But, the algorithm is inefficient in terms of
the number of iterations required to find a near-optimal solution. In Fig. 4.4 and 4.5,
we have seen the different overlap and containment patterns between the communi-
cation tasks c and their corresponding shifting possibilities. The shifting of a task c is
performed to improve the number of OCTs. However, the shifting of a task does not
guarantee the enhancement in the number of OCTs, if the overall delay of tasks (after
shifting a task) violates the given real-time constraint of a session Tsession. Among those
overlap and containment patterns shown in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5, the hard containment pat-
tern is more likely to violate the real-time constraint than other patterns. The Algo-
rithms presented in above subsection finds the candidates with the minimum overlap
or containment delay and performs the shifting operation at each iteration. If the over-
all delay of communication tasks after the shifting operation, is less than the real-time
constraint Tsession then it accepts that as a candidate solution else it drops. This is done
again and again for several iterations and it is more likely that the algorithm visits
the same pattern of the same communication tasks, which has been already visited
and performs the shifting operation to optimize the number of overlaps or contain-
ments between the tasks. Apparently, this makes the search algorithm inefficient to
find a near-optimal solution. In this subsection, we present a diversification method to
counter the problem of re-visiting candidates and improve the efficiency of the above
proposed algorithm. The key idea behind diversification is to visit unvisited regions
and to generate solutions that differ in various ways from those seen before.
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CANDIDATELISTWITHDIVERSIFICATION()
1 InitialSolution← GENRANDOM(RLB, RUB);
2 br ← InitialSolution;
3 float shift1.neighbor[|C|] = ∅;
4 float shift2.neighbor[|C|] = ∅;
5 boolean forbid.task[|C|] = false ;
6 /*Beginning of tabu search heuristic*/
7 while (Condition 6= true)
8 do
9 /*Determine neighborhood*/
10 for (c ∈ C) and (z = 1; z < |H|; z ++)
11 do
12 if (z == 1)
13 then
14 z.neighbor← br − step;
15
16 if (z == 2)
17 then
18 z.neighbor← br + step;
19
20 z.No ← COMPUTENUMBEROFOVERLAP(z.neighbor);
21 z.Nκ ← COMPUTENUMBEROFCONTAINMENT(z.neighbor);
22 z.Do ← COMPUTEOVERLAPDELAY(z.neighbor);
23 z.Dκ ← COMPUTECONTAINMENTDELAY(z.neighbor);
24 /*Determine candidate list*/
25 DETERMINECANDIDATELIST(Gc(C,Π), z.Do, z.Dκ, z.No, z.Nκ);
26
27 /*Choose the best candidate solution*/
28 br ← CHOOSEBESTCANDIDATESOLUTION(CandidateList, Tsession)
29
30 return Gminc (C,Π);
Algorithm 4.6: Minimize the number of OCTs using diversification.
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Fig. 4.6: Communication task graph
The proposed algorithm progressively conducts these steps: generate initial solu-
tion, generate neighbors, determine candidates, and choose the best solution similarly
as the Algorithms presented in Sec. 4.2.3.1. However, at each iteration, if it finds that
the overall delay of a shifted task with hard containment pattern violates the real-time
constraint then the task is forbidden for the next iteration. This means, that in the next
iteration the task is not considered for the shifting operation and the algorithm finds
other unvisited neighbors for the shifting operation to minimize the number of OCTs
among the tasks. Algorithm 4.6 is the proposed algorithm to determine the candidates
with diversification. Line 1-4 are similar to the Algorithm 4.1, which declares the vari-
ables for a candidate list. At line 5 the algorithm declares a boolean variable and its
contents for all communication tasks are set to false, which means at the beginning all
tasks are allowed to visit in order to determine the candidates.
4.2.3.3 Evaluation of the Heuristic
In this subsection, we investigate the proposed heuristic for two different benchmarks
and compare its results with the optimal solution, which was obtained using a mixed
linear programming formulation. The benchmarks consist of directed acyclic extended
graphs with 12 and 64 communication tasks c, which are generated randomly.
For the first part of investigation, we schedule the communication tasks shown
in Fig. 4.6, using the heuristic with and without the diversification method. Tab. 4.2
depicts the results of the neighborhood search for benchmark-I with 12 communication
tasks. The notations o and κ are overlap and containment types between two tasks,
respectively. We chose br = 60 bit wide as an initial solution and its neighbors 56 and 64
bit were used to schedule the communication tasks at iteration 1. The algorithm selects
the minimum overlap delay Do and containment delay Dκ separately and checks their
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56 bit 64 bit
Itr. Task c OCT Type Do or Dκ (µs) Task c OCT Type Do or Dκ (µs)
1. A-D κ 1.95 A-D κ 1.83
A-F κ 1.95 A-F κ 1.83
B-D o 0.11 B-F κ 1.71
B-F κ 1.82 D-F o 3.72
D-F o 4.03 E-F o 0.33
E-F o 1.03
2. 60 bit 68 bit
A-D κ 1.89 A-D κ 1.77
A-F κ 1.89 A-F κ 1.77
B-F κ 1.76 B-F κ 1.66
D-F o 4.82 D-F o 3.58
E-F o 0.32
3. 56 bit 64 bit
A-D κ 1.95 A-D κ 1.83
A-F κ 1.95 A-F κ 1.83
B-D κ 0.11 B-F κ 1.71
B-F κ 1.82 D-F o 3.19
D-F o 4.06
E-F o 0.34
4. 52 bit 60 bit
A-D κ 2.01 A-D κ 1.83
A-F κ 2.01 A-F κ 1.83
B-D κ 0.27 B-F κ 1.71
B-F κ 1.88 D-F o 4.29
D-F o 3.70
E-F o 0.59
Tab. 4.2: Neighborhood of benchmark-I without diversification
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shifting possibilities. At each iteration the algorithm finds candidate solutions and puts
them in the candidate list as shown in Tab. 4.3. In column 4, theminimumdelay among
the overlaps is 0.11 µs and among the containments is 4.03 µs. While in column 7, at
bus width 64 bit, the minimum delay among the containments is 1.71 µs and among
overlaps is 0.33 µs. Among the tasks, B and E were chosen as candidate solutions and
put in the candidate list. In Tab. 4.3, there are two options, first, shifting task B from
left to the right by 0.11 µs with bus width 56 bit, gives the total number of five OCTs,
while shifting task E to the right by 0.33 µs with a bus width 64 bit, gives the total
number of four OCTs. In this case, the algorithm chooses the one that meets the real-
time constraints and produces the minimum number of OCTs, hence, the best solution
at iteration 1, is br = 64 with four OCTs. At iteration 2-4, the algorithm repeats the same
procedure and finds the best solution. In Tab. 4.3, it can be seen that the algorithm
found task F as a potential candidate solution at iteration 2-4, however, task F was
not chosen as a best solution at iteration 2 and 3, where it violated the given real-time
constraint after shifting it to the right.
Tab. 4.4 shows the results of the heuristic, which was applied to the benchmark
shown in Fig. 4.6 with the diversification approach. For iteration 1 and 2 the results
are similar with the results shown in Tab. 4.3. After iteration 2, the algorithm sees
that task F has a potential to improve the cost, however, it does not meet the real-time
constraint when a shifting is performed to the right. So, task F is forbidden for the next
iteration and the algorithm finds another candidate solution B for both bus widths 56
and 64 at iteration 3. Finally, at iteration 4, the algorithm finds the number of OCTs =
3 by shifting task E to the left with the delay -0.21 µs. The results, which carried out
on the first benchmark conclude that the diversification method converges the search
method faster and finds a near-optimal solution with few iterations. However, it is still
a trade-off between memory and the quality of a solution.
The second part of the investigation was performed on a benchmark with 64 com-
munication tasks, which is used in Sec. 4.2.2. The heuristic was applied to the bench-
mark with the diversification approach in order to compare the results of the optimal
solution. Tab. 4.5 depicts the results of the heuristic for five iterations. In column 2,
the best solutions (bus width br) are shown for each iteration. In column 3, the overall
delay is shown for each iteration. In Column 4 and 5 the number of overlaps and con-
tainments are presented for each best solution. In column 6-7, the overlap and contain-
ment delays are presented for each iteration. As the objective is to find the minimum
number of OCTs and the minimum bus width among the best solutions, we chose the
44 bit wide bus with corresponding number of 18 and 3 OCTs. The results seem to be
promising compared to the results of Tab. 4.1 in terms of run-time, however, the bus
width increased from 40 to 44 bit.
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Neighbors
Itr. BusWidth Task Shifting in µs No +Nκ
∑
(t+ CLTIc, r + w)
1 56 B + 0.11 5 101.23
64 E + 0.33 4 101.60
2 60 E + 0.32 4 101.86
68 F + 3.58 3 105.43
3 56 B + 0.11 5 101.23
64 F + 3.19 4 104.69
4 52 B + 0.27 5 102.39
60 F + 4.29 4 102.51
Tab. 4.3: Candidate list of benchmark-I without diversification
Neighbors
Itr. BusWidth Task Shifting in µs No +Nκ
∑
(t+ CLTIc, r + w)
1 56 B + 0.11 5 101.23
64 E + 0.33 4 101.60
2 60 E + 0.32 5 100.86
68 F + 3.58 4 100.52
3 56 B + 0.11 5 102.00
64 B + 3.19 4 100.86
4 52 C + 0.6 4 101.74
52 E - 0.6 4 101.69
60 C + 0.21 3 101.26
60 E - 0.21 3 101.09
Tab. 4.4: Candidate solution with diversification
Itr. BusWidth (
∑
∀c∈C t+ CLTIc,r + w) No Nκ
∑Do ∑Dκ Slack Run time
(br) (µs) (µs) (µs) (%) (sec)
1 60 368.11 13 3 14.37 5.63 38.5 ∼3
2 56 364.83 15 4 17.84 8.29 29.7 ∼3
3 52 369.26 17 3 19.37 11.33 26.3 ∼3
4 48 367.92 18 3 23.93 13.16 24.2 ∼3
5 44 369.19 18 3 24.29 15.24 21.9 ∼3
Tab. 4.5: Number of overlaps among the modules with tabu search heuristic
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4.3 Bus Topology Synthesis andOptimizationAlgorithm
The communication bus topology synthesis problem is a resource allocation and bind-
ing problems, which synthesizes the number of buses and the interconnections of on-
chip modules to buses. If the number of synthesized buses are more than one then
bridges are used to connect the buses. Since we use a heuristic to solve the allocation
and binding problems, the synthesized buses are not always optimal. Thus we further
optimize the communication bus architecture in terms of intra-module communica-
tion. i.e., the goal is to minimize communication between on-chip modules through
bridges, since bridges are vulnerable to power consumption and delay overhead.
4.3.1 Topology Synthesis
After scheduling communication tasks c ∈ C using either the optimal solution algo-
rithm or a heuristic, the CLTIs with the minimum number of OCTs are obtained for a
session with a bus width r. A set of communication tasks with the minimum number
of OCTs are applied to the well known problem of graph partitioning called clique par-
titioning algorithm [161] to synthesize the communication bus topology. The topology
synthesis means that the algorithm finds the number of shared buses and interconnec-
tions between buses and on-chip modules. Let G = (V,E) denote a graph, where V
is the set of vertices and E the set of edges. Each edge ei,j ∈ E links two different
vertices vi and vj ∈ V . A subgraph SG of G is defined as (SV, SE), where SV ⊆ V and
SE = {ei,j|ei,j ∈ E, vi, vj ∈ SV }. A graph is complete if and only if for every pair of its
vertices there exists an edge linking them. A clique of G is a complete subgraph of G.
The problem of partitioning a graph into a minimal number of cliques such that each
node belongs to exactly one clique is called clique partitioning.
Algorithm 4.7 is a heuristic, which is based on the algorithm proposed in [161] to
solve the clique-partitioning problem. A super graph G
′
(S,E
′
) is derived from the
graph G(V,E), which is obtained after scheduling communication tasks. In graph G
each vertex vi ∈ V represents an optimized CLTI of modulemi and there exists an edge
ei,j ∈ E between two vertices vi and vj if and only if the CLTIs of two modules mi and
mj do not overlap with each other. Each node si ∈ S is a super-node that can contain a
set of one or more vertices vi ∈ V . E ′ is identical to E except that the edges in E ′ link to
super-nodes in S. A super-node si ∈ S is a common node of the two super-nodes sj and
sk ∈ S if there exist edges ei,j and ei,k ∈ E ′ . The function COMMON NODE(G′, si, sj)
returns the set of super-nodes that are common nodes of si and sj inG
′
. The procedure
EDGE REMOV E(E
′
, si) removes all the edges in E
′
that have si as their end super-
node. Initially, each vertex vi ∈ V of G is moved to a separate super-node si ∈ S of
G
′
in steps 3-4. At each step, the algorithm finds the super-node of the graph, where
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TOPOLOGYSYNTHESIS()
1 /*Create a super graph G
′
(S,E
′
) ∗ /
2 S ← ∅;
3 E
′ ← ∅;
4 for vi ∈ V
5 do
6 si ← {vi};
7 S ← S ∪ {si};
8
9 for eachei,j ∈ E
10 do
11 E
′ ← E′ ∪ {ei,j};
12
13 while E
′ 6= ∅
14 do
15 /*Find*/SNum1, SNum2/*having most common node*/
16 MostCommons← −1;
17 for e
′
i,j ∈ E
′
18 do
19 ci,j ← |COMMONNODE(G′ , si, sj)|;
20 if ci,j > MostCommons
21 then
22 MostCommons← ci,j ;
23 Num1 = i;Num2 = j;
24
25
26 CommonSet← COMMONNODE(G′ , Snum1, Snum2);
27 E
′ ← EDGEREMOVE(E′ , Snum1);
28 E
′ ← EDGEREMOVE(E′ , Snum2);
29 /*Merge*/SNum1andSNum2/*into*/SNum1Num2
30 SNum1Num2 ← SNum1 ∪ SNum2;
31 S ← S − SNum1 − SNum2;
32 S ← S ∪ {SNum1Num2};
33 /*Add edge from*/SNum1Num2/*to super nodes*/
34 for si ∈ CommonSet
35 do
36 E
′ ← E′ ∪ {e′i,Num1Num2};
37
38 return
Algorithm 4.7: Clique partitioning algorithm.
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each super node consists of all the nodes in connected nodes sNum1 and sNum2 with the
maximum number of common nodes. These two super-nodes are then merged into
a single super-node, sNum1Num2, which consists of all the vertices in sNum1 and sNum2.
The variable CommonSet consists of all the common nodes of sNum1 and sNum2. All
edges originating from sNum1 or sNum2 in G′ are deleted. New edges are added from
sNum1Num2 to all the super-nodes in CommonSet. Above steps are repeated until there
are no edges left in the graph. As an end result of this algorithm, we obtain a set of
super-nodes with no edge, where each super-node si ∈ S forms a communicating bus,
which can be shared by a set of modulesmi inside of it.
4.3.2 Topology Optimization
In this section, we describe how a final refinement of communication topology is done
by swappingmodules from one bus to another bus on the basis of their communication
cost. Fig. 4.7(a) depicts a scheduled communication tasks with the minimum number
of OCTs among the CLTIs. When these optimized communication tasks are given to
the clique partitioning algorithm, the heuristic gives more than one possible commu-
nication bus topology as shown in Fig. 4.7(b) and (c). This is because the heuristic
takes into account only the information of overlaps to partition modules into buses.
To choose the best solution among all possible bus topologies, we refine a communi-
cation bus topology using an intermodule communication profile. The main goal of
topology refinement is to increase what we call the locality of communication such that
communication overhead delay and power consumption will be minimized rarely us-
ing the bridge between two buses [95]. In Fig. 4.7(b) and (c) modules m3 and m5 are
common modules, which do not overlap with rest of other modules. The refinement
of the communication topology can be done by swapping them such that communi-
cation overhead delay and power consumption are minimized using the bridge. The
criteria for swapping modules between the buses is the communication cost, which is
a function of the communication behavior of a module (Acomm, δ and S).
4.3.2.1 Intermodule Communication Profile
The intermodule communication profile of a communicating task is characterized by
three parameters: average number of communications Acomm, the transition density of
communication (δ), and the spatial correlation of communications (S). These param-
eters are obtained by profiling a partitioned hardware/software system at a system
level without any knowledge of on-chip communication bus architectures.
Let ci ∈ C be a communication task and its communication behavior is a set CB ⊆
(C × T × V ) consisting of three tuples (c, τz, v), where T = {τ1 . . . τn} and V = {0, 1}
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with z ∈ [0 . . . n] such that the relation R : T → V is a mapping of communication
behavior at time instant τz to either ’ones’ or ’zeros’. If for example at time instant
τz the value of v is ’zeros’, a communication task ci does not communicate; and if it
is ’ones’ a communication task communicates with another task. This means that the
communication behavior of a task for time instants (τ1 . . . τn) is a sequence of ’ones’ and
’zeros’. These values are obtained by profiling a system at system level on the basis of
function call to transfer the data. Let CBci(τz) represents the communication behavior
of a task ci with a sequence of ’ones’ and ’zeros’ at different time instants τz, where
i ∈ [0 . . . l] then their intermodule communication profile can be obtained as follows:
Acomm(ci) =
∑n
z=0CBci(τz)
n
(4.12)
δ(ci) =
∑n
z=0CBci(τz)⊕ CBci(τz+1)
n+ 1
(4.13)
S(ci) =
∑n
z=0CBci(τz) · CBci(τz+1)
n + 1
(4.14)
Where Acomm is the ratio of the sum of ’ones’ to n = |T |, which corresponds to the aver-
age number of times a module uses communication resources. The transition density
δ is the XOR operation of communication behavior values ’zeros’ and ’ones’ at time in-
stants τz and τz+1. This shows how frequent a module switches between the two states
of a bus being accessed or not accessed. Similarly, spatial correlation (S) is the AND
operation of communication behavior ’zeros’ and ’ones’ at time instants τz and τz+1.
This extracts the cluster of ’ones’ or ’zeros’ to indicate how continuously a communi-
cation task uses a bus.
4.3.2.2 Communication Cost
The total communication cost due to communication behavior of a task is evaluated
as,
Cost(ci) = K · Pcomm(ci) + Cδ · δ(ci) + Cs · S(ci) (4.15)
where,
Cδ = MaxNumOfreq × BridgeOverheadDelay
PerAccess
(4.16)
Cs =
1
MaxSizeOfBurst
× BridgeOverheadDelay
PerAccess
(4.17)
Cδ
Cs
=
MaxNumOfreq
MaxSizeOfBurst
(4.18)
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Fig. 4.7: The CLTI of modules and alternative architectures (a) an optimized CLTI of on-chip
modules; (b) Synthesized communication topology (c) Alternative communication topology.
K = constant
Cδ = frequent bus access cost
Cs = bus uses cost for the contiguous transfer of data
MaxNumOfreq = maximum number of bridge accessed in a session
The communication cost Cδ is a function of the number of times a bridge is accessed
and the bridge overhead delay per access. The costCs is the inverse function of themax
burst size. It is obvious that the cost Cδ > Cs because it is more expensive to transfer for
a fixed data size by a communication task ci with a high transition density and a low
spatial correlation (contiguous transfer of data) than by a task cj with a low transition
density and a high spatial correlation of communication. Thus the total communica-
tion cost of ci will be greater than the cost of cj. This is because every time when there
is a bus request, delay due to communication overhead includes delays such as bus re-
quest, bus grant delay, and the synchronization delay; and the parameters δ and S give
the frequency of bus request and the contiguous transfer of data, respectively. From the
given parameters of communication behavior and the costs, the total communication
cost of each module is evaluated and compared with each possible module. If there
is an improvement then we move or swap from one bus to another bus. For example
in Fig. 4.7(b), if the total communication cost of a task in module m5 is greater than
the cost of task in m3, we swap m5 and m3 so that the bridge will be rarely used and
communication delay overhead and power consumption are effectively minimized.
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4.4 Summary
When we analyze trends in system-on-chip design, on the one hand there is a big in-
crease in system complexity, which puts high demands in terms of communication
traffic on the communication architecture. On the other hand, device and wire scaling
increases wire delays and power consumption and this is expected to worsen at each
future technology node. As a result of these trends traditional single bus-based com-
munication architectures [62] fail tomeet the performance requirements. Until recently,
several different types of on-chip communication architectures have been proposed
ranging from multiple hierarchical bus based architectures to point-to-point intercon-
nection architectures with different multiple communication protocols. However, com-
munication bus architecture synthesis techniques presented in [96,127,128] do not find
the optimal bus width, instead, they optimize the communication architecture by map-
ping a system into several available communication templates and choose the one that
fulfills the requirements best. This can result in underutilization of communication re-
sources. Further approaches presented in [132,170] focus on to the synthesis of optimal
bus widths for any arbitrary point-to-point interconnection communication network.
However, this is not the scope of our work.
In this chapter, the goal was to synthesize the optimal bus width and the num-
ber of buses for a shared multi-bus based architecture. An assumption for synthesis
is that a system has been partitioned and mapped onto the appropriate modules of
an SoC. Based on this assumption, the synthesis problem was formulated into three
main subproblems, which are scheduling, allocation, and binding problems. As part
of the scheduling problem, we presented two different methods, first one that gives a
global optimal solution based on linear programming and second one that gives a near-
optimal solution based on meta-heuristic algorithm called tabu search. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed synthesis techniques, we conducted experiments for both
techniques using an automatically generated benchmark with 64 communication tasks
c. The results show that the linear programming based formulation finds a global op-
timal solution in terms the number of OCTs among the communication tasks with a
run time of approximately 14s. While the tabu search heuristic finds a near-optimal
solution with run time of about 3s, however, the synthesized bus width is 44-bit wide,
which is more than the solution of the linear programming formulation. In general
the run time complexity of linear programming is exponential and it gets worse when
the size of the problem is huge. Thus, the tabu search method can be applied to get a
near-optimal solution in polynomial time complexity.
As part of the allocation-binding problem, we used well known clique partitioning
algorithm, which takes a set of optimized communication tasks in terms of the number
of OCTs and finds the number of buses and their interconnections with communica-
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tion tasks. We further proposed a technique to refine the synthesized communication
bus architecture using a static communication profile. The refinement is based on the
principle of locality of communication so that the bridge is accessed rarely in order to
reduce power and delay overhead due to the communication through bridge.
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In Chap. 4, to cope with the ever increasing system complexity and the technology
scaling, we presented amethod to synthesize on-chip communication bus architectures
with the optimal bus width and the number of buses without optimizing the energy
consumption. Recently, the 2005 international technology roadmap for semiconduc-
tors (ITRS’05) [10] has reported that power and thermal aware design are the next
big challenges for future technology nodes. As the feature sizes of devices and wires
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shrink, power consumption per unit area increases. Its consequence is an increase in
device temperature, which results in a reduction in carrier mobility and circuits speed.
Thus design efforts for power optimization at each level of abstraction, in turn, rewards
system performance and reliability [134].
There has been already a significant amount of work done in the area of system level
approaches to reduce power consumption of real-time distributed embedded systems.
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and adaptive body biasing (ABB) can be options to re-
duce the energy consumption of a system as proposed in [162,37,57,35], where efforts
were made to scale the voltage for only the processing units such as processors and
CPUs, etc. As a result of this, dynamic power consumption decreases quadratically
with the square of supply voltage and the leakage power decreases exponentially with
scaled body bias voltage. Recently, DVS and ABB techniques were used to reduce the
energy consumption of fat wires and repeaters based communication buses [16, 17],
however, they assume the bus width, the number of buses, and the communication
topology have been already synthesized and are given. Another possibility to reduce
power consumption of a system is the usage of bus encoding techniques [148, 149, 20],
which minimize the switching activities in a circuit and result a power efficient system.
In general voltage scaling techniques can be applied only when the workload offer to
the system is not uniform over time, meaning that the amount of slack can be exploited
to scale the voltages. The bus encoding technique can be applied only when the tran-
sition density of data signals is high. However, due to the diversity of applications to
be run on a single distributed embedded system, the workloads offered to it is rarely
uniform over time. Thus, there is a lot of potential space for voltage scaling techniques
to optimize the system’s energy consumption.
In Chap. 4, we noticed that after scheduling communication tasks with the mini-
mum number of OCTs, there is still a significant amount of slack left for the optimal
bus width. This results in an underutilization of communication resources. Thus, in
this chapter, we propose an extended model, which exploits the slack and performs si-
multaneous bus synthesis and voltage scaling in order to reduce energy consumption
of communication buses. In comparison to above mentioned techniques, our main
contribution is to integrate voltage scaling during the synthesis of on-chip communi-
cation buses and to find a trade-off between energy consumption and communication
bus costs (bus width and the number of buses). The resulting synthesis problem is
relaxed to the convex quadratic optimization problem and is solved efficiently using
a convex optimization tool. The experimental results conducted on real-life examples
demonstrate the synthesis of an energy efficient communication bus with total energy
savings of up to 57.1% by scaling its supply and body bias voltages. Part of the results
presented in this chapter have been published in [179, 176].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Sec. 5.1 gives a brief ex-
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planation about the target architecture model, motivation for simultaneous on-chip
bus synthesis and voltage scaling, its problem formulation and the analysis of prob-
lem complexity. Sec. 5.2 presents a multi-bus based hierarchical communication bus
model with voltage scalable driver and receiver. The bus architecture consists of is-
lands of voltages and in between two islands an adapter is used to isolate them. Sec. 5.3
presents a mathematical formulation and optimization techniques for combined on-
chip bus synthesis and supply voltage scaling. The formulation addresses both contin-
uous and discrete voltage scaling of communication buses. Further Sec. 5.3 presents an
extended model for body biasing so that both dynamic and leakage power consump-
tion of communication buses can be reduced. Finally, Sec. 5.5 summarizes the work
presented in this chapter.
5.1 Preliminaries
As in Chap. 4, we consider embedded systems which are realized as anMPSoC. Such a
system consists of several on-chip processing modules such as general-purpose proces-
sors, ASICs or FPGAs. These on-chip modules communicate with each other by trans-
ferring data through communication resources such as shared buses or point-to-point
connection. Further, we assume that Hw/Sw partitioning and mapping of tasks onto
the appropriate modules of an SoC have been done efficiently as shown in Fig. 5.1(a).
Based on these mapped tasks, a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E) is obtained
to extract the data processing tasks τ and the data communication tasks c of a given
application. In the extended graph, a node τ ∈ T represents the data processing task,
which is mapped onto the on-chip module, while edge e ∈ E indicates data depen-
dency between the tasks (i.e. communication). All the communications that take place
over the on-chip communication resource are captured by communication task ci, as
indicated by square in the Fig. 5.1(b). If the tasks τi and τj are mapped to the same
module then there exists an edge between them without a square. This indicates that
the tasks τi and τj do not communicate using an on-chip communication resource. The
notation ci is a communication task, which takes a certain duration to transfer data
from one module to another by using an on-chip communication resource. Further-
more, each communication task has its start time and the deadline to finish the task.
From the extended graph GE(T,E), a directed acyclic communication task graph
GC(C,Π) is obtained with the start node S and deadline node dl to schedule the CLTIs
of the communication tasks. In the communication task graph, a node c ∈ C is a com-
munication task, while an edge π ∈ Π gives the dependency between the communi-
cation tasks. Fig. 5.1(c) depicts the communication task graph with ASAP scheduling
of CLTIs for a 16-bit wide bus with a deadline 7ms. An edge between two nodes ci
and cj is weighted with w is the data processing time of a task τi, which gives an early
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graph. (c) Communication task graph with ASAP scheduling of CLTIs for 16-bit wide bus. (d)
Communication task graph with ALAP scheduling of CLTIs for 16-bit wide bus.
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Fig. 5.3: Slack versus voltage scaling
start time constraint for a successor cj to transfer data using the communication re-
source. Fig. 5.1(d) depicts the ALAP scheduling of the CLTIs for a 16-bit wide bus with
a deadline 7ms. In the Fig. 5.1(c) and (d), there is a slack due to difference in ASAP and
ALAP time for node c2. This slack can be varied by scheduling communication tasks
for different bus widths as,
slackc,r,V
dd
= tALAPc,r,V
dd
− tASAPc,r,V
dd
(5.1)
where tALAPc,r,V
dd
can be expressed as,
tALAPc,r,V
dd
= dlc − CLTIc,t,r,V
dd
(5.2)
CLTIc,t,r,V
dd
=
⌈
NBc
br
⌉
· Td (5.3)
In the above equations, dlc is the deadline to finish a task, Vdd is the supply voltage
and Td is a gate delay for one clock cycle as shown in Eqs. (4.2). The dynamic energy
consumption of each task c is given by [167, 107],
Ec = ατ · Ceff · V 2dd · Td (5.4)
where, ατ is the switching activity of the communication tasks and Ceff is the effective
switched capacitance for a data communication. The energy overhead, for switching
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from Vddi to Vddj , is [167, 107]
ε
∆V
dd
i,j = Cr(Vddi − Vddj )2 (5.5)
where, Cr is the capacitance of the power rail. The time overhead, for switching from
Vddi to Vddj , is given by [107]
δ∆Vi,j = ρ|Vddi − Vddj | (5.6)
where ρ is a constant. Fig. 5.3 depicts, the amount of slack of each communication task
for different bus widths and voltage levels, considering a fixed data size. In this the-
sis, we perform the communication resource selection, the scheduling, and the voltage
scaling for the communication task graph in order to synthesize the on-chip commu-
nication architecture.
5.1.1 Motivation
In order to motivate the principles behind the proposed techniques for the synthesis
of on-chip communication architectures, we illustrate that the slack of communication
tasks changes with the bus width and that slack can be exploited for the on-chip com-
munication resource sharing and voltage scaling, which ultimately increase system ef-
ficiency in terms of energy consumption and chip size. Consider a system that has been
partitioned and mapped onto the on-chip modules of an SoC and the driver of each
module is capable to scale the supply voltage while transferring data from one module
to another module. As shown in Fig. 5.1(a) first, module m2 executes task τ1 and its
driver transfers data tom1 andm3 to execute tasks τ2 and τ3, respectively. After receiv-
ing the data from modulem2, module m1 executes task τ2 and its driver transfers data
to modulem4, which executes tasks τ4 and τ5. The task τ5 has to be finished before the
deadline of 7ms. The ASAP and ALAP scheduling of the communication task graph in
the above example with their start node and deadline node are shown in Fig. 5.1(c) and
(d), respectively. Fig. 5.2(a) shows a scheduling of CLTIs with their ASAP and ALAP
time of all the communication tasks c1, c2 and c3, considering a 16-bit wide bus and
nominal voltage settings (the highest supply voltage = 1.8V and body bias voltage =
0V), i.e., all drivers run at their maximum performance. This schedule of communica-
tion tasks for a 16-bit wide bus results in a slack (denoted by a white rectangle) of 1
ms and needs two separate buses to meet the time constraint of 7ms. From the given
power consumption at the nominal voltage as shown in Fig. 5.2(a), the total energy
consumption of all communication tasks can be calculated as 3·(87+87+87)mW·2ms =
522µJ. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the scheduling of the same communication tasks c1, c2 and c3
for a 32-bit wide bus and the nominal voltage. This schedule results in the total slack
of 4ms, which increases the mobility so that all communication tasks can share a sin-
gle bus. The total energy consumption at the nominal voltage can be calculated as,
169mW·3ms = 507µJ.
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In order to reduce the energy consumption, we scale the voltage to exploit the slack
of communication tasks as shown in Fig. 5.2(c) and (d). To make the problem sim-
ple, we assume in this example that the task processing time of each on-chip mod-
ule is fixed and known to us, i.e, the operating voltages of modules are known and
given. Further, we assume that the supply voltages and the body bias voltages of all
the drivers can be varied continuously in the ranges [1.1, 1.8]V and [-0.5, 0]V, respec-
tively. In Fig. 5.2(c), communication task c2 is scheduled with the supply voltage 1.4V
and the body bias voltage -0.32V, respectively in order to exploit the slack of 1ms, while
tasks c1 and c3 are scheduled with the nominal voltage because of zero slack. The to-
tal energy consumption of the communication tasks is 39mW·3ms+(87+87)mW·2ms =
465µJ, which is reduction in energy by 11% compared to the energy at the nominal
voltages of 16-bit wide bus. In Fig. 5.2(d), the amount of slack is increased to 4ms by
scheduling the communication tasks for the 32-bit wide bus. This slack is exploited
by scaling the supply and body bias voltages of the communication tasks c1 and c3 to
1.2V and -0.39V, respectively, while c2 is kept to the nominal voltage because there is
no slack. In this case the CLTIs of all communication tasks do not overlap with each
other, hence they can share a single bus. The total energy consumption is calculated
as 174mW·1ms+ 2·56mW·2 = 398µJ, which corresponds to an energy reduction by 24%
compared to the scheduling of Fig. 5.2(c).
It can be observed form the above example that while scheduling communication
tasks for the synthesis of an on-chip communication architecture, more the available
slack there is, the better are the results of synthesis in terms of on-chip communication
resource sharing and energy consumption savings. Fig. 5.3 shows the plot of normal-
ized amount of slack versus voltage scaling for different bus widths. It can be seen
that the amount of slack increases with increasing bus width, but on the other side, we
have to also pay the cost for chip size. In this thesis, we purpose a method to find the
best trade-off for the synthesis of an on-chip communication architecture by simulta-
neously performing resource selection, scheduling, binding and voltage scaling of the
communication bus.
5.1.2 Problem Formulation
We assume that a set of tasks have been partitioned and mapped onto the appropriate
modules of an SoC. Each module mi processes tasks and transfers the data to another
module mj , which has a data dependency with mi. The data transfer from one mod-
ule to another module takes place via a communication bus and this bus is driven by a
driver of an on-chipmodule. We also assume that all the drivers are capable to scale the
voltage during each data transfer. Since, the tasks have been efficiently mapped onto
the modules, we further assume that the data processing time of each module is fixed
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and given. Based on the mapped tasks, a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E) is
obtained as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The extended graph consists of two types of tasks,
which are data processing tasks τ and communication tasks c. The data processing
tasks τ are executed on the on-chip modules, while all tasks that use on-chip com-
munication buses are called communication tasks c. For each task ci its deadline dli,
the data size to be transferred, and the switched capacitance Ceff are given. From the
extended graph GE(T,E), the communication task graph GC(C,Π) is obtained with a
start node S and a deadline node dl. In the communication task graph GC(C,Π), c ∈ C
be a set of communicating tasks and their data dependency between the communica-
tion tasks is defined by a set Π ⊆ (C × C), consisting of two-tuples (ci, cj) where a
successor cj depends on the results of the predecessor ci. This data dependency be-
tween communication tasks is constrained by a set Depn ⊆ (C × C ×W ) consisting of
3-tuples (ci, cj, w) such that ∀i, j ∈ [1 . . .N ], (ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Π|Π ⊆ C ×C, a task cj can start
transferring data no earlier than w time units after the completion of it data transfer by
ci. The time constraint w is estimated using Eq. (4.1) for all tasks τ .
We assume that the supply voltage Vdd and the body bias voltage Vbs of each data
processing task τi are known and provided to calculate the execution time of the task(s)
in a module. Unlike this, the supply voltage Vdd and the body bias voltage Vbs of each
communication task c ∈ C are unknown and to be identified. We further assume that
each task c ∈ C can vary its supply voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs within certain
continuous ranges (for continuous voltage scaling), or within a set of discrete voltages
{(Vddz , Vbsz)} (for a discrete voltage scaling problem).
5.1.3 Complexity Analysis
Theorem 5.1.1 The complexity of on-chip communication bus synthesis and continuous/discrete
voltage scaling problem is NP-hard.
Proof The discrete time-cost trade-off (DTCT) problem is known to be NP-hard [50],
while its continuous variant, the linear time-cost trade-off (LTCT) problem can be
solved in polynomial time complexity [66]. To make a better understanding of our
problem, we give a new name to the on-chip communication bus synthesis and volt-
age scaling problem by ”on-chip communication bus selection and voltage selection”
problem. If we assume that only the supply voltage is scaled during the bus syn-
thesis, our problem of discrete on-chip communication bus selection and continuous
voltage selection is similar to the problem of DTCT. The discrete bus width selection
and continuous voltage selection (DBS-CVS) changes duration of the CLTI and its en-
ergy consumption. This also applies for the discrete bus width selection and discrete
voltage selection (DBS-DVS). Hence, DTCT ∈ DBS-CVS and DTCT ∈ DBS-DVS, which
prove that DBS-CVS and DBS-DVS problems are NP-hard.
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A linear relaxation method [145] is used to obtain an approximation algorithm of
the discrete bus width selection and discrete voltage selection (DBS-DVS) problem.
This method is used to get a lower bound on the value of the optimal solution such as
voltage and bus width. Linear relaxation P˜ of a discrete problem P is a linear problem
that consists of the same set of communication tasks c and processing tasks τ . The
interval [VP˜lc , V
P˜
uc] is given by V
P˜
lc
:= hPlc and V
P˜
uc := k
P
uc for each communication task
c ∈ C. Where, hPlc and kPuc are the lower and upper voltage bounds before applying the
linear relaxation to P . In the linear relaxation method, we transform arbitrary discrete
problems to those problems with at most only few possible alternatives (voltage and
bus width) for the duration of each CLTI of c ∈ C.
In this section, we consider discrete bus width selection and voltage selection prob-
lem for instances P of the l-DBS-DVS problem, for arbitrary l ∈ N. For details of the
approximation method, we refer the interested reader to [145]. The solutions of the
problem can be obtained by computing an optimal realization of V˜ (voltages) and b˜r
(bus width) of the linear relaxation P˜ of problem P and round them appropriately to
a feasible realization of P . The quality of this realization can be tested by comparing
its value, i.e., its deadline dl, to the value of the realization we started with. We call a
realization V˜ of P˜ integral optimal for a deadline dl, if V˜ is the best integral realization
of P˜ satisfying CLTI(V˜ ) ≤ dl.
Theorem 5.1.2 If V ∈ {V1, V2, · · · , Vn} and br ∈ {b1, b1, · · · , bn} are integrals of voltage and
bus width respectively, for all c ∈ C, then the LTCT solve algorithm [129] computes an integral
optimal realization of deadline dl and bus width br in O[|V | · |br| · |C|2 log|C|] time complexity.
Proof In [129] an algorithm to solve the linear time-cost trade-off (LTCT) problem was
proposed. The run time of each iteration of the algorithm is dominated by the run
time needed to find the minimum cost and time. This can be done in O[nm log(n2/m)]
time [66], where n denotes the number of vertices and m the number of edges of the
communication task graph GC(C,Π). Since, there are no isolated vertices in the graph
GC(C,Π), we get n ≤ m ≤ |C|, where |C| is the cardinality of communication tasks.
Hence, for the DBS-DVS problemwith a discrete number of voltages |V | and buses |br|,
the overall run time of LTCT algorithm can be written as O[|V | · |br| · |C|2 log|C|]. The
number of iterations in the LTCT solve algorithm depends on |V | and |br|.
Theorem 5.1.3 Let P be an instance of the l-DBS-DVS problem and V˜ be a realization of
voltage for the linear relaxation P˜ of P.
(a) If V˜ is an integral optimal for the deadline dl, then CLTI P˜ (V˜ ) ≤ dlP .
(b) If b˜r is an integral optimal for the deadline dl, then CLTI
P˜ (b˜r) ≤ dlP .
(c) The LTCT solve algorithm computes integral optimal realization of problem P˜ for all
deadlines dl and buses br with a time complexity of O(lv · lb · |C|3 log|C|).
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Proof We are interested to realize an integral V˜ of DBS-DVS problem P˜ and all feasible
realizations of P are integral, without loss of generality, we assume that the deadline dl
in part (a) is integral too (because otherwise we can replace dl by ⌊dl⌋). So, there exits
an optimal, integral realization V˜
′
and b˜
′
for the integral deadline dl and the LTCT solve
algorithm can be used to solve it. Similarly, part (b) can also be proved like part (a).
From part (a) and (b), we obtain integral optimal realizations by computing optimal
realizations for integral deadlines dl and buses br. From Theorem 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, the
DBS-DVS problem can be solved with a time complexity of O(lv · lb · |C|3 log|C|). The
run time of the algorithm depends on the number of discrete voltages lv, discrete buses
lb and C. For a fixed number of communication tasks c, the run time is proportional
to the product of lv and lb. Hence, solving the DBS-DVS optimization problem has a
quasi-polynomial time complexity.
5.2 Communication Bus Model
We assume that the supply voltage Vdd and the body bias voltage Vbs of each data
processing task τi are provided to calculate the task execution time in a module. Fur-
thermore, we consider the shared bus based communication architecture with driver
and receiver, which are connected to bus and module as shown in Fig. 5.4. The ar-
chitecture can have hierarchical buses, which in turn can be high speed buses (HSB)
and/or low speed buses (LSB). These HSB and LSB buses are connected by the bridge
to enhance the communication among the modules. The driver that initiates the data
transfer between the modules, is capable to scale the voltage of each communication
task dynamically in order to exploit the slack and to reduce total energy consumption.
In between module and driver/receiver, there is an adapter, which converts the logic
value of data values from modules and buses. For example, at certain instant t data
is transfered between modules m2 and m1 with their supply voltages (Vdd2 , Vdd1) and
the bus voltage Vdd, the adapter ofm2 converts the logic values of data from Vdd2 to Vdd
and the adapter of m1 converts the logic value of data from Vdd to Vdd1 . The supply
voltage of an adapter changes dynamically between two voltages of module and bus
in a multiplexed manner.
The total power consumption of a bus based interconnect is given by both dynamic
and leakage power consumption. The dynamic power consumption of a driver is due
to the charging and discharging of the wire capacitance Cw, which is driven by an
on-chip bus driver. This dynamic power of a driver is obtained as [56, 107],
Pdridyn = ατ · f · (Cdri + Cw) · V 2dd (5.7)
Where, ατ is the switching activity of the communication tasks ci ∈ C, f is the op-
erating frequency of bus, Cdri and Cw are the capacitances of the drivers and wires,
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Fig. 5.4: On-chip communication architecture with voltage scalable driver and receiver
respectively.
Furthermore, the leakage power consumption of a driver can be expressed as [56,
107],
Pdrileak = Lg · (Vdd ·K3 · eK4·Vdd · eK5·Vbs + |Vbs| · IJu) (5.8)
Where Vbs is the body bias voltage and IJu represents the body junction leakage current.
The fitting parameters K3, K4 and K5 denote technology dependent constants and Lg
reflects the number of gates. Similarly, the dynamic power consumption of a receiver
can be expressed as [56, 107],
Precdyn = ατ · f · Crec · V 2dd (5.9)
Where Crec is the capacitance of receiver. The leakage power consumption of a receiver
is expressed as,
Precleak = Lg · (Vdd ·K3 · eK4·Vdd · eK5·Vbs + |Vbs| · IJu) (5.10)
In our method of on-chip communication synthesis, we evaluate the total energy con-
sumption of the communication tasks c for a bus with different widths.
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5.3 CombinedBus Synthesis and SupplyVoltage Scaling
5.3.1 Continuous Voltage Scaling
Problem 5.3.1.1 (Combined scheduling, continuous supply voltage scaling, bus selection and
binding of communication tasks c ∈ C to minimize the communication bus width and the
number of buses with reduced communication energy under the constraints of supply voltage
and the real-time constraints) Perform simultaneous scheduling, supply voltage scaling, bus
selection and binding of communication tasks that minimize
∑
r∈R Costr · br, where r ∈ R is a
library of buses with different bus widths and the variable br is the optimization variable; subject
to:
∑
c∈C(dlc−t−CLTIc,r,Vdd−δ
∆V
dd
i,j ) ≥ 0 and Vddmin ≤ Vdd ≤ Vddmax , for all t ∈ {0, · · · , λ},
where λ is the maximum possible time to schedule communication tasks c ∈ C, CLTIc,r,V
dd
is the communication lifetime interval, which is a function of width r of bus b and the supply
voltage Vdd.
The nonlinear programming formulation for the simultaneously scheduling, volt-
age scaling, bus selection, and binding of communication tasks c is given as follows:
Minimize: ∑
r∈R
Costr · br (5.11)
Where, r ∈ R is a library of on-chip communication buses of different bus widths, for
example, buses of 16, 20, 24, · · · , 128-bit. TheCostr of bus type r is expressed in terms of
bus width, like the cost of a 32-bit wide bus is double the cost of a 16-bit wide bus. The
bus costs are stored in a lookup table for each bus width. The objective is to minimize
the total cost of the buses by maximizing bus sharing among the communication tasks.
The variable br is an optimization variable of Eq. (5.11).
subject to,
∀c ∈ C,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=ASAPc
Xc,t,r,V
dd
= 1 (5.12)
Ψ = (ALAPc + dminc − CLTIc,r,Vdd − δ
∆V
dd
i,j ) (5.13)
Eq. (5.12) defines a binding constraint for the simultaneous bus synthesis and supply
voltage scaling problem, where each communication task c ∈ C must be mapped to a
single bus with bus width r, operating at a single time instant t, with a supply voltage
Vdd. The binary decision variable Xc,t,r,Vdd ∈ {0, 1}, indicates scheduling of a commu-
nication task c ∈ C at time t ∈ {0, · · · , λ}, with bus width r and supply voltage Vdd,
respectively. The term λ is the maximum possible time to schedule a task c ∈ C, and
δ
∆V
dd
i,j is the time overhead delay due to switching of the voltage from Vddi to Vddj . In
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Eq. (5.13) the term Ψ gives an amount of slack for each communication task c ∈ C and
this slack is proportional to CLTIc,r,V
dd
and δ
∆V
dd
i,j . A communication task c ∈ C with
ALAP time ALAPc cannot be executed later than Ψ, when data is transferred through
a bus br with a data transfer duration CLTIc,r,V
dd
of a task. Where, the constant dminc
is the minimum time to execute a communication task c ∈ C to meet the deadline dlc.
In Eq. (5.12), for each bus width r and for each supply voltage Vdd, the amount of slack
changes for each communication task c.
In Eq. (5.14), we introduce a set Ω, which represents the set of all time instants that
any communication task could possibly start at,
Ω =
⋃
c∈C
{ASAPc, · · · , ALAPc} (5.14)
∀t ∈ Ω, ∀r ∈ R,∑
c∈C
∑
(t
′
∈{t,··· ,t+dr−1}
∩{ASAPc,··· ,ψ})
Xc,t′ ,r,V
dd
≤ br (5.15)
The fact is that no communication bus bwith width r can execute more than one com-
munication task at an instant t with supply voltage Vdd, is expressed as a constraint in
Eq. (5.15). The first sum is over all communication tasks with bus width r, the second
sum is over a ”time window” covering all start times t
′
for which communication tasks
could overlaps.
∀ (c′, c) ∈ Π, ∀ (c′, c, w) ∈ Depn,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
t ·Xc,t,r,V
dd
≥
∑
r∈R
Ψ
′∑
t
′
=
ASAP
c
′
(t
′
+ CLTIc′ ,r,V
dd
+ w + δ
∆V
dd
i,j ) ·Xc′ ,t′ ,r,V
dd
(5.16)
Ψ
′
= (ALAPc′ + dmin′c − CLTIc′ ,r,V − δ
∆V
dd
i,j ) (5.17)
The data dependency between communication tasks is expressed as Eq. (5.16). The
term on the right hand side of the equation expresses a predecessor task c
′
, while the
term on left hand side of the equation expresses a successor task c, which should be
executed only after the execution of the task c
′
. In Eq. (5.16), the first sum is over all
communication tasks c ∈ C with bus width r and the second sum is for a start time t
with its possible time that ranges from ASAPc to Ψ (amount of slack for each successor
task c as shown in Eq. 5.13). The delay w is the delay to execute the data processing
task τ between two communication tasks and this delay can be evaluated using Eq.
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(4.1). Eq. (5.17) gives an amount of slack for each predecessor task c and the slack is a
function of the bus width br and supply voltage Vdd; this is same as for a successor task
c shown in Eq. (5.13).
Vddmin ≤ Vdd ≤ Vddmax (5.18)
The slack of each communication task c ∈ C is exploited to share a communication bus
and reduce the total energy consumption by scaling the supply voltage Vdd for each
communication task from the nominal voltage. The voltage is scaled continuously
between two upper and lower bound Vddmax and Vddmin , respectively. This continuous
voltage scaling is constrained by Eq. (5.18).
∀ c ∈ C,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
((dlc − t− CLTIc,r,V
dd
− δ∆Vddi,j ) ·Xc,t,r,Vdd) ≥ 0 (5.19)
The sum of a deadline dlc, a start time t, the data transfer time CLTIc,r,V
dd
and the delay
overhead due to voltage switching δ
∆V
dd
i,j of each communication task c ∈ C should be
greater than or equal to zero for an on-chip bus b with width r and supply voltage Vdd
as shown in Eq. (5.19). Where, the first sum is over all communication tasks c ∈ C
taken into account for different bus widths br, the second sum includes all possible
start times t, which range from ASAPc to the slack of the bus b of width r and supply
voltage Vdd.
The above communication bus optimization problem has linear objective function
and nonlinear constraints. This is relaxed as a convex quadratic optimization problem
and can be solved using any convex optimization tool.
5.3.2 Discrete Voltage Scaling
Problem 5.3.2.1 (Combined scheduling, discrete voltage scaling, bus selection, and binding
of communication tasks c ∈ C, to minimize communication the bus width and the number of
buses with reduced communication energy) Perform scheduling, discrete voltage scaling, bus
selection, and binding of communication task c ∈ C to minimize communication bus cost (see
Eq. (5.11)); subject to:
∑
c∈C(dlc − t − CLTIc,r,Vdd − δ
∆V
dd
i,j ) ≥ 0 and a discrete set of supply
voltage Vdd ∈ {Vdd1 , Vdd2, · · · , Vddz}.
As digital system designs are most often restricted to a finite set of discrete perfor-
mance modes, it is not possible to apply continuously selected voltages to them. In
Sec. 5.1.3, we have demonstrated that both DBS-CVS and DBS-DVS problems are NP-
hard. In this subsection, a heuristic method is presented to transform a continuously
selected optimal supply voltage V optdd using the NLP formulation given in Sec. 5.4.2.1,
into a discrete set of supply voltage V
′
dd. The heuristic takes the optimal bus width b
opt
r
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HEURISTIC-DBS-DVS(boptr , V
opt
dd )
1 Vddz ← GETLIBOFDISCRETEVDD();
2 /*Linear relaxation method*/
3 V
′
dd ←
⌈
V optdd
⌉
if V optdd ∈ [V LBddz , V UBddz ];
4 /*Check condition*/
5 for c ∈ C and c′ ∈ C
6 do
7 if (t+ CLTI
c,r,V
′
dd
+ δ
∆V
′
dd
i,j ≤ dl)
8 then
9 return V
′
dd;
10 else
11 (V
′
dd)← GETNEXTVALUE();
Algorithm 5.1: Heuristic for discrete supply voltage selection.
and supply voltage V optdd as inputs and finds a near-optimal supply voltage as shown in
Algorithm 5.1. These optimal values are obtained using the formulation presented in
Sec. 5.4.2.1, where the selection of supply voltage is performed continuously. At line
1 of Algorithm 5.1, a library of discrete set of supply voltages Vddz is read. Since the
continuously selected optimal supply voltage is not feasible for practical implementa-
tion, thus at line 3, the upper bound of V optdd is selected, which must be an element of
Vddz . We could choose the lower bound of supply voltage to get the minimum energy
consumption, however, this may violate the given real-time constraints. At line 4-8 of
algorithm, the overall delay is checked with a deadline dlc for the bus width b
opt
r and
the supply voltage V
′
dd. If the condition meets then the heuristic returns those near-
optimal values at line 9. Otherwise, at each time next supply voltage, which is greater
than the V
′
dd is selected from the library of discrete supply voltages Vddz at line 11 and
the condition is checked again at line 4-8 for a new supply voltage.
5.4 Extension to Body Biasing
In Sec. 5.3, we have discussed the optimization problem of simultaneous on-chip com-
munication bus synthesis and supply voltage scaling, which finds the optimal bus
width and the number of buses with reduced on-chip communication energy. Intu-
itively from Eq. (5.4) the dynamic power consumption is a nonlinear function of the
supply voltage, which is an effective means to reduce dynamic power consumption of
an on-chip communication bus. However, the supply voltage can not be scaled down
beyond a certain limit under a given real-time constraint. In this subsection, we in-
vestigate simultaneous supply voltage scaling and body biasing problem during the
synthesis of on-chip communication buses.
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While scaling the supply voltage for energy reduction, possible malfunction at low
supply voltages appears to be a vulnerable to a problemwith respect to the system per-
formance. A common condition for a logic gate being properly functioning is a gain1,
which should be significantly larger than one in order to guarantee a level restoration
from one stage to the next. The ultimate goal is to have per-stage gains large enough
to keep the logic levels at all circuits nodes within the specified noise margins. It was
shown theoretically that this condition can be satisfied even at extremely low supply
voltages of a few hundred millivolts [104, 108, 151]. First practical examples of cir-
cuits operating at supply voltage as low as 0.2V was published in [152], however, for a
sub-nanometer scaled CMOS technology, the above demonstration does not valid any-
more. Thus, the possibility of a malfunction due to the low supply voltages has become
a real challenge for future sub nanometer nodes. Furthermore, practical limits of volt-
age scaling arise from given real-time constraints of a system. It can be seen in Eq. (4.2)
that the gate delay Td and hence, the performance of a circuit apparently degrade, if the
supply voltage is reduced while the threshold voltage is kept at the same level. From
Eq. (5.8), low threshold voltages2 cause excessively high leakage power consumption
due to the leakage current. Hence, the aggressive supply and threshold voltage scaling
eventually leads to the minimum total power consumption Pt (dynamic and leakage),
which is defined an optimal pair of supply and threshold voltage values.
In practice, the optimum is usually not well defined because of unavoidable sup-
ply and threshold voltage uncertainties that can be due to temperature and process
variability, short channel effects, and non-ideal supply voltage regulation. These volt-
age uncertainties result in delay and power variations and must be taken into account
when determining the nominal voltage values. All of these issues are addressed in
detail in Chap. 6.
5.4.1 Power Delay Analysis w.r.t Supply and Body Bias Voltages
In this subsection, the rate of change of power consumption and delay with respect
to supply and body bias voltages are calculated. The goal is to analyze the individual
contribution of supply and body bias voltage to power and delay, respectively. From
the above Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), the total power consumption (dynamic and leakage
power) of an on-chip communication bus can be written as,
Pt = f · Ceff · V 2dd + Vdd ·K3 · eK4·Vdd · eK5·Vbs + |Vbs| · IJu (5.20)
1The gain is the absolute value of the slope of the voltage transfer characteristics
2threshold voltage is a function of body bias voltage
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Fig. 5.5: Rate of change of power with respect to supply voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs
The partial derivative of total power Pt with respect to supply voltage Vdd and body
bias voltage Vbs can be obtained as,
∂Pt
∂Vdd
= 2f · Ceff · Vdd +K3 ·K4 · Vdd · eK4Vdd+K5Vbs +K3eK4Vdd+K5Vbs (5.21)
∂Pt
∂Vbs
= K3 ·K5 · Vdd · eK4Vdd+K5Vbs + IJu (5.22)
Similarly, partial derivatives of the gate delay Td with respect to supply and body bias
voltages can be calculated as,
∂Td
∂Vdd
=
K6 − 2(1 +K1)K6Vdd
[(1 +K1)Vdd +K2Vbs − Vth] (5.23)
∂Td
∂Vbs
=
−2K2K6Vdd
[(1 +K1)Vdd +K2Vbs − Vth] (5.24)
Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 show the rate of change of power and delay with respect to both
supply and body bias voltages. These are obtained for 70nm technology and the tech-
nology dependent parameters were extracted from [107, 2]. Where, K1 = 0.063, K2 =
0.153, K3 = 5.38e-07, K4 = 1.83, K5 = 4.19, f = 15.6 GHz, K6 = 5.26e-12, K7 = -0.144,
Ceff = 2.0e-15 F, Ij = 4.8e-10 A, and Vth = 0.244 V. Power and delay with respect to
supply and body bias voltages are plotted for Vdd = 0.4 to 1.6V and Vbs = -0.05 to -
1.0V, respectively. In Fig. 5.5, power with respect to supply voltage contributes to the
dynamic power consumption, while the body bias voltage contributes to the leakage
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Fig. 5.6: Rate of change of delay with respect to supply voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs
power from the total power consumption Pt and they are an exponential function of
supply voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs. It can be observed that rate of change of
the leakage power is less than that of dynamic power and their values tend to be zero
for voltages close to infinity. Furthermore, the leakage power will not reduce signifi-
cantly, if body bias voltage is scaled below -1.0V, thus, -1.0V can be set as the lowest
boundary of Vbs for the above considered example.
In Fig. 5.6, the contribution of supply voltage Vdd to the delay Td is high incom-
parison to the contribution of body bias voltage Vbs. Where rate of change of delay
Td is almost linear with the body bias voltage Vbs and is an inverse function of sup-
ply voltage Vdd. For simultaneous supply voltage scaling and body biasing during the
synthesis of on-chip communication bus, the supply voltage can be scaled to the mini-
mum possible level in order to reduce power consumption, however, it may cause the
violation of real-time constraints because the delay is an inverse function of the supply
voltage. In contrast to the dynamic power, the leakage power is an exponential func-
tion of body bias voltage, while the delay is approximately linear with the body bias
voltage. Hence, it is worth to scale the body bias voltage to the minimum level while
the rest of the available slack is exploited to scale the supply voltage, which decreases
the dynamic power consumption.
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5.4.2 Continuous Voltage Scaling
Problem 5.4.2.1 (Simultaneous scheduling, continuous voltages (supply and body bias) scal-
ing, bus selection, and binding of communication task c ∈ C; to minimize bus width and the
number of buses in order to reduce communication energy) Perform combined scheduling, sup-
ply/body bias voltage scaling, bus selection, and binding of communication tasks c ∈ C, which
minimize communication cost
∑
c∈C Costr · br and reduce energy consumption, where R is a
library of communication buses with different bus widths r; subject to: the real time constraint∑
c∈C(dlc− t−CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs−δ
∆V
dd
i,j −δ∆Vbsi,j ) ≥ 0 for all time t ∈ {0, · · · , λ}, supply voltage
constraint Vddmin ≤ Vdd ≤ Vddmax and body bias voltage constraint Vbsmin ≤ Vbs ≤ Vbsmax
for continuous voltage scaling. λ is the maximum latest possible start time of communication
tasks, CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
is the communication lifetime interval of communication task c and it is a
function of the bus width br, supply voltage Vdd, and body bias voltage Vbs; δ
∆V
bs
i,j is the delay due
to switching of voltages from one level to another level and dlc is the deadline of communication
task c ∈ C.
Above Problem 5.4.2.1 is an optimization problem with a set of discrete bus widths as
a variable and continuous supply and body bias voltages with their upper and lower
bounds as constraints. In this subsection, an optimization model is presented to syn-
thesize an optimal bus width and the number of buses with reduced communication
energy. The slack is exploited tomaximize the sharing of on-chip communication buses
and to reduce energy consumption by simultaneously scaling supply and body bias
voltages during the synthesis of the on-chip communication bus. This means that the
slack is exploited to maximize the sharing of buses and then, the voltages are scaled
in order to reduce the communication energy only when there is slack. If there is no
more slack left, the supply and body bias voltages are kept at their nominal values.
As discussed in Sec. 5.4.1, with a simple example for 70nm CMOS technology, sup-
ply voltage has a higher contribution to the total power than the body bias voltage as
depicted in Fig. 5.5. Furthermore, rate of change of delay due to body bias voltage is
linear, while for supply voltage it is an inverse function as shown in Fig. 5.6. Hence,
the delay characteristics of supply and body bias voltages are not similar, in the fol-
lowing formulation of simultaneous supply and body bias voltage scaling. First, body
bias voltage is scaled to the minimum possible level and second, the supply voltage is
scaled only if there is still some slack, else, the voltage is not scaled. This approach has
two main advantages, first the leakage power can be reduced to the minimum level
and second the delay does not change that much as it changes for supply voltage. As
reported in several research results, the leakage power will be more vulnerable than
dynamic power in sub-nanometer CMOS technology. Therefore, it is worth to exploit
the slack first for the body bias voltage scaling then for supply voltage scaling.
In the following formulation for simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthe-
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sis and continuous supply/body bias voltages scaling, we introduce first a nonlinear
programming (NLP) model, which performs scheduling, continuous supply and body
bias voltage scaling, bus selection, and binding of communication tasks. Since, data
transfer delay CLTI is an inverse function of bus width and voltages, the on-chip com-
munication synthesis problem is a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem, which is
relaxed to the convex quadratic optimization as follows:
Minimize: The objective function of Problem 5.4.2.1 is similar to Problem 5.3.1.1 and
it is shown in Eq. (5.11). The communication bus cost is expressed in terms of bus
width. The objective is to minimize the total cost due to the communication buses by
maximizing bus sharing among the communication tasks. The optimization variable
is br (bus b with width r).
subject to,
∀c ∈ C,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=ASAPc
Xc,t,r,Vdd,Vbs = 1 (5.25)
Ψ = (ALAPc + dminc − CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ
∆V
dd
i,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ) (5.26)
Eq. (5.25) gives a binding constraint for each communication task c ∈ C, which is
mapped to operating time t, a single communication bus b with width r, supply volt-
age Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs. The first sum is over all communication tasks c ∈ C
for different bus widths br, the second sum is for possible start time t for data transfor-
mations using bus br. The possible start time t ranges from ASAPc to ASAPc + slack.
The ASAP time of a communication task is always fixed, but, the amount of slack time
varies with bus width br, supply voltage Vdd, and body bias voltage Vbs as shown in
Eq. (5.26). In the equation, ALAPc and the minimum amount of delay dminc to ex-
ecute a communication task c are fixed3, other terms such as data transfer duration
CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
, delay overhead due to supply voltage switching δ
∆V
dd
i,j , and delay over-
head due to body bias voltage switching δ
∆V
bs
i,j are variables, which change when one
of the variables bus width br, supply voltage Vdd or body bias voltage Vbs change. The
binary decision variable Xc,t,r,V
dd
,V
bs
∈ {0, 1}, defines the scheduling of a communica-
tion task c at time t ∈ {0, · · · , λ}, the bus b with width r, the supply voltage Vdd, and
the body bias voltage Vbs. In Eq. (5.25) body bias voltage Vbs is scaled first to the lowest
possible level and then the supply voltage Vdd is scaled if there still remains the slack.
Otherwise supply voltage Vdd is kept to its nominal value.
Like just as in Problem 5.3.1.1, we introduce a setΩ that represents the set of all time
instants at which any communication task could possibly start to transfer data using a
3the slack of data processing tasks τ is exploited in order to reduce energy consumption. Thus its
delay equal to the deadline
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bus br as shown in Eq. (5.14),
∀t ∈ Ω, ∀r ∈ R,∑
c∈C
∑
(t
′
∈{t,··· ,t+dr−1}
∩{ASAPc,··· ,ψ})
Xc,t′ ,r,V
dd
,V
bs
≤ br (5.27)
Eq. (5.27) defines the resource constraint for simultaneous communication bus synthe-
sis, supply and body bias voltage scaling such that each communication bus bwith bus
width r cannot execute more than one communication task at time t with supply volt-
age Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs. The first sum is over all communication tasks with
bus width r and the second sum is over a ”time window” covering all start times t
′
for
which the communication tasks could overlap. If two communication tasks ci and cj
use the same communication bus b with width r and their communication lifetime in-
terval CLTIs overlap then a variable br (bus bwith bus width r) will increase by 1. This
means that there is a conflict between two communication tasks and consequently two
separate buses are needed to transfer data. Since the primary goal of the optimization
model is to minimize communication cost, the algorithm tries to reduce the conflict
among the communication tasks keeping the supply and body bias voltages close to
their nominal voltages.
∀ (c′, c) ∈ Π, ∀ (c′, c, w) ∈ Depn,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
t ·Xc,t,r,V
dd
,V
bs
≥
∑
r∈R
Ψ
′∑
t
′
=
ASAP
c
′
(t
′
+ CLTIc′ ,r,V
dd
,V
bs
+ w + δ
∆V
dd
i,j + δ
∆V
bs
i,j ) ·Xc′ ,t′ ,r,V
dd
,V
bs
(5.28)
Ψ
′
= (ALAPc′ + dmin′c − CLTIc′ ,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ
∆V
dd
i,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ) (5.29)
Eq. (5.28) defines a dependency constraint between two tasks (c, c
′
) ∈ Depn, where
task c is a successor and task c
′
is a predecessor such that task c should not be exe-
cuted before time (t+CLTIc′ ,r,V
dd
,V
bs
+w+ δ
∆V
dd
i,j + δ
∆V
bs
i,j ), which is the delay to transfer
data by task c
′
with its bus of width r, supply and body bias voltage Vdd and Vbs, re-
spectively. The delay w is time delay to execute data processing task τ between two
communication tasks and this delay can be evaluated using Eq. (4.1).
Vbsmin ≤ Vbs ≤ Vbsmax (5.30)
Each time the slack of communication task c ∈ C is exploited to share communication
buses and reduce the total energy consumption by scaling supply voltage Vdd and body
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bias voltage Vbs for each communication task from their nominal voltages. While scal-
ing the voltages, the first priority is given to body bias voltage to reduce the leakage
power and the second priority is given to supply voltage only if slack is available. Eqs.
(5.18) and (5.30) define the constraint to scale voltages for both supply and body bias,
respectively.
∀ c ∈ C,
∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
((dlc − t− CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
− δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ) ·Xc,t,r,Vdd,Vbs) ≥ 0
(5.31)
Eq. (5.31) checks the violation of overall delay with a given deadline of communi-
cation tasks dlc. The summation of deadline dlc, start time t, the data transfer time
CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
, and the delay overhead due to supply and body bias voltages switching
δ
∆V
dd
i,j and δ
∆V
bs
i,j should be greater than or equal to zero for an on-chip bus bwith width
r, the supply voltage Vdd, and the body bias voltage Vbs.
5.4.3 Discrete Voltage Scaling
Problem 5.4.3.1 (Simultaneous scheduling, discrete supply and body bias voltage scaling, bus
selection and binding of communication tasks c ∈ C to minimize bus width and number of
buses with reduced communication energy) Perform combined scheduling, discrete supply and
body bias voltage scaling, bus selection and binding of communication of tasks c ∈ C to mini-
mize communication cost (see Eq. (5.11)) subject to, the real-time constraints (see Eq. (5.31))
and a set of discrete supply and body bias voltages {(Vdd1 , Vbs1), · · · , (Vddz , Vbsz)}. Further-
more, δ
∆V
dd
i,j and δ
∆V
bs
i,j are delay overhead due to switching of supply and body bias voltages,
respectively.
The formulation of Problem 5.4.3.1 is similar to Problem 5.3.2.1 except for the body
bias voltage scaling technique. A heuristic for combined discrete supply and body
bias voltages selection technique is presented in Algorithm 5.2. It takes an optimal bus
width boptr , supply voltage V
opt
dd , and body bias voltage V
opt
bs as inputs and transforms
the continuously selected voltages into a discrete set. Similar to Algorithm 5.1, first
discrete sets of voltage are read at line 1 and 2 for supply and body bias voltages,
respectively. Using a linear relaxation method, at line 4 and 5, corresponding voltages
are quantized to their upper bound. At line 9, the condition for real-time constraints
is checked for the selected bus width, supply, and body bias voltages. If the condition
is satisfied the selected discrete set of voltages are returned at line 12. Otherwise, the
iteration is repeated and the next higher value of supply voltage is selected at line 14.
The voltage of body bias is kept as before once it is quantized.
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HEURISTIC-DBS-DVS(boptr , V
opt
dd , V
opt
bs )
1 Vddz ← GETLIBOFDISCRETEVDD();
2 Vbsz ← GETDISCRETEVBS();
3 /*Linear relaxation method*/
4 V
′
dd ←
⌈
V optdd
⌉
if V optdd ∈ [V LBddz , V UBddz ];
5 V
′
bs ←
⌈
V optbs
⌉
if V optbs ∈ [V LBbsz , V UBbsz ];
6 /*Check condition*/
7 for c ∈ C and c′ ∈ C
8 do
9 if (t+ CLTI
c,r,V
′
dd
,V
′
bs
+ δ
∆V
′
dd
i,j + δ
∆V
′
bs
i,j ≤ dl)
10 then
11
12 return (V
′
dd, V
′
bs);
13 else
14 (V
′
dd)← GETNEXTVALUE();
Algorithm 5.2: Heuristic for discrete supply voltage selection.
5.5 Summary
As we discussed in Chap. 2 that, the device and wire geometry scaling trends have
a significant impact on the delay and the power consumption of the wires. Further-
more, due to the cramming more and more numbers of transistors in a single chip,
power consumption per unit area is increasing. As a result of this, thermal effects and
noise become challenges and that degrade circuit performance and reliability. Thus
power optimization of a system has become increasingly important at each level of
abstraction. Previously, numerous research works have contributed to optimize the
power consumption of a system. They are mainly at layout level, circuit level, and
post synthesis architecture level. At post synthesis architecture level, voltage scaling
and bus encoding techniques [148,149,20] were applied to reduce the power consump-
tion, and these techniques are used most commonly in industry and academia. In a
real-time distributed embedded system, workload offer to the system is not uniform
over time, thus slack of each task can be exploited by scaling supply and body bias
voltages [162, 37, 57, 35]. Furthermore in [16, 17] dynamic supply voltage scaling and
adaptive body biasing techniques were proposed to reduce the power consumption of
fat wires and repeater based communication buses. All the above approaches assume
that the bus width, the number of buses, and the communication bus topology have
been previously identified and are given.
The main contribution of this chapter is to perform the simultaneous communi-
cation bus synthesis and voltage scaling in order to find a trade-off between energy
consumption and communication cost. Since the slack of each communication task
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is a function of the bus width and voltage pair (supply and body bias), we exploited
this slack by sharing the communication bus and reducing its energy consumption.
The problem of simultaneous communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling is a
nonlinear optimization problem, which was relaxed as a convex quadratic optimiza-
tion problem and solved efficiently using a convex optimization tool. We presented
two separate models, supply voltage scaling and its extension to body biasing for both
continuous and discrete voltage constraints. The optimization algorithm takes a set of
communication tasks, a library of bus width, and voltage constraints with upper and
lower bounds as inputs and finds an optimal bus width and number of buses. Though
scaling of supply voltage reduces the dynamic power consumption quadratically, it
can not be scaled to very low level due its effect on noise and circuit reliability. Thus,
we presented an extended model which performs combined supply voltage scaling
and body biasing to reduce both dynamic and leakage power consumption. In this
model, first, we analyzed an individual contribution of supply and body bias voltage
to power and delay, respectively. The analysis showed that the contribution of supply
voltage to delay is high in comparison to body bias voltage, while the contribution to
power consumption of the supply voltage is less than the body bias voltage. Hence for
a combined supply and body bias voltage scaling method, it is better to first scale body
bias voltage to the minimum level and the rest of available slack is exploited to scale
the supply voltage, which decreases the dynamic power consumption.
Although the continuous voltage scaling techniquewould result in a better run time
complexity and energy consumption than discrete voltage scaling, it can not be used
for a digital system design due to practical limitations. Further, we proved in Sec. 5.1.3
that the discrete bus selection and discrete voltage scaling (DBS-DVS) problem is NP-
hard. Therefore, we proposed a heuristic that performs discrete voltage scaling of com-
munication tasks in a polynomial time complexity. In the second part of experiments,
we performed simultaneous communication bus synthesis and discrete voltage scaling
with power and delay overhead due to voltage switching. Experimentally, we found
that the reduction in energy consumption due to discrete voltage scaling is greater than
continuous voltage scaling.
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In Chap. 4, we proposed a method to synthesize buses under real-time constraints.
After applying an optimization to the bus synthesis problem, the algorithm finds the
optimal buswidth and the number of buses. However, there is still a significant of slack
left for the synthesized optimal bus width. This indicates the underutilization of com-
munication resources. To cope with this problem, in Chap. 5, we presented an energy
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aware communication bus synthesis technique, which exploits the slack of communi-
cation tasks by scaling the voltage and results in reduction of communication energy
consumption. So far, in previous chapters, we assumed that data size to be transferred
by each communication task is fixed. However, this is not the case in a real-time em-
bedded system that runs a diversity of applications, which results in a non uniform
workload to the system. Thus a communication bus that is synthesized without taking
into account the systems peak load can turn a major performance bottleneck. In the
past quite a few efforts have been made to consider variable systems loads. In [96]
Lahiri et al. propose an intermodule communication statistics method, which profiles
several applications at system level and selects the one communication model with a
peak load. This peak load is considered as the worst case scenario and later they re-
fine the communication bus architecture. However, if load offers to a system is normal
then under typical load conditions the bus will be underutilized. In [166] Varatkar et
al. propose an analytical method to model variable data traffic. The method is based
on the markov chain producer and consumer model and synthesizes the buffer size
at each interface. However, the method is targeted for network-on-chip architectures,
which is not the scope of our work.
The presented work in this chapter makes two contributions. First, it proposes an
analytical method to model variations in data size of each communication task. For
simplicity, only supply voltage is scaled in order to reduce energy consumption, how-
ever, the body biasing technique can be integrated in our model without any major
change. Based on this model, the delay constraint of each task is formulated as a prob-
abilistic nonlinear constraint, which is later casted into a deterministic constraint. The
overall communication bus synthesis and supply voltage scaling under data variation
is a nonlinear optimization problem, which is solved using a convex optimization tool.
After applying our formulation to the optimization tool, it synthesizes the optimal
bus width and the number of buses for the worst case scenario. Furthermore, it also
finds the corresponding supply voltage for each communication task under variable
workload, thus, it aims for the minimum energy consumption and the maximum bus
utilization. In contrast to the voltage scaling model presented inChap. 5, where almost
all slack was exploited to scale voltage, in this chapter we control voltage scaling by
introducing a new constraint so-called timing yield constraint, which finds a trade-off
between energy consumption and communication cost. The experimental results show
that a significant reduction of communication energy with an increasing timing yield
constraint. However, it (timing yield constraint) offers a limitation to minimize the bus
width and the number of buses, if the yield is increased beyond a certain limit.
As the second major contribution, we propose an extended model for the simulta-
neous communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling under data and process vari-
ations. According to the 2005 international technology roadmap for semiconductors
(ITRS’05) [10] survey, dealing with fluctuations and statistical process variation in sub-
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15nm CMOS technology will be a challenging task and there are quite a lot of ques-
tions left open for the designers. Recently, in [115, 40, 147] statistical timing analysis of
a circuit under process variation was proposed. They showed that the adaptive body
biasing technique can be used to mitigate the effects of process variations on the post-
silicon circuit. However, non of the above approaches takes into account the problem
of process variation during the synthesis of on-chip communication buses. We inte-
grate the effect of data and process variations in our communication bus synthesis
model and show that process variations have impacts on the synthesized communica-
tion bus in terms of communication cost. Thus, this again results in a trade-off between
communication cost and energy consumption.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 6.1 presents some preliminaries includ-
ing motivational example and problem formulations for the simultaneous bus synthe-
sis and voltage scaling under variations. Sec. 6.2 presents a formulation for combined
bus synthesis and voltage scaling under data variation, which describes the model-
ing method for communication tasks, an optimization method, and supply voltage
parameter estimation. Sec. 6.3 presents an extended model for both data and process
variations. There, a delay model for communication tasks, an optimization algorithm,
and parameter estimation of voltages are presented. Finally, Sec. 6.4 gives a summary
of this chapter.
6.1 Preliminaries
We refer to the same kind of embedded systems as in Chap. 4 and 5, which are realized
as an MPSoC that consists of several on-chip processing modules like general-purpose
processors, ASICs or FPGAs. These on-chip modules communicate with each other
by transferring data through communication buses like shared buses or point-to-point
connections. After hardware/software partitioning andmapping, a target systemwith
mapped tasks is shown in Fig. 6.1(a). Since a complex system runs a diversity of appli-
cations within a single chip, the total workload offered on the embedded system is not
uniform over time. A typical example would be data flow intensive applications, such
as voice and image processing, which can have different data size traffic for different
scenarios. This causes a randomness on the data size to be transferred among on-chip
communicating modules. We capture the communication tasks and its randomness of
data size by profiling an application at system level for different scenarios and model
data size as a random variable NB(ζ) (number of bit) with a known probability distri-
bution function. In Fig. 6.1, random data size is assigned to each communication task
c. We further assume that on-chip modules and interfaces are capable to scale supply
and body bias voltages according to the workload of a system.
Based on the mapped tasks, a directed acyclic extended graph GE(T,E) is obtained
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Fig. 6.1: Architecture and tasks model with variable data size. (a) Target architecture with
mapped tasks and communication among them. (b) Extended tasks graph. (c) Communication
task graph with ASAP scheduling of CLTIs for a 16-bit bus. (d) Communication task graph
with ALAP scheduling of CLTIs for a 16-bit bus.
to extract the data processing tasks τ and the data communication tasks c of a given
application. In the extended graph, a node τ ∈ T represents the data processing task,
which is mapped onto an on-chip module, while edge e ∈ E indicates data depen-
dency. All communications over the on-chip communication buses are captured by
communication task ci along with its random data size to be transferred, as indicated
by a square in Fig. 6.1(b). If the tasks τi and τj are mapped to the same module then
there exist an edge between them without a square. This indicates that the tasks τi and
τj do not communicate using an on-chip communication bus.
From the extended graph GE(T,E), a directed acyclic communication task graph
GC(C,Π) is obtained with the start node S and deadline node dl to schedule the CLTIs
of the communication tasks. In the communication task graph, a node c ∈ C is a
communication task, while an edge π ∈ Π gives the dependency between the commu-
nication tasks. Fig. 6.1(c) depicts the communication task graph with ASAP scheduling
of CLTIs for a 16-bit bus with the worst case scenario data size 3σNB . An edge between
two nodes ci and cj weighted with w is the data processing time of a task τi, which
gives an early start time constraint for a successor cj to transfer data using a communi-
cation bus. Fig. 6.1(d) depicts the ALAP scheduling of the CLTIs for a 16-bit bus for the
worst case 3σNB . In Fig. 6.1(c) and (d), there is a difference in ASAP and ALAP time
for the node c2. Since, the data size to be transferred among the on-chip modules is
not deterministic, the slack is a random variable with a distribution similar to the data
size. Their relation can be written as,
slackc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
(ζ) = tALAPc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
(ζ)− tASAPc,r ,V
dd
,V
bs
(6.1)
where tALAPc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
(ζ) can be expressed as,
tALAPc,r ,V
dd
,V
bs
(ζ) = dlc − CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
(6.2)
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CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
=
⌈
NBc(ζ)
br
⌉
· Td (6.3)
In above Eqs. (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), dlc is a deadline to finish a task, CLTIc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
is the
communication lifetime interval for a task c with a bus width r, supply voltage Vdd,
and body bias voltage Vbs, NBc(ζ) is a random data size to be transferred by a task,
br is a bus of width r, and Td is the time period of one clock cycle. For the sake of
clarity, we consider only the supply voltage scaling for the dynamic energy consump-
tion. Nonetheless, the leakage energy as well as the Adaptive Body Biasing (ABB)
techniques [71, 107, 169, 17] can easily be incorporated into the formulation without
changing our general approach. The alpha power delay model of a MOS transistor for
one clock cycle with supply voltage Vdd can be written as,
Td = κ
Vdd
(Vdd − Vth)α
(6.4)
where κ is a technology dependent constant, α is the saturation velocity (1.4 < α ≤
2), Vdd is the supply voltage, and Vth is the threshold voltage. The dynamic energy
consumption of each task is given by,
Ec = ατ · Ceff · V 2dd · Td (6.5)
where, ατ is the switching activity of the communication tasks and Ceff is the effective
switched capacitance for a data communication. The energy overhead, for switching
from Vi to Vj, is
ε∆Vi,j = Cr(Vi − Vj)2 (6.6)
where, Cr is the capacitance of the power rail. The time overhead, for switching from
Vi to Vj, is given by
δ∆Vi,j = ρ|Vi − Vj| (6.7)
where ρ is a constant.
6.1.1 Motivation
In Chap. 5, we gave a motivation for the simultaneous communication bus synthe-
sis and voltage (supply and body bias) scaling for a system with a uniform workload,
i.e., an on-chip data traffic is deterministic. In this subsection, we consider that the
workload offered on an embedded system is not uniform so, we model the data size
to be transferred between communication tasks c as a random variable with a known
probability distribution function. We perform simultaneous scheduling, voltage scal-
ing, bus selection, and binding of communication tasks c for random data sizes (for
the worst case 3σNB of data size is considered) and illustrate how the data size can, in
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the worst case scenario, influence the communication bus cost. Fig. 6.2(a) depicts CLTI
delays as a function of two variables, voltage and the bus width for a fixed data size to
be transferred between communication tasks. Fig. 6.2(b) shows a plot of CLTI delays
for different scenarios with different amounts of transferred data over time and volt-
age constraints [Tmin, Tmax] and [Vmin, Vmax], respectively. Each scenario has a certain
probability and they differ in terms of data size to be transferred. If we synthesize a
communication bus considering scenario 1 with small amounts of transferred data and
use the same communication bus for scenario 4 then the communication bus does not
meet the given real-time constraints. In Fig. 6.2(b), it can be observed that scenario 1
meets the given time constraint [Tmin, Tmax] for voltages between 0.85V and 1.3V.While
for scenario 4 with data size 3σNB, the communication bus does not meet the time con-
straint. This motivates simultaneous scheduling, voltage scaling, bus selection, and
binding of communication tasks considering a random data size.
Consider a system that has been partitioned and mapped onto the on-chip modules
of an SoC and the driver of each module is capable to scale voltage while transferring
data from one module to another. Furthermore, due to the diversity of applications to
be run on a single embedded system, a task c can have variable data size NBc(ζ) to
be transferred. As shown in Fig. 6.1(a) first, module m2 executes task τ1 and its driver
transfers the data to m1 and m3 in order to execute tasks τ2 and τ3, respectively. After
receiving the data frommodulem2, modulem1 executes task τ2 and its driver transfers
data to module m4, which executes tasks τ4 and τ5. Task τ5 has to be finished before
the deadline of 7ms. The mean µNB and 3σNB of communication tasks c1, c2, and c3 are
64 and 128-bit, respectively. The ASAP and ALAP scheduling of the communication
task graph for µNB = 64-bit with start node and deadline node are shown in Fig. 6.1(c)
and (d), respectively. Fig. 6.3(a) shows a scheduling with ASAP and ALAP time of
tasks c1, c2 and c3 for µNB = 64-bit, br = 32-bit and the nominal voltage settings (the
highest supply voltage = 1.8V and body bias voltage = 0V), i.e., all drivers run at their
maximumperformance. This schedule of communication tasks c for a 32-bit bus results
in the total slack (denoted by the white rectangle) of 4ms and needs a single bus to
meet the time constraint of 7ms. From the given power consumption at the nominal
voltage as shown in Fig. 6.3(a), the total energy consumption of all communication
tasks can be calculated as 3·87mW = 261µJ. Fig. 6.3(b) shows a scheduling of the same
communication tasks c1, c2, and c3 for the worst case scenario with data size 3σNB , br
= a 32-bit bus and the nominal voltage. This schedule gives the total slack of 1ms and
needs two separate 32-bit buses to meet the given deadline of 7ms. The total energy
consumption at the nominal voltage can be calculated as, 2·174mW·3ms = 1044µJ. In
Fig. 6.3(a) and (b), we saw that the synthesized single 32-bit bus for an average amount
of data does not meet the real-time constraint for the worst scenario with size of data
3σNB . Hence, two 32-bit buses are selected instead of a single 32-bit bus, however, the
buses are underutilized when the workload offered to the system is low.
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voltage for a fixed data size. (b) CLTIs for variable data size for different scenarios
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and voltage scaling of CLTIs for deterministic data size. (d) Scheduling and voltage scaling of
CLTIs for 3σNB of random variable.
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In order to reduce the energy consumption of communication buses, the voltage
is scaled to exploit the slack of each communication task and this results in a bus uti-
lization factor constant over time as shown in Fig. 6.3(c) and (d). To make the prob-
lem simple, we assume in this example that the data processing time of each on-chip
module is known to us, i.e, the operating voltage of modules are known. Further-
more, we assume that the supply voltage of all drivers can be varied continuously in
the range [0.6, 1.8]V. In Fig. 6.3(c), communication tasks c2 is scheduled with the sup-
ply voltage 0.9V to exploit a slack of 2ms, while tasks c1 and c3 are scheduled with
voltage 1.4V to exploit a slack of 1ms. The total energy consumption of all tasks is
19mW·3ms+2·34mW·2ms = 193µJ, which corresponds to reduction in energy by 26%
compared to the energy consumption at the nominal voltages of two 32-bit buses. In
Fig. 5.2(d) depicts scheduling and voltage scaling of communication tasks shown in
Fig. 5.2(b) under data size 3σNB = 128-bit for all tasks. In Fig. 5.2(d) task c2 has a slack
of 1ms and this slack is exploited by scaling the supply voltage to 1.2V, while tasks
c1 and c3 do not have any slack and their voltages are kept to the nominal voltage so
that communication takes place within two 32-bit synthesized buses. The total energy
consumption is calculated as 47mW·3ms+ 2·174mW·2 = 398µJ, which is a reduction in
energy consumption by 19% compared to the scheduling of tasks at nominal voltage
as shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
6.1.2 Problem Formulation
As in previous chapters, we assume that a set of tasks have been partitioned and
mapped efficiently onto the appropriate modules of an SoC. Each modulemi has data
processing tasks τ and a communication task c that transfers data to another mod-
ule mj , which has a data dependency. The data transfer from one module to another
module takes place via a communication bus and its interfaces and they are driven by
drivers that are capable to scale the voltage during each data transfer. An interface at-
tached to each on-chip module establishes communication such as bus requests, data
transfer, and the release of the bus after successful completion of data transfers. Due
to the diversity of applications that can run on a single SoC, the workload offered to
the embedded system is not uniform over the time. This introduces a certain random-
ness on the data size to be transferred among the on-chip communication tasks. We
model the amount data to be transferred by a communication task c as a random vari-
able NBc(ζ) with a known probability distribution function. For each task c its ASAP
time, ALAP time, deadline dlc, the distribution of random variable NBc(ζ) and the
switched capacitance Ceff are given. Based on the mapped tasks τ , a directed acyclic
extended graph GE(T,E) is obtained as shown in Fig. 5.1. From the extended graph
GE(T,E), the communication task graph GC(C,Π) is obtained with start node S and
deadline node dl. In the communication task graphGC(C,Π), c ∈ C be a set of commu-
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nicating tasks and their data dependency between the communication tasks is defined
by a set Π ⊆ (C × C), consists of two-tuples (ci, cj) where a successor cj depends on
the results of the predecessor ci. This data dependency between communication tasks
is constrained by a set Depn ⊆ (C × C × W ) consists of 3-tuples (ci, cj , w) such that
∀i, j ∈ [1 . . . N ], (ci, cj)i6=j ∈ Π|Π ⊆ C ×C, a task cj can start transferring data no earlier
than w time units after the completion of transferring data by ci.
Furthermore, we assume that the supply voltage Vdd and the body bias voltage Vbs
of each data processing task τi are known and its corresponding execution time can
be calculated using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Unlike this, the supply voltage Vdd and the
body bias voltage Vbs of each communication task c ∈ C are unknown and to be iden-
tified. In this work for the sake of clarity, we consider only the supply voltage scaling,
however, adaptive body biasing (ABB) can easily be incorporated in our approach of
communication bus synthesis. Each task c ∈ C can vary its supply voltage Vdd within a
certain continuous and discrete voltage range. At the same time, the body bias voltage
Vbs is kept to 0V.
6.2 Combined Bus Synthesis and Voltage Scaling Under
Data Variation
As on-chip data traffic is not uniform over time, communication bus synthesis and
voltage scaling techniques discussed in previous Chap. 4 and 5 do not find the best
solution. In this section we present a method to model communication tasks c as a
function of the random variable NBc(ζ) and cast that model to a deterministic con-
straint, which can be solved efficiently using any nonlinear convex optimization tool.
After solving the problem using an optimization tool, the bus width, the number of
buses, and the supply voltage for each communication task will be obtained for the
worst case scenario. However, later in Sec. 6.2.3 we estimate the probability distribu-
tion function of voltage for a given synthesized bus width with a variable workload. It
shows how voltage is distributed over a range of different data size to be transferred.
6.2.1 Modeling of Communication Tasks
The relation of the data transfer delay CLTI with the bus width br, supply voltage Vdd,
body bias voltage Vbs, and a random data size NBc(ζ) of a communication task c are
given by Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4). In this subsection we consider, as commonly assumed in
the literature [120, 46], that the CLTI is inversely proportional to Vdd (Vth = 0, α = 2) to
make the illustration of our point simpler, however, the drawn conclusions are valid
for the general case. After the simple algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) we
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get,
CLTIc,r,V = κ
NBc(ζ)
br · Vdd
(6.8)
where the data transfer delay CLTI is a function of a random variable NBc(ζ) such
that the delay itself is also a random variable scaled by constant parameters κ, bus
width br, and supply voltage Vdd. Let a term η be the timing yield constraint of a
communication task c so that a probabilistic delay constraint of each communication
task can be formulated as,
∀c ∈ C, P (dlc − CLTIc,r,V
dd
− δ∆Vddi,j ≥ 0) ≥ η (6.9)
where, dlc is the deadline of a communication task c and δ
∆V
i,j is the delay overhead due
to supply voltage from one level to another level switching. Eq. (6.9) denotes the prob-
ability that the sum of a random variable CLTIc,r,V
dd
and the deterministic switching
overhead delay δ
∆V
dd
i,j is less than or equal to the deadline dlc for each communication
task c. The timing yield constraint η can be considered to be a confidence level, i.e.,
the probability of each task c having a delay less than its deadline to be more than
or equal to η. We assume that the data model of all communication tasks c are nor-
mally distributed random variables with the mean µNB, and the standard deviation
σNB . However, the proposed formulation can be used for any arbitrary distribution.
Combining Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9), the probabilistic constraint of each communication task
c can be formulated in terms of mean and standard deviation of CLTI as,
∀c ∈ C, P ((dlc − CLTIc,r,V
dd
− δ∆Vi,j ) ∼
N (µCLTI(NB), σCLTI(NB))) ≥ 0) ≥ η
(6.10)
which can be rewritten as
∀c ∈ C, dlc − µCLTI(NB)− φ−1(1− η) σCLTI(NB) ≥ 0 (6.11)
where φ−1(·) is the inverse of the error function. We assume that the timing yield is
constrained by the range 0.5 < η ≤ 1 so, Eq. (6.11) can be considered as a convex
function under the condition that η > 0.5. Since the target yield for a given path is
always much greater than 50%, this condition is easily satisfied. The proof of convexity
of Eq. (6.11) is given in Lemma 6.2.1.
Lemma 6.2.1 The nonlinear delay constraint given in Eq. (6.11) is a convex function under
the condition that η > 0.5.
Proof Note that a nonnegative weighted sum of convex functions is also a convex
function [86]. The mean µCLTI(NB) in Eq. (6.11) can be written in the form,
µCLTI(NB) =
1
n
∑
c
NBc(ζ)
br · V (6.12)
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where, µCLTI(NB) is an arithmetic average of the random samples and that is an in-
verse function of the optimization variable br (bus width). By applying the Jensen’s
inequality [86] over the term µCLTI(NB),
NBc(ζ)
br · V ≤ λ ·
NBc(ζ)
br1 · V
+ (1− λ) · NBc(ζ)
br2 · V
(6.13)
for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 the above inequality exists. Hence, the mean µCLTI(NB) is a convex
function. To proof the convexity in σCLTI(NB), let us first simplify the expression of a
standard deviation,
g(x) =
1
n− 1
∑
c
(Xc − µ)2
=
1
n− 1(Xc − µ)
T (Xc − µ)
(6.14)
where, Xc = (x1, x2, · · ·xn) is a vector of point masses and µ = (µ1, µ2, · · ·µn) is also
a vector of mean. After a simple algebraic manipulation of Eq. (6.14), the above term
can be written as follows,
1
n− 1(2I −X
T
c µ− µTXc) (6.15)
where, Xc, µ are both vectors and I is an identity matrix. We evaluate the Hessian
matrix H(x) = ∇2g(x) by taking the second derivative of the Eq. (6.15) with respect to
x then we get,
1
n− 1
∂
∂x
(2I −XTc µ− µTXc)
1
n− 1
∂
∂x
(2I − 4eTc ec) = 0
(6.16)
where, ec = (1, 1, · · ·1) is a vector with elements equal to one. The Hessian matrix
∇2g(x) = 0 is positively semidefinite and hence, Eq. (6.15) is a convex, i.e. the standard
deviation σCLTI(NB) is a convex function.
Since, µCLTI(NB) and σCLTI(NB) are both convex, the left hand side of the con-
straint Eq. (6.11) is convex iff [25]
φ−1(1− η) ≤ 0 (6.17)
which is exactly the case iff η > 0.5.
6.2.2 Optimization Methodology
The on-chip communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling problem under uncer-
tainty of data size is a multi-variable nonlinear optimization problem with a proba-
bilistic delay constraint. This problem is relaxed to the convex quadratic optimization
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problem and can be solved efficiently using a convex optimization tool. For the convex
optimization problems an exact solution can be found as a local optimal solution is also
the global optimal solution.
Problem 6.2.2.1 (Combined scheduling, supply voltage scaling, bus selection, and binding of
communication task c ∈ C to minimize the communication bus width and number of buses
with reduced communication energy under the variation of on-chip data traffic) Perform si-
multaneous scheduling, supply voltage scaling, bus selection, and binding of communication
task c ∈ C that minimize the communication cost shown in Eq. (5.11), subject to: ∀c ∈ C,
P ((dlc − CLTIc,r,V
dd
− δ∆Vddi,j ) ≥ 0) ≥ η and Vddmin ≤ Vdd ≤ Vddmax for all t ∈ {0 · · ·λ}. The
first constraint is a probabilistic delay constraint of communication task c such that the overall
delay of a task c should be less than or equal to its given deadline dlc with the probability η,
which is called timing yield constraint. While, the second constraint gives the limit for supply
voltage scaling such that they cannot be scaled beyond their limits.
The formulation of the simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis and
supply voltage scaling problem with nonlinear probabilistic delay constraint is very
close to the formulation presented in Sec. 5.3. The objective function is to minimize
total communication bus cost (i.e., the bus width and the number of buses), which is
given in Eq. (5.11). The binding constraint for each communication task c to a com-
munication bus with width r and supply voltage Vdd is given in Eq. (5.12), where the
binary decision variable Xc,t,r,V
dd
∈ {0, 1} indicates that the scheduling of communi-
cation task c, at time t ∈ {0 · · · , λ} with bus b of width r and supply voltage Vdd. At
time t a communication bus b of width r cannot be used by more than one commu-
nication tasks (c, c
′
) ∈ C, if their CLTIs overlaps with each other then two separate
buses are assigned to them. This constraint is given in Eq. 5.15). Similarly, the depen-
dency constraint between communication tasks c and the continuous supply voltage
scaling constraint are given in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17), respectively. The probabilistic de-
lay constraint of each communication task c with timing yield constraint η is given in
Eq. (6.18).
∀ c ∈ C, P

(∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
(dlc − t− CLTIc,r,V
dd
− δ∆Vddi,j ) ·Xc,t,r,Vdd) ≥ 0

 ≥ η (6.18)
Where, dlc is the deadline of each communication task, CLTIc,r,V
dd
is the communica-
tion lifetime interval of task c, with bus width r and supply voltage Vdd and δ
∆V
dd
i,j is the
overhead delay due to switching of supply voltage. The constraint indicates that the
overall delay of communication task c should be less than or equal to deadline dlc with
the probability η, which defines a confidence level.
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CONVEXOPTALGORITHM()
1 Find the center xc of the current polytope P.
2 If xc /∈ S, find the gradient∇gc(x) of the constraint having the largest value at xc.
3 Insert a hyperplane of the form cTx ≥ β = cTxc, where c = −[∇gc(x)]T .
4 Update P.
5 If xc ∈ S, compute c = −[∇f(x)]T .
6 Insert the hyperplane of the form cTx ≥ β = cTxc. update P.
7 If the size of the polytope P is less than a user specified limit ǫ, stop.
8 Otherwise goto Step 1.
Algorithm 6.1: Convex optimization algorithm.
We cast the above simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis and volt-
age scaling problem with nonlinear probabilistic constraints to a convex quadratic op-
timization problem. This problem can be solved efficiently using the interior point
methods [5] in a quasi polynomial time complexity. The corresponding proof is given
in Sec. 5.1.3. Since the convex quadratic constraint is a convex function for η > 50%,
it guarantees a globally optimal solution as proved in Lemma 6.2.1. The continuous
voltage scaling of communication tasks c during each data transfer gives the minimum
possible total energy consumption of a communication bus, however, due to the prac-
tical reasons continuous voltage scaling technique is not considered. Therefore, the
discrete voltage scaling heuristic presented in Sec. 5.3.2 finds a near-optimal solution
in a polynomial time complexity.
6.2.2.1 Optimization Algorithm
The algorithm works by successively reducing the problem region by introducing cut-
ting planes in every iteration. The cutting planes (or hyperplanes) are obtained by con-
ditions on the gradient of the objective functions and that of the constraints as shown
at line 2. The cutting planes are chosen such that they guarantee the presence of the
optimal solution in the problem region of the next iteration. Let x ∈ R+n be a decision
variable, f(x) be the convex objective function and gc(x) ≤ dlc, i = 1,· · · ,n be the convex
constraints. Let S be the feasible set defined by {x : gc(x) ≤ dlc} and x∗ ∈ S be the op-
timal solution. Initially, the solution space is determined by the polytopes defined by
the set {x : xL ≤ x ≤ xU}, where xL and xU are the minimum and maximum possible
values of x.
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6.2.2.2 Timing Yield Search Algorithm
Algorithm 6.2 is a search algorithm to find the best timing yield constraint η, with re-
duced energy and the minimum communication cost. At the start of the algorithm,
CurrYield is set to MaxYield and each iteration it is decremented. In the algorithm, line
1-4 is for the initialization, whereMaxYield,MinYield, andMinStep are set to 99%, 51%,
and 1%, respectively. The term step is a variable to decrease the timing yield constraint
in each iteration. At line 6 to 14, communication cost is computed for different values
of the timing yield constraint and in each iteration CurrYield is decremented by step.
If the condition given at line 15 satisfies, the algorithm leaves the while loop. At line
15, if the current communication cost (CurrCommCost) with a higher value of timing
yield constraint is not equal to the previous communication cost (PrevCommCost) with
lower value of timing yield constraint, the condition satisfies. At line 17, we check
the difference in current and previous timing yield; if it is greater than 0.1 then Bus-
Tunning function is called recursively, else, the algorithm returns the best timing yield
constraint (BestYield), with optimal communication cost and communication energy
consumption.
The run time of the algorithm depends onMaxYield,MinYield, andMinStep. For the
worst case, the number of iterations in the while loop can be obtained as (MaxYield-
MinYield)/MinStep.
6.2.3 Parameters Estimation of Voltage
In this section, we present a model to estimate the probability distribution function of
supply voltage Vdd under a random data size to be transferred among the on-chip mod-
ules. When the random data model of communication tasks c presented in Sec. 6.2.1,
is applied to the nonlinear optimization algorithm, the optimal bus width br(opt) for
each communication task can be obtained. After an algebraic manipulation of Eqs.
(6.3) and (6.4), the statistical parameters of supply voltage in terms of the optimal bus
width br(opt) can be formulated as,
Vdd = κ
NBc(ζ)
br(opt) · CLTIc,ropt,Vdd
(6.19)
In Eq. (6.19) the data transfer delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd is a variable, which is a function of
the synthesized bus width br(opt) and variable supply voltage Vdd. The main goal is to
exploit the slack for the reduction of total energy consumption of the communication
bus such that the delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd will be closed to the deadline dlc of a communica-
tion task c. Hence, in Eq. (6.19), the delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd should be replaced by a delay,
which is a function of the timing yield constraint η. Above equation can be rewritten
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TIMINGYIELDTUNNING()
1 MaxY ield← GETMAXYIELD();
2 MinY ield← GETMAXYIELD();
3 MinStep← GETMAXYIELD();
4 γ ← GETGAMMA();
5 step = (MaxY ield−MinY ield)/γ;
6 /* computation of communication cost for different timing yield */
7 int BUSTUNNING(MaxY ield,MinY ield, step){
8 CurrY ield←MaxY ield;
9 PrevY ield←MaxY ield;
10 do {
11 CurrCommCost ← COMPUTEBUSCOST(CurrY ield);
12 PrevCommCost← COMPUTEBUSCOST(PrevY ield);
13 PrevY ield← CurrY ield;
14 CurrY ield← CurrY ield− step;
15 }while (CurrCommCost == PrevCommCost);
16 /* check for the best timing yield constraint*/
17 if (CurrY ield− PrevY ield)/100 > 0.1
18 then
19 step←MinStep;
20 BUSTUNNING(CurrY ield, PrevY ield,MinStep);
21 else
22 BestY ield← PrevY ield;
23
24 return BestY ield;
Algorithm 6.2: Algorithm to search for the best timing yield constraint.
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as,
Vdd = KVdd ·NBc(ζ) (6.20)
KVdd =
κ
br(opt) · dlc · PVdd
(6.21)
PVdd =
µCLTI + φ
−1(1− η) · σCLTI
dlc − [µCLTI + φ−1(1− η) · σCLTI ]
(6.22)
In Eq. (6.21) the mean µCLTI is a constant, while the standard deviation σCLTI changes
for different values of timing yield constraint η. However, for a given timing yield
constraint η the optimization algorithm presented in Sec. 6.2.2 gives a fixed delay with
an achieved yield for supply voltage scaling. Hence, the probability density function
of supply voltage under variable data traffic can be written as [125, 136],
fV
dd
(nb) =
(
1
KVdd
)
fNB
(
nb
KVdd
)
(6.23)
In communication task graph Gc(C,Π) as shown in Fig. 6.1, random variables (data
size to be transferred among communication tasks) are independent and each commu-
nication task can have a different distribution function of random data size such that
the resulting distribution of supply voltage is not identical for all communication tasks
c. The overall distribution of supply voltage including all communication tasks can be
written as a sum of individual distributions,
fV
dd
=
|C|∑
i=1
fVddi
(6.24)
In Eq. (6.24) the sum of individual supply voltage distributions can be computed by
convolving individual distributions,
fV
dd
= fVddi
∗ fVddi+1 ∗ · · · ∗ fVddC (6.25)
Similarly, the mean slack µˆSlack can be estimated as,
µˆslack = E[dlc − κ
NBc(ζ)
br(opt) · Vdd
− tASAPc]
= dlc − κ
br(opt) · Vdd
E[NBc(ζ)]− tASAPc
(6.26)
6.3 Extension to Process Variation
In Sec. 6.2 we presented a model to synthesize the optimal bus width and the number
of buses under data size variation of communication tasks. The gate delay model was
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based on the alpha-power delay model [29] that is a deterministic model without tak-
ing into account variations. In this section, we present an extended model that takes
into account both data size variation and effect of process variations on the short chan-
nel devices. As a result of this, the synthesized on-chip bus is robust against variable
on-chip data traffic and process variations.
The effect of process variations is increasing severely on the deep sub micron tech-
nology as feature sizes continue toward the sub-100nm era. As a result of this, a syn-
thesized digital circuit can have a completely different performance than the expected.
We address this problem by proposing a process variations aware simultaneous on-
chip communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling technique in presence of ran-
dom data size to be transferred among on-chip communicating modules. The method
finds an energy efficient the optimal bus width and the number of buses by mitigating
the effect of process variations. The slack is exploited to maximize bus sharing and to
reduce energy consumption by simultaneously scaling the voltages (supply and body
bias) during the synthesis of on-chip communication buses. The resulting synthesis
problem is relaxed to the convex quadratic optimization problem and is solved effi-
ciently using a convex optimization tool. The effectiveness of our approach is demon-
strated by applying optimization to an automatically generated benchmark and a real-
life application. By varying the value of timing yield constraint, a trade-off between
minimization of communication bus cost and energy consumption is explored in pres-
ence of process variations. The experimental results show a significant reduction in
communication energy with the increasing timing yield constraint. However, the tim-
ing yield constraint offers a limitation to minimize the communication cost and the
effect of process variations, if the yield is increased beyond a certain limit. i.e., at a
high amount of slack the effect of process variations is negligible on the communica-
tion bus cost and the energy consumption. While, at a low amount of slack the effect
of process variations is significant and results in an increased in communication bus
cost and energy consumption to meet the real-time constraints. Furthermore, we also
estimate the probability distribution function of the voltages in presence of random
data size and process variations.
6.3.1 Overview and Contributions
The process variations encompass several variation parameters including channel length
L, threshold voltage Vth, thickness of oxide Tox and channel width W , which are due
to manufacturing phenomena. In [26, 52, 84] worst case analysis and optimization of
VLSI circuits performance are presented under process variations. Worst case analysis
refers to the process of determining the values of the noise parameters in the worst
case conditions and the corresponding worst case circuit performance values. How-
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Fig. 6.4: Design flow for on-chip communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling under data
size and process variations
ever, the worst case analysis approaches are too pessimistic and lead to extremely
conservative designs, which cause a bottlenecks due to inaccurate worst case mod-
els. In [135, 146, 106] probabilistic frameworks are proposed to model and analyze the
effects of process variations. These approaches give a better solution than the conven-
tional worst case analysis methods.
We use the voltage scaling technique to mitigate the effect of process variations and
to reduce the energy consumption of the on-chip communication buses. Fig. 6.4 depicts
the design flow of a variation aware on-chip communication bus synthesis and voltage
scaling technique. The method takes a partitioned and mapped hardware/software
system with their system level profile and performs co-simulation to trace the commu-
nication events and statistics of amount of data to be transferred between on-chip mod-
ules. From the given process variation parameters L, Vth, Tox and W , a statistical gate
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delay Td is estimated. All three informations, which are statistical gate delay Td, com-
munication events, and their statistics are combined in order to obtain the statistical
model of communication tasks. The variation aware on-chip communication bus syn-
thesis and voltage scaling problem is later casted into a scheduling and optimization
problems with their optimization variables and constraints. The optimization problem
is a probabilistic nonlinear optimization problem, which can be solved efficiently us-
ing a nonlinear quadratic optimization tool. The optimization tool finds the optimal
bus width, the number of buses, and assigns voltages (supply and body bias) for an
individual communication task.
6.3.2 The Sources of Variations
First, as we have seen in Chap. 4 and 5 in the presence of diversity of applications to
be run on a single embedded system, the workload offered to the embedded system is
not uniform over time. A typical example could be in a partial reconfigurable platform,
where some of the on-chip modules are reconfigured partially to meet a dynamic de-
mand of workload. This introduces the randomness on the data size to be transferred
among the on-chip communicating modules.
Second, the semiconductor manufacturing variation occurs when parameters de-
viate from their ideal or designed values. As technology scales, the importance of
understanding variation is increasing further. The variation in performance of inte-
grated circuits can be categorized into temporal and spatial sources [115]. The tempo-
ral sources vary over time and depend on circuit operating conditions. Example for
these include effects such as switching activity and temperature variation. The spatial
effects are fixed in time and depend on physical factors such as structural variation in
the chip that is based on the circuit layout, neighboring environment, and process con-
ditions. The spatial variation sources impact the geometry of a structure and can lead
to undesirable effects such as yield loss. The most important sources of device varia-
tion are L, Tox, Vth (threshold voltage) andW . Fig. 6.5 depicts the general trend in the
ratio between within-die and total variation for some key technology device and wire
parameters [115]. We can see that the within-die proportion of L variation increases
from 40% to 65%. The variation of the wire geometry parameters, width W , height
H , thickness Tox, and resitivity ρ also quite big. Other parameter variations such as
the oxide thinkness Tox and threshold voltage Vth increase at a lower rate as shown in
Tab. 6.1. Models and methods for dealing with such variation trends will become an
increasingly important part of high performance circuit design.
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Fig. 6.5: Variation in device and interconnect [115]
Year Channel length Oxide thickness Threshold volt. Channel width Channel height
Leff (nm) Tox(nm) Vth(mV) W(µm) H(µm)
1997 250±80 5.0±0.40 500±50 0.80±0.20 1.2±0.3
1999 180±60 4.5±0.36 450±45 0.65±0.17 1.0±0.3
2001 130±45 4.0±0.39 400±40 0.50±0.14 0.9±0.27
2003 100±40 3.5±0.42 350±40 0.40±0.12 0.8±0.27
2005 70±33 3.0±0.48 300±40 0.30±0.10 0.7±0.25
Tab. 6.1: Technology parameters and their 3σ variations [115]
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6.3.3 Delay Model
In this subsection, we present delay models for gates and communication tasks sep-
arately, as a function of technological parameters and data size variations. Since the
α-power delay model used in Chap. 4 and 5, does not model accurately the effect of
short channel effects of CMOS devices, we present a model that explicitly models these
effects and process variations. The resulting delaymodel of a gate is expressed in terms
of variation parameters such as channel length, threshold voltage, and velocity satu-
ration effect. Based on the sensitivity analysis method, we estimate the mean delay
and the delay variance. Later, these estimated delay parameters are used to model the
delay of communication tasks.
6.3.3.1 Gate Delay Model
The main goal is to model the impact of gate delay variations due to within-die process
variations on the circuit delay. Thus, the statistical delay model of a gate as a function
of process variation parameters such as channel length, threshold voltage, and velocity
saturation effect can be written as,
Td(ζ) =
K(ζ) · Vdd{1 + Vdd−Vth(ζ)Esat·L(ζ) }
{Vdd−Vth(ζ)
2S(ζ)
}2 (6.27)
where Esat is the electric field for the velocity saturation. As the channel length L
becomes shorter, threshold voltage Vth exhibits a greater dependence on L and drain
bias. Larger supply voltage Vdd and smaller L usually lead to a sharp degradation of Vth
(i.e., Vth roll-off) and thus, shorter gate delay. Accurate modeling of Vth as a function
of L and Vdd is important for an accurate gate delay model. Based on the physical
derivations in BSIM [121], we simplify the model of Vth roll-off as [36],
Vth(ζ) = Vth0 −K1 · Vbs −K2 · Vdd · exp (−αDIBL · L(ζ)) (6.28)
where Vth0 is the long-channel threshold voltage Vth,K1, andK2 are fitting parameters
and αDIBL is the DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) coefficient. Both values can be
extracted from transistor characteristics. Note that for some technologies where heavy
halo implantation is employed, Vth roll-up can also be apparent. In that case, another
term in the order of L−1/2 should be added to Eq. (6.28). Experimental data shows
that the sub-threshold swing (S) is also a function of L, sharing similar exponential
dependence as the DIBL effect. Up to the first order, it can be model as,
S(ζ) = S0 · [1 + exp (−as · L(ζ))] (6.29)
The parameter K(ζ) in Eq. (6.27) is a random variable, which is expressed as a poly-
nomial function of L and the loading capacitance that represents the dependence of
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gate delay on loading and is normalized to (W/L). Since the ratio of W/L determines
the drain current of a CMOS transistor, if W is much larger than L, variation in W is
usually not considered. Hence, the parameterW is considered to be a deterministic.
K(ζ) = [k0 + k1 · L(ζ) · Cload + k2 · Lak(ζ)]/W (6.30)
The gate delay Td in Eq. (6.27) is a random variable. We assume that the magnitude
of process variations parameters is small, hence the first order delay model of Td as a
function of variations can be written as,
Td = µTd +
n∑
i=1
∂Td
∂xi
· σxi +
∂Td
∂xi+1
· σxi+1 +
∂Td
∂xi, xi+1
· σxi,xi+1 · ρxi,xi+1 (6.31)
where, µTd is the mean of random gate delay Td, which is estimated using Eq. (6.27) for
mean values of process variation parameters xi. The term σxi is the standard deviation
of a parameter xi and ρxi,xi+1 is the cross correlation factor between parameters xi and
xi+1. In this work, we assume that all variation parameters are independent random
variables, hence the cross correlation between two random variables ρxi,xi+1 = 0. The
first order delay model of Td as a function of process variation parameters L, Vth, Tox
andW can be written as,
Td = µTd +
∂Td
∂L
· σL + ∂Td
∂Vth
· σVth +
∂Td
∂Tox
· σTox (6.32)
From Eq. (6.32) the variance of delay Td can be obtained as,
σ2Td =
(
∂Td
∂L
)2
· σ2L +
(
∂Td
∂Vth
)2
· σ2Vth +
(
∂Td
∂Tox
)2
· σ2Tox (6.33)
Let, Tcritical be the critical delay of a path in a given integrated circuit. Under the process
variations, the gate delay Td of each communication task c ∈ C should be less than or
equal to Tcritical. The probabilistic constraint can be expressed as,
∀c ∈ C, P (Td ≤ Tcritical) ≥ α (6.34)
where, P (·) denotes the probability that the random variable Td is less than or equal to
Tcritical with a probability greater than or equal to α. The notation α can be considered
to be a confidence level. We assume that the variation in gate delay under the process
variations, has a normal distribution. Thus, the probabilistic constraint of Eq. (6.34)
can be transferred into the deterministic constraint with a function of mean µTd and
standard deviation σTd of a random variable Td.
Tcritical − µTd − φ−1(α) · σTd ≥ 0 (6.35)
where, the term φ−1(·) is the inverse of an error function. In Eq. (6.35), it can be noticed
that the acceptance or rejection of gate delay Td under process variation depends on the
chosen confidence level α. If the confidence level is high, the optimization algorithm
selects the delay with low variation to meet the time constraint Tcritical. In this work,
we set the confidence level α for each task to 99%.
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6.3.3.2 Delay Model of Communication Task
The data transfer delay CLTI for each communication task c ∈ C as a function of bus
width br, random data size NBc(ζ), and a random gate delay Td(ζ) can be written as,
CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs =
⌈
NBc(ζ)
br
⌉
· Td(ζ) (6.36)
In Eq. (6.36) the data transfer delay CLTI is a function of two random variables and its
probability distribution function can be obtained as,
FCLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs (CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs) = P [CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs ≤ cltic]
=
∫ clti
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
1
|nbc|fNBc,Td
(
nbc,
CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs
nbc
)
d(nb) d(clti)
(6.37)
where, fNBc,Td(·) is the joint distribution function of two random variables NBc(ζ) and
Td(ζ). As these two random variables are statistically independent, the joint distribu-
tion function can be re-written as fNBc,Td(·) = fNBc(nbc) · fTd(td). Let η be the timing
yield constraint of a communication task c. This timing yield constraint gives a limit to
scale the voltages (supply and body bias) for the exploitation of slack of each commu-
nication task. We further assume that the timing yield is constrained by the range 0.5
< η ≤ 1. The overall delay constraint of a communication task c can be written as,
∀c ∈ C, P (dlc − CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ≥ 0) ≥ η (6.38)
where, the dlc is the deadline of each communication task c, δ
∆Vdd
i,j and δ
∆Vbs
i,j correspond
to the delay overhead due to supply and body bias voltages, respectively. Eq. (6.38)
constraints the probability of a task c having a delay less than the deadline of the task
to be more than the confidence level η. From Eq. (6.37), we obtain the distribution
function of the data transfer delay CLTI of each task c ∈ C. In practice the distribu-
tion function of data size NBc(ζ) of each communication task can have any arbitrary
distribution function, as a result of this the distribution function of each CLTI can have
also any distribution. However, in this work we assume that the delay CLTI has a nor-
mal distribution with a mean µCLTI(NBc, Td) and a standard deviation σCLTI(NBc, Td).
Thus Eq. (6.38) can be reformulated as follow,
P (dlc−CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ) ∼
f(µCLTI(NBc, Td), σCLTI(NBc, Td) ≥ 0) ≥ η
(6.39)
where, f(·) is the probability density function of CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs . Eq. (6.39) gives a prob-
abilistic constraint for a communication task c for voltage scaling to reduce the com-
munication energy consumption and to mitigate the effect of process variation. Its
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equivalent deterministic constraint can be formulated as,
∀c ∈ C,
dlc − µCLTI(NBc, Td)− δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j − φ−1(1− η) · σCLTI(NBc, Td) ≥ 0
(6.40)
where, φ−1(·) is the inverse of the error function. In Eq. (6.40) the selection of supply
voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs for each task depends on the timing yield con-
straint i.e., the confidence level η. If the yield constraint is set to a high value, supply
and body bias voltages are scaled to the minimum level keeping the total delay less
than or equal to the deadline dlc. Eq. (6.40) can be considered as a convex function
under the condition that η > 0.5 as proved in Lemma 6.2.1. Since the target yield for
a given communication task is always much higher than 50%, this condition is easily
satisfied.
6.3.4 Optimization Algorithm
Similar to Chap. 4 and 5 the optimization algorithm presented in this subsection finds
the optimal bus width and the number of buses under data size and process variations.
The algorithm is based on the cutting hyperplane as presented in Sec. 6.2.2.1. In con-
trast to Problem 6.2.2.1, a simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis, supply
and body bias voltages scaling under data size and process variations problem is a
multi-variable nonlinear optimization problem, which consists of two nonlinear con-
straints. As in Problem 6.2.2.1, the resulting bus synthesis problem is casted to a convex
quadratic optimization problem and solved efficiently using convex optimization tool.
We use the interior point method to find the global optimal solution.
Problem 6.3.4.1 (Combined scheduling, supply and body bias voltages scaling, bus selection,
and binding of communication task c ∈ C to minimize communication bus width and the
number of buses with reduced communication energy under data size and process variations)
Perform simultaneous scheduling, supply and body bias voltages scaling, bus selection, and
binding of each communication task c ∈ C in order to minimize the communication cost∑
c∈C Costr · br, where br is an optimization variable of the bus synthesis problem, subject
to: ∀c ∈ C, P (Td ≤ Tcritical) ≥ α, P (dlc − CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ≥ 0) ≥ η,
Vddmin ≤ Vdd ≤ Vddmax and Vbsmin ≤ Vbs ≤ Vbsmax for all t ∈ {0 · · ·λ}, where λ is the max-
imum possible delay constraint of a communication task c ∈ C such that the gate delay Td
should be less than equal to the given critical time constraint Tcritical with a confidence level α
for all communication tasks. The second overall delay of a task c should be less than or equal to
its given deadline dlc with a confidence level η. Third and fourth constraints give the limit of
supply and body bias voltages scaling.
The formulation of the simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis and
supply/body bias voltage scaling problem under process variations is similar to the
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formulation presented in Sec. 5.4.2.1 except two nonlinear probabilistic constraints for
the gate delay and communication tasks. The primary goal of this optimization prob-
lem is to minimize the communication cost as given in Eq. (5.11) under data and pro-
cess variations. While the secondary goals are to minimize communication energy and
to mitigate the effect of process variations by scaling supply and body bias voltages, re-
spectively. The binding constraint for each communication task c ∈ C with bus width
r, supply voltage Vdd, and body bias voltage Vbs is given in Eq. (5.25). The decision
variable Xc,r,V
dd
,V
bs
∈ {0, 1} in the binding constraint indicates that each communica-
tion task cmust be scheduled at time t ∈ {0 · · ·λ} with a bus with bus width r, supply
voltage Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs. At time t if more than one communication task
c is to be scheduled then separate buses are assigned to them as shown in Eq. (5.27),
where a variable br is an optimization variable. This constraint avoids any bus conflict
among the communication tasks. If there is a dependency between two communica-
tion tasks (ci, cj), where task ci being a predecessor and task cj being a successor then
task cj should not start to transfer data before task ci completes. This dependency con-
straint is given in Eq. (5.28). Since the gate delay depends on the different parameters
of process variation, it can be critical to the performance of a circuit. This variation in
gate delay is controlled by body biasing and accept this variation under certain confi-
dence level α, which can be written as,
∀c ∈ C, P

 Vbsmin∑
Vbs=Vbsmax
(Td ≤ Tcritical) ·Xc,r,V
dd
,V
bs

 ≥ α (6.41)
Eq. (6.41) guarantees that for each communication task c, its gate delay Td is less than
Tcritical with confidence level α. If this condition is not fulfilled, the body bias voltage
will be increased continuously until the above condition meets. Similarly, the timing
yield constraint of each communication task under data size variation can be described
as,
∀c ∈ C,
P

∑
r∈R
Ψ∑
t=
ASAPc
Vddmax∑
Vdd=
Vddmin
((dlc − t− CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs − δ∆Vddi,j − δ∆Vbsi,j ) ·Xc,t,r,Vdd,Vbs) ≥ 0

 ≥ η
(6.42)
where at the beginning, the supply voltage is scaled from the minimum value Vddmin
and the algorithm accepts the data transfer delay CLTI of a task c with a confidence
level η. If the overall delay is not less than or equal to the deadline dlc then supply
voltage is increased continuously unless the condition fulfills. Note that when supply
voltage is increased, the variation of the data transfer delay CLTI decreases quadrati-
cally. Thus the supply voltage is scaled to exploit the slack of communication task c,
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while the body bias voltage is applied mainly to mitigate the effect of process varia-
tions. For continuous scaling of supply and body bias voltages, their constraints are
given in Eqs. (5.18) and (5.30).
Above simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis and supply/body bias
voltage scaling problem with two nonlinear probabilistic constraints is casted as a con-
vex quadratic optimization problem as in Problem 6.2.2.1. This problem can be solved
using any convex optimization tool, which gives a global optimal solution. Since the
convex quadratic constraint in Eq. (6.42) is a convex function for timing yield con-
straint η > 50%, it guarantees the global optimal solution as proved in Lemma 6.2.1. As
continuous bus selection and continuous voltage selection (CBS-CVS) problem can be
solved in a polynomial time complexity, selected voltages can not be applied to a real
digital system design. However, both discrete bus selection and continuous voltage se-
lection (DBS-CVS) and discrete bus selection and discrete voltage selection (DBS-DVS)
problems are known to be NP-hard, thus we use the heuristic proposed in Sec. 5.4.3,
which performs voltage selection continuously and chooses their corresponding dis-
crete supply and body bias voltages in a quasi-polynomial time complexity. The details
of the heuristic is given in Algorithm 5.2. Since the goal is to find the best timing yield
constraint so as to find the optimal bus width and the number of buses with reduced
communication energy, we use the timing yield constraint search algorthm presented
in Sec. 6.2.2.2. The search algorithm starts from the maximum value of time yield
constraint η and at each iteration, the algorithm looks for the best one that minimizes
communication bus cost and energy consumption by mitigating the effects of process
variations.
6.3.5 Parameter Estimation of Voltage
In real-time distributed embedded systems, a driver attached to each module is ca-
pable to scale supply and body bias voltages under variable workload. The voltage
scaling is done dynamically after detecting the load during run time, however in this
subsection, we estimate analytically the probability density function of supply volt-
age Vdd and body bias voltage Vbs. When the above probabilistic delay models of gate
and communication tasks c are applied to the optimization algorithm presented in
Sec. 6.3.4, the optimal bus width br(opt) for each communication task will be obtained.
After an algebraic manipulation of Eq. (6.27), the gate delay Td is inversely propor-
tional to (Vdd - Vth). We make this approximation in order to render the illustration of
our approachmore accessible, however the drawn conclusions are valid for the general
case. After a simple algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (6.36) and (6.27) we get,
CLTIc,r,Vdd,Vbs = κ
NBc(ζ)
br(opt) · (Vdd − Vth) (6.43)
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From Eq. (6.43), the statistical parameters of supply and threshold voltages in terms of
the optimal bus width br(opt) can be formulated as,
(Vdd − Vth)c = NBc(ζ)
br(opt) · CLTIc,ropt,Vdd,Vbs
(6.44)
In Eq. (6.44) the data transfer delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd,Vbs is a function of the optimal bus
width br(opt), the supply voltage Vdd, and the body bias voltage Vbs. Under variable
workload, voltages are scaled to exploit the slack, which reduces the communication
energy consumption and mitigates the effect of process variations. As a result of volt-
ages scaling the data transfer delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd,Vbs gets very close to the deadline dlc
of communication task c. Furthermore, the percentage of slack exploitation of each
task depends on the timing yield constraint η. Thus in Eq. (6.44) the data transfer
delay CLTIc,ropt,Vdd,Vbs can be replaced by the timing yield constraint η and results,
(Vdd − Vth) = KVdd,Vth ·NBc(ζ) (6.45)
KVdd,Vth =
κ
br(opt) · dlc · PVdd,Vbs
(6.46)
PVdd,Vbs =
µCLTI(NB, Td) + φ
−1(1− η) · σCLTI(NB, Td)
dlc − [µCLTI(NB, Td) + φ−1(1− η) · σCLTI(NB, Td)]
(6.47)
where PVdd,Vbs is the percentage of slack exploitation, µCLTI(NB, Td) and σCLTI(NB, Td)
are the mean and the standard deviation of the data transfer delay CLTI, respectively.
The mean CLTI remains constant for all values of the timing yield constraint, while
its standard deviation changes. However, for a fixed timing yield constraint η, the
percentage of slack exploitation PVdd,Vbs is constant. Thus the joint density function of
supply and threshold voltage under variable workload and process variation can be
derived as,
fV
dd
,V
bs
(nb, td) =
(
1
KVdd,Vth
)
fNB
(
nb
KVdd,Vth
)
(6.48)
The marginal density functions fVdd(vdd) and fVth(vth) of supply voltage and body bias
voltage, respectively, can be evaluated as,
fVdd(vdd) =
∫ vth2
vth1
fVdd,Vth(vdd, vth) dVth (6.49)
fVth(vth) =
∫ vdd2
vdd1
fVdd,Vth(vdd, vth) dVdd (6.50)
In the communication task graph G(C,Π) shown in Fig. 6.1, the data size to be trans-
ferred by communication tasks c ∈ C is modeled independent random variables and
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each communication task can have an arbitrary distribution function. Thus, the distri-
bution of supply and threshold voltage do not come out to be identical for all commu-
nication tasks c ∈ C. The overall density function of supply voltage of all communi-
cation tasks is derived by summing the individual density functions of supply voltage
Vdd as shown in Eq. (6.24). Similarly, the overall density function of threshold voltage
of all communication tasks is,
fVth =
|C|∑
j=1
fVthj (6.51)
The sum of the density function of an individual threshold voltage can be computed
by convolving the individual density functions,
fVth = fVthj ∗ fVthj+1 ∗ · · · ∗ fVthC (6.52)
After an algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (6.28) and (6.52) the density function of body
bias voltage Vbs can be obtained.
6.4 Summary
We investigated the effect of process variations on the simultaneous on-chip bus syn-
thesis and voltage scaling in presence of random data size to be transferred among the
on-chip modules. The data size and process parameters variations are modeled as a
random variable with known probability distribution function. For the first synthesis
and modeling approach, an additional weight so called timing yield constraint η was
included in the bus synthesis and optimization formulation, which synthesize the opti-
mal bus widths and the number of buses under random on-chip data traffic. Later, the
bus synthesis model is extended for combined data size and process variations, where
supply voltage is scaled to minimized and the dynamic power, while the body biasing
is used for mitigating the effects of process variations.
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The goal of this chapter is to validate the methodology described in previous chap-
ters for synthesizing on-chip communication bus. The synthesis is performed for two
different cases: 1) real-time constraints without considering power 2) power aware bus
synthesis under deterministic data traffic, random data traffic, and process variation.
We assume that a system specification has been partitioned and mapped onto the ap-
propriate modules of an SoC as shown in Fig. 7.1, where the mapped hardware and
software are considered to be black boxes. A partitioned hardware and software sys-
tem is profiled to extract the communication behavior between each on-chip modules.
As a result of profiling, a set of communication tasks with their dependencies, data
sizes and timing informations are obtained. The extracted informations are applied for
the on-chip communication bus synthesis.
This chapter is organized as follows. At first Sec. 7.1 describes different bench-
marks which are used in this chapter to validate the proposed bus synthesis technique.
Sec. 7.2 introduces a profiling technique to extract communication tasks, data size, and
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Fig. 7.1: Design flow for a mixed hardware/software system
timing. Sec. 7.3 presents results of applying bus synthesis techniques discussed in
Chap. 4, 5, and 6. Finally, Sec. 7.4 gives a summary of this chapter.
7.1 Benchmarks
7.1.1 Real-life Applications
Ogg Vorbis Decoder: Ogg Vorbis is an audio compression format developed by the
Xiph.org Foundation [9], which is a non-profit organization working to provide a free
multimedia technology. Ogg is a large framework for several multimedia applications
including Vorbis (audio) and Tarkin (video). It defines a data format to be packed into
streams and transported regardless of data content in the stream which can be Vorbis
or Tarkin. Ogg bit-streams are streams of octets which can compose of several logical
streams inside one physical stream using a multiplexing or chaining techniques.
Ogg Vorbis is a lossy, asymmetrical algorithm and uses several techniques such as
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Fig. 7.2: Ogg Vorbis encoding and decoding technique [9]
dividing of input into short blocks, MDCT (modified version of DCT), psychoacoustics,
vector quantization, predictive, and many other for the audio encoding and decoding.
In Ogg platform, an audio data is encoded by the Vorbis encoder, packed into an Ogg
bit stream and then send to Vorbis decoder. Vorbis decoder opens the Ogg bit stream,
unpack the Vorbis stream data, decode and provide an uncompressed raw audio data.
Ogg Vorbis encoding and decoding stages are shown in Fig. 7.2. In general, Vor-
bis encoding and decoding are done in six different stages [9]. Vorbis decoder takes
a raw audio data as overlapped but contiguous short-time segments and analyzes the
audio data to find the optimal small representation, which is called analysis. In this
stage, audio data is divided into overlapping blocks of two sizes: short (256 samples)
or long (2048 samples). For the exception case with unusual sound or noise a long
window size is used to avoid their effects. The step is called block switching, where
each block is transformed into frequency domain using MDCT and then analyzed the
psuchoacoustics masking step. Then the audio data is encoded into a much smaller
data representation as determined in the previous step. This stage is called coding,
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where information received from psychoacoustics masking process is used to create
the spectral envelope of the signal and floor functoin [9]. Small representation of audio
data (floor and residue) are encoded using VQ (vecotr quantization) to form a vorbis
packet. Once the data is coded, raw audio data packets are packed into streams, called
streaming. While for decoding the audio streams at the decoder, it first extracts the
sequence of raw packets from the stream and this technique is called streaming de-
composition. Then the decoder reconstruct the sound signal representation from these
received audio packets, called decoding stage. After the decoding stage, audio data of
frequency domain is transformed into time domain using inverse MDCT, which is the
last stage of the Vorbis decoding.
Sphinx Speech Recognition: In recent year speech recognition technique has emerged
a solution to the problems of human-computer interaction. It is a process of converting
an acoustic signal, captured by a microphone or a telephone to a set of words. The rec-
ognized word(s) can be used later for several applications such as commands, controls,
and data entry. The recongition is mainly based on the hidden Markov model (HMM),
which represents a possible symbol sequences underlaying speech utterances. Fig. 7.3
shows the data flow of the Sphinx [8] speech recognition system. Training takes as in-
put a large number of speech utterances along with their transcriptions into phonemes
and outputs the speech models for the phonemes. The utterences to be recognized
first undergo a spectral analysis stage, also called the feature extraction stage. Typical
feature representations are smoothed spectra or linear prediction coefficients.
As a main task of speech recognition system, it takes a given observation sequences
V = O1, O2 · · ·On (eachOi represents a feature vector), and a set of HMMs, (each HMM
represents a phoneme), the decoder tries to find the model (M) that best matches
the observation sequences, P (O|M), given the model M is maximized. An N-stage
Markov model is defined by a set of N states forming a finite state machine such that
ai,j is the transition probability from state i to j. Each state is additionally associated
with a probability density function bj(Ot) representing the probability that a particu-
lar observation Ot is emitted by state probability j for observation number t. These
probability are estimated during training.
The probability P (O|M) is approximated by the probability of the state sequence
Q maximizing P (O,Q|M). For a given model M, let ψj(t) represents the maximum
likelihood of having observed the sequence O, and being in state j at time t. This
partial likelihood can be computed as [8]:
ψj(t) = maxi{ψi(t− 1)ai,j}bj(Ot) (7.1)
The maximum likelyhood Pm(O|M) is then given by ψN (n) = maxi{ψi(n)aiN}. The
spoken utterances modeled by HMMs are sub-word constructions called phonemes,
while words are chains of phonemes. The word models are then aggregated using a
language model as shown in Fig. 7.3.
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Fig. 7.3: Sphinx speech recognition system [8]
7.1.2 Randomly Generated Tasks
A randomly generated tasks consists of 119 communication tasks. The parameters
such as task dependency, data size, and timing are randomly assigned to each commu-
nication tasks.
7.2 Profiling
In order to trace the communication among the on-chip communicating modules, a
software profiling tool is used that finds communication tasks, dependency, data size,
and the timing. This technique is based on the static profiling so that the on-chip com-
munication behavior is extracted for different scenarios before synthesizing a bus. In
this work, the GNU profiler called gprof is used to get the detail information about the
functions call and their run time. While a Sparc processor based platform (sparc-sun-
solaris) is used for cross compiling a hardware/software system. There are three main
steps for profiling a system, which are as follows:
• cross compile a system specification with profiling enabled for a target platform
(in this work sparc-sun-solaris is used)
• execute it to generate a profile data file
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• run gprof to analyze the profile
With profiling we can analyzewhen a function is called andwhich functions was called
by a set of other functions as shown in Fig. 7.4. The main commands used for generat-
ing such a tree is given as follows:
$ env CFLAGS=-pg LDFLAGS=“-pg -static” ./configure -target=sparc-sun-solaris -
prefix=/home/apps/SystemOnTest
$make
$ SystemOnTest/bin/<sample> SystemOnTest/<dir> SystemOnTest
$ gprof SystemOnTest/bin/<sample> <sample>.gmon > SystemProfile.txt
In the first line the -pg option compiles and links a system specification with pro-
filing support, the -target=sparc-sun-solaris option sets the object platform of the cross
compilation. By this configuration the C compiler in the makefile is set as sparc-sun-
solaris-gcc and the source code of a system is cross compiled with a C compiler sparc-
sun-solaris-gcc. In the second line the source code is cross compiled to the target direc-
tory apps/SystemOnTest. In the third line a source code is executed for a given input.
The fourth line profiles an executable file and collect the profiled information in a text
file, which consists of set of functions, its run time, and calling relation. After profiling
a system a full tree structure of called functions is shown in Fig. 7.4. In the figure a
function at the tail of an arrow calls a function at the head of the arrow.
Table 7.1 gives the timing information of called function. The term parents is the
name of caller function and the children is the name of functions which are being called
by caller (parents). The meaning of the fields in the primary line is given as follows:
• name: this is the name of current function
• % time: is the percentage of total time that was spent in this function, including
time spent in subroutines called from this function.
• self: means the total amount of time spent in a function.
• descendents: the total amount of time spent in the subroutine calls made by this
function. This should be equal to the sum of all the self and children entries of
the children listed directly below this function.
7.3 Bus Synthesis
To validate the proposed methodology for on-chip bus synthesis, we use two bench-
marks randomly generated tasks and real-life applications throughout this chapter.
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fe_process_utt()
fe_fft()
fe_spec_magnitude()
ld_process_raw_impl()
utt_decode_block()
approx_cont_frame_1() apporx_cont_frame_1() dict2pid()fe_frame_to_fea()
approx_mgau_eval()
mgau_eval()
ld_process_raw()
main()
Fig. 7.4: Full tree structure of functions call
parents
% time self (ms) descendents (ms) name
children
0.00 0.11 ld end utt
0.00 11.54 ld process raw
81.6 0.00 11.64 ld process raw impl
0.03 11.10 utt decode block
0.03 0.47 fe process utt
0.00 0.00 ckd calloc 2d
Tab. 7.1: Information of a called graph with their timing
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The real-life application includes Ogg Vorbis decoder and Sphinx speech recognition
system. As discussed in Sec. 7.1, Ogg Vorbis decoder includes four main decod-
ing steps which are inverse quantization, channel decoupling, reconstruct curve, and
IMDCT. After manually partitioning and mapping of Ogg Vorbis decoder, the IMDCT
is mapped to a single hardware and rest of the functionalities are mapped to a pro-
cessor. Furthermore, incoming Ogg Vorbis data is mapped to a compact frash (CF)
memory with an CF-interface and the extracted audio data are mapped to an audio
buffer. Similarly, the second one CMU Sphinx [8] open source for speech recognition
application, which consists of three main components: front end, decoder and linguist.
The front end includes series of data processing tasks such as pre-emphasis, hamming
window, FFT (fast fourier transformation), mel frequency filter, IFFT, cepstral mean
normalization, and feature extraction to generate the features from the speech. The
training takes as input a large number of speech along with their transcriptions into
phonemes to provide the speech models for the phonemes. The recognition is based
on the HMM (hidden markov model) to decode the speech. We used the American En-
glish lexicon consisting of 32 phonemes and a database of 17 different words (spelling
out the names of the months, numbers and digits). The length and the number of
phonemes in a speech varies from application to application. After partitioning, the
front end wasmapped to dedicated hardware including FFT and filters. The task train-
ing and recognition were mapped to a PowerPC processor. We profiled the C model of
the Ogg Vorbis with 38 seconds of audio data [194] and extracted 94 communication
tasks with their timing timing and data size. The real time constraint for a session is
evaluated as Tsession = 9.96 µs for the audio application. Similarly, the C-model of the
Sphinx speech recognition algorithm was profiled [193] and extracted 119 communica-
tion tasks with timing and data size.
The on-chip communication buses were given as a library of buses with different
bus widths, which ranges from 16 to 128-bit with an increment of 4-bit. For the experi-
ment purpose, we consider a bus with 4mm in length and its corresponding single line
capacitance for 0.07µm technology is 609fF as estimated in [107]. Furthermore, the
load capacitances of driver Cdri and receiver Crec per single line are 13fF and 10fF ,
respectively. The bus synthesis algorithm was implemented in C as a pre-processing
model to interface with a convex solver of theMOSEK [5] and run on a 1.5 GHz Intel P4
PC with 256 kb cache. The bus synthesis algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.1, where
from line 1-21, it reads inputs data such as library of buses, voltages, and technological
dependent parameters. From line 23-26, the algorithm computes the minimum delay
to transfer data for each tasks. At line 27, 28, and 29, scheduling, allocation, and bind-
ing subroutines are called. These subroutines are depicted in Algorithm 7.2, 7.3, and
7.4 respectively.
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BUSSYNTHESIS()
1 Tasks← GETTASKS();
2 PossibleStartT ime← GETPBLTIME();
3 MaxBusSize← GETMAXBUSSIZE();
4 MaxV olt← GETMAXVOLT();
5 V th0← GETVTH0();
6 NumBusTypes← GETNUMBUSTYPES();
7 NumV oltLevel← GETNUMVOLTLEVEL();
8 Eta← GETETA();
9 DeltaV dd← GETDELATAVDD();
10 Sigma3V th← GET3SIGMAVTH();
11 K1← GETTECHPARAK1();
12 DIBL← GETTECHPARADIBL();
13 K2← GETTECHPARAK2();
14 Depn← GETDEPN();
15 BusLib← GETBUSLIB();
16 V dd← GETVDD();
17 V bs← GETVBS();
18 DataSize← GETDATASIZE();
19 SigmaData← GETSIGMADATA();
20 ASAP ← GETASAPTIME();
21 ALAP ← GETALAPTIME();
22 /*Computes the minimum delay to transfer data*/
23 for (i = 0; i ≤ Tasks; i++)
24 do
25 grossData← DataSize[i] + sigma[i];
26 MinDelay[i]← CALDELAY(grossData,MaxBusSize,MaxV olt);
27 SCHEDULING();
28 ALLOCATION();
29 BINDING();
30 return ;
Algorithm 7.1: Bus synthesis algorithm.
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SCHEDULING()
1 for (i = 0; i ≤ Tasks; i++)
2 do
3 for (succ = 0; succ ≤ Tasks; succ++)
4 do
5 (depn[i][succ] == 1)
6 for (j = 0; j ≤ NumBusTypes; j ++)
7 do
8 for (k = 0; k ≤ NumV oltLevel; k ++)
9 do
10 for (z = 0; z ≤ NumV bsLevel; k++)
11 do
12 (gdPre, gdSucc)← COMPUTEGROSSDATASIZE(pre, succ);
13 (stDelayPre, stDelaySucc)← CALSTATDELAY(pre, succ);
14 for (t = 0; t ≤ ALAP [succ]−ASAP [succ] + delaySucc; t++)
15 do
16 COMPUTEVARIABLES();
17
18 for (t = 0; t ≤ ALAP [i]−ASAP [i] + delayPre; t++)
19 do
20 COMPUTEVARIABLES();
21 return ;
Algorithm 7.2: Algorithm for scheduling of communication tasks.
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ALLOCATION()
1 for (i = 0; i ≤ Tasks; i++)
2 do
3 for (j = 0; j ≤ PossibleStartT ime; j ++)
4 do
5 for (k = 0; k ≤ Tasks; k ++)
6 do
7 for (v = 0; v ≤ NumV oltLevel; v++)
8 do
9 for (z = 0; z ≤ NumV bsLevel; z ++)
10 do
11 grossData← COMPUTEGROSSDATASIZE(i);
12 delay ← CALSTATDELAY(i);
13 for (b = j − delay; b ≤ j; b++)
14 do
15 for (a = 0; a ≤ ALAP [k]−ASAP [k] + delay; a++)
16 do
17 if (b == a)
18 then
19 COMPUTEVARIABLE();
20 return ;
Algorithm 7.3: Algorithm for allocation of communication tasks.
BINDING()
1 /*Evaluates the binding constraints*/
2 for (i = 0; i ≤ Tasks; i++)
3 do
4 for (j = 0; j ≤ NumBusTypes; j ++)
5 do
6 for (k = 0; k ≤ NumV oltLevel; k++)
7 do
8 for (z = 0; z ≤ NumV bsLevel; k++)
9 do
10 delay ← CALSTATDELAY(grossData,BusLib, V dd, eta, V bs)
11 for (t = 0; t ≤ ALAP −ASAP + delay; t++)
12 do
13 COMPUTEVARIABLE();
14 return ;
Algorithm 7.4: Algorithm for binding of communication tasks.
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Fig. 7.5: The synthesized bus architecture for Ogg Vorbis and speech recognition systems
7.3.1 Real-time Constraints
Based on the mixed NLP formulation described in Sec. 4.2.2, we conducted an ex-
periment to find the optimal bus width and the number of OCTs using a commercial
optimization tool MOSEK [5]. The total of 213 communication tasks were provided
to the optimizer with the hardware constraint of the bus width 16 ≤ br ≤ 64 bit wide
buses. We found the optimal bus width of 48 bit wide with number of four OCTS for
the real-time constraint of 9.93 µs. The MOSEK tool took about 3.46 minutes to ob-
tain this result on a 1.5 GHz Intel P4 PC with 256 kb cache on the Microsoft Windows
platform.
In Tab. 7.2, it can be seen that changing bus width, the number of OCTs No and Nκ
of the CLTIs also change. These changes have a nonlinear behavior in respect to the bus
width br. This nonlinearity is due to the time constraint w (minimum processing time
of a processor) between predecessors and successors as shown in Fig. 4.2. In addition
to this, in the fifth column the total duration of OCTs (Do + Dκ), which is in this case
decreasing with an increasing bus width. After the scheduling of tasks, we applied the
clique partitioning algorithm to find a communication topology. As a result, we ob-
tain two 48-bit wide communication buses with their corresponding interconnections
with the communication. We further optimized the synthesized communication topol-
ogy by evaluating the total communication cost of each communication task. For this
purpose, the maximum number of bridge accessesMaxNumOfreq and, the maximum
burst size, the cost Cδ with, and the cost Cs are set to 34, 8, 4.25 and 1, respectively.
These parameters were considered for the worst case and they were adapted from the
ABMA [1] on-chip communication bus protocol. Tab. 7.3 depicts the total communica-
tion cost of each on-chip module and their possible swap which indicates if it is possi-
ble to swap the module to another bus. Where the FFT has the maximum cost and the
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BusWidth(r) (
∑
CLTI + w)sesion No Nc
∑
(Do +Dκ)µs
16 15.04 µs 19 17 76.75
20 13.98 µs 21 16 62.63
24 12.72 µs 13 14 52.53
28 12.13 µs 13 12 44.40
32 11.74 µs 12 8 37.91
36 11.04 µs 10 6 32.72
40 10.64 µs 6 6 28.84
44 10.02 µs 4 3 25.85
48 9.93 µs 4 3 23.32
52 9.84 µs 3 5 21.16
56 9.77 µs 3 5 19.28
60 9.73 µs 3 4 17.64
64 9.72 µs 3 3 16.45
Tab. 7.2: Number of OCTs among the communication tasks for different bus widths
Module Acomm δ S Cost Bus1 Bus2 Swap
IMDCT 0.63 0.21 0.67 2.19
√ − −
Audio buffer 0.24 0.24 0.13 1.39
√ − √
CPU 0.48 0.47 0.43 2.9
√ − −
Speech processor 0.83 0.86 0.27 4.45 − √ −
FFT 0.87 0.72 0.53 4.75 − √ √
CF-interface 0.57 0.24 0.72 2.31
√ − −
Location processing 0.84 0.66 0.37 4.01 − √ −
RAM1 − − − − √ − −
RAM2 − − − − − √ −
Tab. 7.3: The intermodule communication profile of communication tasks and their communi-
cation cost
audio buffer has the minimum cost. The synthesized and optimized communication
architecture is shown in Fig. 7.5, where the CF-interface, CPU, IMDCT, audio buffer to
I/O, and shared memory (RAM1) are assigned to Bus1, while the speech processor, lo-
cation processor, FFT, and the memory (RAM2) are assigned to Bus2. There is a bridge
in between Bus1 and Bus2 in order to establish communication amongmodules of Bus1
and Bus2.
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Fig. 7.6: Normalized energy consumption for different synthesized bus width using examples
7.3.2 Simultaneous Bus Synthesis and Voltage Scaling
7.3.2.1 Deterministic Data Traffic
This section presents experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm, which synthesizes an energy efficient on-chip communication bus using
supply and body bias voltage scaling techniques. The experiments were conducted
on two example systems namely Ogg Vorbis decoder and Sphinx speech recognition
system. At first we conducted simultaneous on-chip communication bus synthesis
and continuous voltage scaling with an aim to synthesize an optimal bus width and
number of buses with reduced communication energy. Voltages of each communica-
tion task cwere scaled continuously to get the minimum possible energy consumption
using the NLP formulation presented in Sec. 5.3 and 5.4.2.1.
The supply and body bias voltages were scaled continuously with ranges [1.8V,
0.6V] and [0V, -1V], respectively. The optimal bus width for Ogg Vorbis decoder was
32-bit, while for the Sphinx speech recognition 56-bit. The optimization time for Ogg
Vorbis and Sphinx are shown in Tab. 7.4 using the interior point method on a 1.5 GHz
Intel P4 PC with 256 kb cache on the Microsoft Window platform.
Fig. 7.6 depicts the total energy consumption of communication buses for different
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Benchmark BusWidth Slack Run time in (sec.)
Vorbis 32 bit 0% 17
40 bit 24% 31
Sphinx 56 bit 0% 28
64 bit 17% 39
Tab. 7.4: Total amount of slack increment for different bus widths
examples and schemes, which are for nominal voltage scaling, supply voltage scaling,
and both supply and body bias voltage scaling. It can be observed that the Ogg Vorbis
decoder at its optimal bus width (32-bit wide), the total energy consumption can be re-
duced by 46.8% when scaling both supply and body bias voltages. This energy can be
further reduced by 57.1%, if the next near-optimal bus width is selected, which is 40-bit
wide. When bus width is increased from 32 to 40 bit, the amount of slack is increased
by 24%, which results in further decrement in commmunication energy consumption.
Similarly, for the Sphinx speech recognition unit, the total energy consumption of the
bus is reduced by 44.1% at its optimal bus width 56-bit. We further investigated the
communication energy consumption at the next near-optimal bus width, which is 64-
bit wide. At this near-optimal bus width, the amount of available slack is 17% more
than the optimal and this results in decrement in the total communication energy con-
sumption by 52% as shown in Fig. 7.6. When bus width is increased from the optimal
solution to increase the slack, the total line capacitace due to wire increases linearly
but the quadratic decrease in voltage still causes a significant reduction in energy con-
sumption. However, the cost we have to pay for increasing bus width is an increased
in chip size. This justifies that a small increase in chip size may result in reduction of
the total energy consumption.
Although continuous voltage scaling techniques gives better run time complexity
and energy consumption than discrete voltage scaling, it cannot be used for a digital
system design due to its practical limitations1. In the second part of experiment, we
performed simultaneous communication bus synthesis and discrete voltage scaling to
find an optimal bus width and number of buses with reduced communication energy.
For discrete voltage scaling, the corresponding supply and body bias voltages are Vddz
= {1.8V, 1.4V, 1.0V, 0.6V } and Vbsz = {0V,−0.2V,−0.6V,−1.0V }. Fig. 7.7 depicts the re-
sults of communication bus synthesis and discrete voltage scaling for the Ogg Vorbis
decoder with 90 communication tasks. We increased the amount of slack of each com-
munication task c by increasing the bus width. It can be seen that the normalized
energy consumption for both continuous and discrete voltage scaling deceases with an
increasing amount of slack. However, they remain almost constant for the slack greater
than 60%. This is due to the fact that supply and body bias voltages are constrained by
1it is very difficult to build a voltage regulator with a small precision
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Fig. 7.9: Synthesized an energy efficient bus architecture for an application with Ogg Vorbis
and speech recognition
their limits and they cannot be scaled beyound those limits. Furthermore, normalized
energy consumption of the continuous voltage scaling technique is less than the dis-
crete voltage scaling technique. Their difference in energy is relatively large for slack
less than 60%. In this range, the amount of slack is small and the probability of select-
ing the next smaller value of supply and body bias voltages is less due to the given
deadline of communication task. While for slack greater than 60% the difference is less
due to large amount of slack and there is a high probability to select next smaller value
of supply and body bias voltages.
In order to investigate an effect of voltage switching overhead on energy consump-
tion, we conducted an experiment on the Ogg Vorbis decoder with 90 communication
tasks using discrete supply and body bias voltage scaling technique. The effect of
switching overhead was characterized by three parameters, which are power rail ca-
pacitance Cr, the total substrate capacitance Cs, and the rate of change of delay with
respect to voltage δ/V . Fig. 7.8 depicts the normalized energy consumption versus the
amount of slack for different values of switching overhead parameters. As expected,
the energy consumption increases for higher values of the parameters determining
overhead. For an ideal system with no effect of switching overhead delay caused by
overhead switching (capacitances Cr and Cs are zero), the minimum energy consump-
tion can be achieved, that means an energy reduction by 56% if 30% of slack is avail-
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able. However, for non-ideal systems with Cr = 20µF , Cs = 60µF , and δ/V = 160µs/V
achives energy consumption of about 20%.
7.3.2.2 Random Data Traffic
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques using a randomly generated
benchmark as well as a real-life application, namely speech recognition system. The
automatically generated benchmark consists of 119 communication tasks c and the
amounts of data to be transferred by all tasks c are normally distributed with the mean
µc(NB) = 64 and 128-bit. Different levels of variability in data size NBc(ζ) were ex-
plored ranging from 2% to 30% of 3σNB . The deadline dlc of each task c is deterministic
and it is different for different values of σNB . The data processing time w of each task
τ is given for each pair of communication tasks. We evaluate it using Eq. (4.1) for each
task τ assuming that on-chip modules are capable to scale the voltages for the variable
load [71, 107, 169]. Each communication task c can scale the supply voltage ranging
from 1.8V to 0.6V to meet the desired timing yield constraint.
We performed the simultaneous voltage scaling, bus selection, scheduling, and
binding of communication tasks c using the proposed algorithm. Tab. 7.7 shows the
results of optimized bus width and the number of buses for the automatically gener-
ated tasks c. The table compares the bus widths and number of buses br(opt), the mean
voltage (analytical mean voltage µˆV
dd
and mean of voltage from the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation µV
dd
), and the analytical mean slack µˆSlack for different timing yield constraints
η. The results show that the optimized bus width and number of buses vary with tim-
ing yield constraint η. In column 2 and 6 of the table, the bus width br(opt) is constant
for two different values of η, however, the mean voltages µˆV
dd
, and µV
dd
and the mean
slack µˆSlack decrease in column 7, 8, and 9, respectively. This is due to the increase of the
timing yield constraint of communication tasks from 79% to 89%. In column 10 of the
table, there are two seperate buses with different bus widths for all values of 3σNB . In
this case, the timing yield constraint η of all tasks is set to 99%, such that the voltage of
all tasks c is scaled to the minimum possible value. This results in a very small amount
of slack of communication tasks. Note that the higher the amount of slack, more the
mobility of communication tasks c, which in turn increases communication bus shar-
ing. Hence, at the timing yield of 99%, there is very low mobility of communication
tasks c and results in an overlap among them so that two seprate buses are needed to
meet the real-time constraints. Fig. 7.15 depicts, the analytical estimation of probability
density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of voltage for η =
79%, 3σNB = 20% and br(opt) = 48-bit. In Fig. 7.15(a) the density function of supply
voltage has a normal distribution with mean voltage 1.1V and its corresponding CDF
is shown in Fig. 7.15(b) for voltage range V = 0 to 2.5V. Similarly, Fig. 7.11(a) and (b)
depict, the analytical estimation of a probability density function and a cumulative dis-
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3σ(NB) Timing yield η=79% Timing yield η=89% Timing yield η=99% Run
br(opt) Ana. MC µˆSlack br(opt) Ana. MC µˆSlack br(opt) Ana. MC µˆSlack time
(bit) (µˆV ) (µV ) (%) (bit) (µˆV ) (µV ) (%) (bit) (µˆV ) (µV ) (%) (sec.)
3σ=30% 64 0.93 0.89 59.4 64 0.81 0.80 41.1 (48,24) 0.76 0.71 11.2 ∼ 78
3σ=27% 64 0.97 0.94 58.2 64 0.81 0.79 38.7 (48,24) 0.76 0.74 9.5 ∼ 81
3σ=25% 60 1.02 0.99 57.5 60 0.81 0.80 38.3 (36,32) 0.76 0.72 9.7 ∼ 83
3σ=22% 60 1.07 1.02 57.3 60 0.89 0.85 35.9 (36,32) 0.79 0.75 9.3 ∼ 86
3σ=20% 56 1.10 1.04 55.8 56 0.89 0.86 35.6 (32,32) 0.79 0.69 9.8 ∼ 89
3σ=17% 56 1.15 1.09 54.4 56 0.92 0.86 34.5 (32,32) 0.84 0.79 7.9 ∼ 93
3σ=15% 48 1.19 1.16 54.8 48 0.92 0.87 34.8 (32,32) 0.88 0.81 7.0 ∼ 95
3σ=12% 48 1.24 1.15 51.1 48 1.12 1.06 32.6 (32,32) 0.92 0.87 7.1 ∼ 97
3σ=10% 36 1.27 1.25 49.3 36 1.12 1.07 32.9 (32,16) 0.97 0.93 6.3 ∼ 97
3σ=7% 36 1.32 1.26 49.7 36 1.23 1.14 31.3 (32,16) 1.03 0.94 6.4 ∼ 101
3σ=5% 32 1.33 1.28 48.6 32 1.12 1.07 31.4 (32,16) 1.10 1.03 6.5 ∼ 113
3σ=2% 32 1.35 1.25 48.1 32 1.27 1.21 30.2 (32,16) 1.13 1.06 6.6 ∼ 117
Tab. 7.5: Synthesize bus(es) and bounds on mean voltage for different timing yield constraint (η) and standard deviation (σ) of data size
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Fig. 7.10: Analytical method to estimate the distribution of voltage for 3σ=12% and η=79% (a)
Density function of voltage. (b) Distribution function of voltage.
tribution function of voltage, respectively, for η = 89%, 3σ = 20%, and br(opt) = 56-bit.
The density function is normally distributed with the mean voltage of 0.89V. The re-
sults shown in Fig. 7.15 and 7.11 conclude that the analytically estimated mean voltage
µˆV
dd
is high in case of η = 79% than the value of η = 89%. Fig. 7.12 shows the voltage
distribution from the Monte Carlo simulation for 3σ=20% and η=79%. The simula-
tion was carried out for 74169 iterations and the resulting CDF and PDF are normally
distributed with the mean voltage of 1.14V as shown in Fig. 7.12(b). The analytical
estimated mean voltage in Fig. 7.10 differs with the estimated mean voltage from the
Monte Carlo simulation in Fig. 7.12.
The second part of experiments was conducted on the CMU Sphinx for speech
recognition. We considered the speech lengths that varied from 1.06 to 11.8 sec and
depending on the length of the speech, the recognition time changes. To shorten the
recognition time, the FFT was configured to 256, 512, and 1024 points and burst size of
2, 4, and 8 for each configuration [193]. The data model of the communication task of
the FFT NBfft(ζ) was approximated as a normal distribution, with the mean µNBfft =
248-bit and the standard deviation σNBfft = 44. However, the data model of the com-
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Fig. 7.11: Analytical method to estimate the distribution of voltage for 3σ=12% and η=89% (a)
Density function of voltage. (b) Distribution function of voltage.
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Fig. 7.12: Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the distribution of voltage for 3σ=12% and η=79%
(a) Distribution function of voltage. (b) Density function of voltage.
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Voltages Frequency (Analytical) Frequency (Monte Carlo)
0.6V 0.13 0.09
0.9V 0.42 0.34
1.2V 0.26 0.31
1.5V 0.15 0.19
1.8V 0.04 0.07
Tab. 7.6: Frequency of discrete voltages from analytical and Monte Carlo simulation with tim-
ing yield constraint η = 88%
munication tasks of a processor were kept deterministic. Fig. 7.13 shows the results of
communication bus synthesis and the energy consumption for timing yield constraints
ranging from 79% to 99%, using both analytical and Monte Carlo schemes. In this part
of the experiment, we performed discrete voltage scaling with possible voltages Vdd =
{0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8}. A constant single bus of 48-bit (cost [48/128]*100 = 37.5) was
obtained for η ranging from 79% to 88% in Fig. 7.13(b), while the mean communica-
tion energy consumption was reduced upto 60% and 56% in Fig. 7.13(a) by scaling the
voltage. For the timing yield constraint η > 88%, the amount of slack is less, which
offers less mobility of communication tasks c to share the same communication bus.
Hence, for η > 88%, two buses of 24 and 32-bit (cost 43.7) were obtained as shown
in Fig. 7.13(b). Furthermore, in Fig. 7.13(a), it can be observed that the mean normal-
ized energies (from analytical and Monte Carlo) are almost constant for the timing
yield constraint η ≥ 96%. This is due to the fact that we used discrete voltage scaling
techniques and at the higer value of timing yield constraint (in this case η ≥ 96%), a
decrease in discrete voltage of an individual communication task is less likely to keep
the minimum communication cost. Hence, in the above result of Fig. 7.13(a), reduction
in mean normalized energies (from analytical and Monto Carlo) are almost constant
for η ≥ 96%. In Tab. 7.6 the frequency of discrete voltages for timing yield constraint
η = 88% are presented. The table compares the frequency of discrete voltages for the
analytical and the Monte Carlo simulation methods. For example, in column 2 ana-
lytically estimated discrete voltages 1.2V, 1.5V, and 1.8V have a lower frequency than
in column 3 using the Monte Carlo simulation. This results in a difference in energy
consumption of the on-chip communication buses as shown in Fig. 7.13 (a).
7.3.2.3 Random Data Traffic and Process Varition
To validate the proposed bus synthesis technique under variations, we considered the
randomly generated tasks and the real-life application speech recognition system. The
randomly generated tasks consists of 119 communication tasks c and data to be trans-
ferred by all tasks c were assumed to be normally distributed with mean µc(NB) =
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Fig. 7.13: Tuning of timing yield constraint (a) Mean normalized energy (b) Normalized com-
munication bus cost for different timing yield constraints η.
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512, 256, 128 and 64-bit. Different level of variability in data sizeNBc(ζ)were explored
ranging from 3% to 36% of 3σNB . Similarly, an effect of process variations (Vth, L, Tox
and W ) on the on-chip communication bus synthesis and voltage scaling, was also
explored with a variation ranging from 2% to 12% of 3σTd . As assumed in [115, 36],
these variation parameters are normally distributed and their values were extrapolated
for 70nm CMOS technology from ITRS’05 [10] and the Berkeley predictive technology
model [2] using the model presented in Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33). Furthermore, we assume
that the random variables Vth, L, Tox, andW are normally disributed. The data process-
ing time w of each task τ are obtained from Eq. (4.1) for each communication task. We
assume that discrete voltage pairs (supply and body bias voltages) of each communi-
cation task has been identified during the synthesis of on-chip modules. Further each
on-chip module is capable to scale the voltages under the variation of load. Each com-
munication task c can scale the supply voltage from 1.8V to 0.6V and the body bias
voltage ranging 0V to -0.8V, to meet the desired timing yield constraint.
The first set of experiments was conducted to synthesize the optimal bus width and
the number of buses with reduced communication energy under data size and process
variations, using the voltage scaling technique (supply and body bias voltage). We
performed the simultaneous scheduling, continuous voltage scaling, bus selection, and
binding of communication tasks c using the proposed algorithm. Tab. 7.7 shows the
results of optimized bus width and number of buses for the automatically generated
tasks c, with change in 3σTd due to process variation is 2%. The table compares the
bus width and number of buses br(opt), the mean supply voltage µˆVdd , the mean body
bias voltage µˆVbs , and the mean slack µˆSlack for the different timing yield constraint η.
However, the confidence level α of all tasks c ∈ C, shown in Eq. (6.34) and (6.35) are
fixed and set to 99.9% to meet the desired gate delay Tcritical. The results of Tab. 7.7
show that the optimized bus width and number of buses change with the timing yield
constraint η. In column 2 and 6 of the table, synthesized bus width br(opt) are constant
for two different timing yield constraints η = 79% and 99%, however, the mean voltages
µˆVdd and µˆVbs decrease in column (3, 7) and (4, 8), respectively. In addition to this, the
total mean slack µˆSlack also decrease in column 5 and 9, respectively. This is because
of a increase in the timing yield constraint of communication tasks from 79% to 89%.
In column 10 of the table, there are two buses with different bus widths for all values
of 3σ. In this case, timing yield constraint η of all the tasks are set to 99%, so that
voltages of all the tasks c are scaled to the minimum possible value. This results in
very small amounts of slack of communication tasks. Fig. 7.14 depicts the effect of
process variations on the estimated supply voltage µˆVdd and body bias voltage µˆVbs
for a fix 3σNB = 3%, 3σTd = [2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 12%] and timing yield constraint
η = [79%, 89%, 99%]. The result shows that at a low value of timing yield constrait
η, the effects of process variation is almost negligeable, i.e., the voltages are almost
constant for all values of 3σTd . This is due to the fact that at a low value of timing yield
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3σ(NB) Timing yield η=79% Timing yield η=89% Timing yield η=99% Run
br(opt) Ana. Ana. µˆSlack br(opt) Ana. Ana. µˆSlack br(opt) Ana. MC µˆSlack time
(bit) (µˆVdd) (µˆVbs) (%) (bit) (µˆVdd) (µˆVbs) (%) (bit) (µˆVdd) (µˆVbs) (%) (sec.)
3σ=36% 64 0.89 -0.36 59.4 64 0.80 -0.40 41.4 (48,24) 0.76 -0.55 11.2 ∼ 86
3σ=33% 64 0.94 -0.35 58.2 64 0.79 -0.40 38.7 (48,24) 0.76 -0.55 9.5 ∼ 89
3σ=30% 60 0.99 -0.37 57.9 60 0.80 -0.40 38.3 (36,32) 0.75 -0.54 9.7 ∼ 97
3σ=27% 60 1.02 -0.35 57.3 60 0.85 -0.39 35.9 (36,32) 0.75 -0.52 9.3 ∼ 107
3σ=24% 56 1.04 -0.36 55.8 56 0.86 -0.39 35.6 (32,32) 0.77 -0.52 9.8 ∼ 124
3σ=21% 56 1.09 -0.34 54.4 56 0.86 -0.36 34.5 (32,32) 0.79 -0.49 7.9 ∼ 139
3σ=18% 48 1.16 -0.35 54.8 48 0.87 -0.36 34.8 (32,32) 0.81 -0.46 7.0 ∼ 146
3σ=15% 48 1.15 -0.34 51.1 48 1.06 -0.34 32.6 (32,32) 0.87 -0.43 7.1 ∼ 157
3σ=12% 36 1.25 -0.32 49.3 36 1.07 -0.34 32.9 (32,16) 0.93 -0.44 6.3 ∼ 169
3σ=9% 36 1.26 -0.32 49.7 36 1.14 -0.35 31.1 (32,16) 0.94 -0.42 6.4 ∼ 177
3σ=6% 32 1.27 -0.30 48.6 32 1.07 -0.31 31.4 (32,16) 1.03 -0.41 6.5 ∼ 186
3σ=3% 32 1.27 -0.26 48.1 32 1.21 -0.31 30.2 (32,16) 1.06 -0.39 6.6 ∼ 198
Tab. 7.7: Synthesize buses and supply/body bias voltages for different timing yield constraint (η), standard deviation (3σNB) of data size
and 3σTd = 2%
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Fig. 7.15: Analytical method to estimate the voltage distribution for 3σNB=18%, η=79% and
3σTd = 2% (a) Density function of voltage. (b) Distribution function of voltage.
constraint η, the amount of slack is high as shown in Tab. 7.7, and this slack can be used
to compensate the effect of process variations. However, at a high value of timing yield
constraint, the amount of slack is lower as shown in Tab. 7.7 and this slack is not an
enough to fully compensate the effects of process variations. This results in an increase
of supply voltage +µˆVdd and body bias voltage -µˆVbs as shown in Fig. 7.14. The ratio
of increase in +µˆVdd is less than the ratio of increase in -µˆVbs . This is because the body
bias voltage is scaled at first in presence of process variations and the supply voltage
is scaled only when Td does not meet the constraint Tcritical as shown in Eq. (6.35).
Fig. 7.15 depicts, the analytical estimation of the probability density function and the
cumulative distribution function of supply voltage for η = (79%, 89%), 3σNB = 18%,
br(opt) = 48-bit, and process variation 3σTd = 2%. Fig. 7.15(a) shows the density function
of voltages with a mean of 1.11V and 0.87V for η = 79% and 89%, respectively. Their
corresponding CDFs are shown in Fig. 7.15(b) for voltage range Vdd = 0 to 2.5V. The
results shown in Fig. 7.15 conclude that the analytically estimated mean of supply
voltage µˆVdd is higher in case of η = 79% than for a value of η = 89%.
In Fig. 7.16, the estimated distribution of supply voltage is shown using the Monte
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Fig. 7.16: Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the distribution of voltage for 3σNB=18%, η=79%
and 3σTd = 2% (a) Distribution function of voltage. (b) Density function of voltage.
Carlo simulation for η = 79%, 3σNB = 18%, br(opt) = 48-bit and process variation 3σTd =
2%. The simulation was carried out for 74169 iterations and the resulting shape of CDF
and PDF are normal in Fig. 7.16(a) and (b), respectively, with a mean supply voltage of
1.07V as shown in Fig. 7.12(b).
The second part of experiment was conducted on the speech recognition system.
The FFT was configured to 256, 512 and 1024 point and burst size of 3 to 6. The data
model of the FFT NBfft(ζ)was approximated as a normal distribution, with the mean
µNBfft = 248-bit and the standard deviation σNBfft = 44. While, the data model of
the communication tasks of a processor was kept deterministic. Fig. 7.17 shows the
results of communication bus synthesis andmean energy consumption for timing yield
ranging from 79% to 99% and the process variations 3σTd ranging from 2% to 12%. In
this part of the experiment, we performed discrete voltage scaling with discrete supply
voltages {0.6V, 1.0V, 1.2V, 1,4V, 1.6V} and body bias voltages {0V, -0.2V, -0.4V, -0.6V, -
0.8V}. A constant single bus of 48-bit with a cost of 37.5 (communication bus cost is
normalized to a 128-bit bus) was obtained for η ranging from 79% to 88% in Fig. 7.17(b),
while the mean communication energy consumption was reduced from 63% to 56%
for a different percentages of 3σTd in Fig. 7.17(a), due to the supply and body bias
voltage scaling. For the timing yield η > 88%, the amount of slack is less. Hence,
for the η > 88%, two buses of 24 and 32-bit (cost (24+32)/120 = 43.7) was obtained
as shown in Fig. 7.17(b). This communication bus cost is constant up to the timing
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Fig. 7.17: Tunning of timing yield constraint (a) Mean normalized energy consumption (b)
Normalized communication bus cost as a function of timing yield η.
yield constraint η = 99% for the process variations 3σTd = 2%, 4% and 6%. While the
mean communication energy consumption was decreased further from 52% to 46%.
In Fig. 7.17(b) communication cost was increased from 43.7% (two 32-bit bus) to 50%
for process variation 3σTd = 10% and 12% at the timing yield η ≥ 94%. Similary, the
communication bus cost was increased from 43.7% to 46.8% (two bues of 28 and 32-bit)
for process variations 3σTd = 8% and the timing yield η ≥ 97%.
7.4 Summary
Summarizing the experiments, a trade-off between the minimization of buses and its
energy reduction was explored by varying the timing yield constraint during the syn-
thesis of on-chip communication buses. We have noticed that increasing the timing
yield constraint η can reduce the energy consumption, however, if the value of η in-
creases from a certain limit, the mobility of communication tasks will reduced and
results in the use of additional bus resources (increase in bus width or increase in the
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number of buses) to meet the real-time constraints. Therefore, the timing yield con-
straint η can be used as a tuning factor to synthesize the optimal bus width and number
of buses with the reduced communication energy consumption. Furthermore, we ob-
served that estimating the statistical parameters of voltage using an analytical method
is quite close to the results of Monte Carlo simulation.
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In this thesis, we have presented an approach to synthesize the bus widths and the
number of buses, while at the same time scaling the bus voltages, all in an effort to
reduce bus costs and energy consumption taking into account communication traffic
and process variations. The synthesis problem is formulated into three main steps:
scheduling, allocation, and binding problems, assuming that a system has been parti-
tioned andmapped onto the appropriate modules of an SoC. In order to find a trade-off
between bus costs and energy consumption, simultaneous bus synthesis and voltage
techniques have been employed. The results show that the proposed technique syn-
thesizes an energy efficient communication bus that results in an effective utilization
of buses under data size and process variations.
8.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this work is to synthesize the bus widths and the number
of buses for MPSoC architectures. In Chap. 2 several factors ranging from technology
to architectures have been discussed that influence the performance of on-chip com-
munication buses. Although semiconductor technology is playing an important role
to be able to integrate several functionalities on a single chip, communication can be-
come critical as the number of processing units increase on an SoC. Further, it has been
shown that it is equally essential to optimize the communication bus architectures in
terms of power and performance at each level of abstraction. Taking into account the
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challenges caused by increasing system complexity and technology scaling, communi-
cation bus synthesis algorithms under real-time constraints are presented in Chap. 4.
At first the bus synthesis problem is formulated in a mathematical programming and
scheduled communication tasks for different bus widths in order to find the minimum
number of overlaps among them. While this formulation finds the optimal solution, its
run time complexity is NP-hard, which means it is unusable for a system with a large
problem size. Thus a heuristic is proposed based on tabu search, which finds a near-
optimal solution in polynomial time complexity. In order to find the number of buses
and the topology, a clique partitioning algorithm (Algorithm 4.7) is used. Furthermore,
a communication bus architecture refinement technique is presented to increase the lo-
cality of communication such that bridges interconnecting buses are used rarely. This
results in a further reduction of power and delay overhead. The results of Tab. 4.1 and
4.5 show that even after scheduling communication tasks using the above algorithms,
there may be still significant amounts of slack left and result in the underutilization of
the on-chip communication buses, which mean that the on-chip communication buses
remain underutilized.
In order to use the buses more effectively, in Chap. 5 simultaneous on-chip com-
munication bus synthesis and voltage scaling technique are described. The technique
exploits the slack for both bus sharing and voltage scaling in order to find the mini-
mum communication cost with reduced energy consumption. At first a combined bus
synthesis and supply voltage scaling technique is presented with the aim to minimize
communication cost (Eq. (5.11)) subject to a set of constraints (Eq. (5.12) - Eq. (5.19)).
The supply voltage scaling technique reduces the bus energy consumption, however,
the voltage cannot be scaled to the minimum level because of signal integrity prob-
lems. Thus, we presented an extended energy aware bus synthesis model based on
both supply and body bias voltages scaling. The power and delay models (Eq. (5.21) -
Eq. (5.24)) of communication buses show that the body bias voltage level has a higher
impact to power consumption and less on delay in comparison to the supply voltage
level. Therefore, in the extended bus synthesis model, the body bias voltage is scaled
to the minimum level in order to reduce the leakage power consumption, however,
the supply voltage is scaled to exploit the rest of the slack left after body bias voltage
scaling. As the continuous voltage scaling problem can be solved in polynomial time
complexity and results in a better energy consumption characteristic, it cannot be em-
ployed for the digital design due to its implementation costs. Thus a discrete voltage
scaling technique is used, which is, however, known to be NP-hard. To master the
complexity of this discrete voltage scaling technique, heuristics are proposed (Algo-
rithm 5.1 and 5.2) for both supply voltage scaling and supply and body bias voltages
scaling, respectively. The heuristics are based on a linear relaxation method, which
solves the problem in a quasi-polynomial time complexity. The bus synthesis algorithms
presented in Chap. 4 and 5 assume that the amount of data to be transferred between
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communication tasks is fixed, however, this does not apply to a system with a variable
workload. Further, in both chapters, an α power delay model is considered to model
the gate delay. The model is deterministic and does not take into account the effects of
process variations on the performance of on-chip communication buses.
To incorporate the effects of data size and process variations on the performance
of communication buses a rigorous bus synthesis and voltage scaling models are pre-
sented in Chap. 6. At first the problem of combined bus synthesis and supply voltage
scaling under data size variation is formulated. In this model, the data transfer de-
lay CLTI of each communication task is described as a function of random data size
(Eq. (6.8)) and its time constraint is modeled as a probabilistic constraint (Eq. (6.9)).
Later the probabilistic constraint is relaxed to a deterministic nonlinear constraint for
each communication task (Eq. (6.11)). The bus synthesis and voltage scaling prob-
lem with a nonlinear constraint is an optimization problem, which finds a trade-off
between communication bus cost and energy consumption for a given timing yield
constraint. An algorithm (Algorithm 6.2) is presented to find the best timing yield con-
straint for the minimum communication bus cost and energy consumption. Further an
analytical model of the voltage density function (Eq (6.25)) is derived to estimate the
values of supply voltage under variable data sizes. Second an extended bus synthesis
and voltage scaling model is presented in order to cope with the variability in the pro-
cess parameters. It combines the effects of both data size and process variations and
synthesizes energy aware robust on-chip communication bus architectures. Instead of
the α power delay model, a rigorous gate delay model (Eq. (6.27)) with short channel
effects and process variations are considered. The resulting synthesis problem is re-
laxed to a convex quadratic optimization problem to minimize the communication bus
cost (Eq. (5.11)) with a set of constraints (Eq. (6.41) and (6.42)) for both process and data
size variations, respectively.
8.2 Possible Future Work
In this thesis algorithms and techniques to synthesize energy conscious on-chip com-
munication buses are presented. Beyond this, there is a wide array of research possi-
bilities and challenges that can be solved by extending the proposed synthesis model.
Some of these are bus synthesis for dynamic on-chip data traffic, communication pro-
tocol synthesis, power and thermal effect modeling and optimization using different
techniques, and simultaneous bus synthesis and retiming.
Bus synthesis for dynamic on-chip data traffic: In this thesis communication activ-
ities between on-chip communicating modules and their data size are extracted by
profiling several applications statically. Recently, several research works in reconfig-
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urable computing have shown that reconfigurable architectures can meet dynamically
the computation demanded by different applications. This, in turn, results in on-chip
data traffic that cannot be modeled by using a static profiling approach. Thus a proper
modeling technique is needed to model this kind of data traffic and then our optimiza-
tion technique could be used to synthesize the communication buses.
Communication protocol synthesis: As discussed in Chap. 2 that the communication
protocols have a significant impact on the performance of bus architectures. In this
thesis, we intended to synthesize communication protocols after the synthesis of com-
munication buses. However, different standard protocols provided by vendors such
as AMBA bus, CoreConnect, etc. can be used at early bus synthesis phase in order to
explore different protocols.
Power and thermal effect modeling and optimization using different techniques:
There are several optimization techniques to reduce the power consumption of on-
chip communication buses. These include voltage scaling, bus encoding, bus splitting,
frequency scaling, and changing the duty cycle of clock. However, among them, we
only used the voltage scaling technique in order to exploit the dynamic slack. A pos-
sible future work would be to extend this work to integrate and to explore different
existing power optimization techniques. Furthermore, a recent data shows that more
than 50% of all integrated circuit failures are related to thermal issues. Thus, the design
of future nanometer chips requires the accurate and simultaneous modeling, estima-
tion, and optimization of power and thermal effects at a high level of abstaction.
Simultaneous bus synthesis and retiming: In the era of about a billion transistors on
a single chip, signals cannot reach across the chip within a cycle. The estimated results
show that less than 1% of a chip will be reachable in a single clock cycle [13]. In the
past, several methods including repeater based approach has been used to reduce the
wire delay, however, this technique cannot be employed completely to enhance the re-
quired delay. An interesting direction would be to insert different synchronous storage
stages (registers) between two ends of a bus such that the data will be transferred in a
pipeline fashion. This problem is a well known retiming problem, which can be easily
integrated into the bus synthesis and optimization technique presented in this thesis.
Appendix A
Mathematical Programming
Mathematical programs are the most widely used models to optimize the different
problems in the area of operation research, electrical engineering, control engineering
etc. Themain objective is to find a global optimum solution of a function f(x1, x2, · · · , xn)
with respect to a set ofm constraints hj(x1, x2, · · · , xm) ≤ cj (j = 1, · · · , m) and bounds
for the n variables (lbi ≤ xi ≤ ubi, i = 1, . . . , n). If objective function and a set of
constraints are linear function of the variables then the problem is called the linear
programming. If all the variables are defined as a binary integer variable then the
problem is called an integer linear programming (ILP) [142] and if some of them are
binary integer variable then the problem of this class is called a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP). In addition to this, if either f or hj are nonlinear functions, this
type of problem is called a nonlinear programming (NLP). If some of the constraint hj
or the objective function f are expressed in terms of probabilistic statement, the prob-
lem is called a stochastic nonlinear programming. In general solving the problem of
stochastic NLP is known to be NP-hard. However, in [117] several efficient convex
nonlinear optimization algorithms are proposed that optimize the problem in a poly-
nomial time complexity.
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Convex optimization is a branch of mathematics dealing with a nonlinear pro-
gramming problems with additional geometric structure. This area has been the fo-
cus of considerable research due to the fact that convex optimization problems are
scalable and can be efficiently solved by interior-point methods. Additionally, convex
optimization problems are much more prevalent than previously thought as existing
problems are constantly being recast in a convex framework. There exists a bunch of
convex commercial and non-commercial solvers such as MOSEK [5], NEOS (Network
Enabled Optimization System) [6], Cplex [3]. Among them MOSEK and Cplex are the
commercial solvers. While the NEOS is the non-commercial solver, which solve an op-
timization problem remotely over the internet. However, there is no guarantee as to
the schedule or volume of computing resources to be made available. The CPLEX is a
commercial solver, which is developed to solve large, difficult problems where other
linear programming solvers fail or are unacceptably slow. Another commercial solver
MOSEK solves a large-scale linear, convex quadratic, conic quadratic, and smooth con-
vex optimization problems of unlimited size (limited by computer memory only). It
handles integer variables for linear, quadratic, and convex quadratically constrained
optimization problems. It consists of three different optimizers: interrior-point, primal
simplex, and mixed integer. In this work, we used MOSEK solver to solve a convex
optimization problem with a limited number of variables and constraints. However, it
was sufficient to validate the methodology.
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(x,f(x))
(x, f(x))
Fig. B.1: A convex function. The chord between any two points on the graph lies above the
curve [30]
B.1 Definition
A function f : Rn → R is convex if dom f is a convex set and if for all x, y ∈ domf , and
θ with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we have [30]
f(θx+ (1− θ)y) ≤ θf(x) + (1− θ)f(y) (B.1)
Geometrically, this inequalitymeans that the line segment between (x, f(x)) and (y, f(y)),
which is the chord from x to y, lies above the graph of f as shown in Fig. B.1. A func-
tion f is strictly convex it strict inequality holds in Eq. (B.1) whenever x 6= y and 0 < θ
< 1. Further f is concave if −f is convex, and strictly concave if −f is strictly convex.
For an affine function there is always equality in Eq. (B.1), so all affine (and therefore
also linear) functions are both convex and concave. Conversely, any function that is
convex and concave is affine. A function is convex if and only if it is convex when
restricted to any line that intersects its domain. In other words f is convex if and only
if for all x ∈ dom f and all v, the function g(t) = f(x + tv) is convex (on its domain,
{t|x + tv ∈ domf}). This property is very useful, since it allows us to check whether
a function is convex by restricting it to a line. More about convex optimization can be
found in [30].
B.2 First Order Conditions
Suppose f is differentiable (i.e., its gradient∇f exists at each point in dom f , which is
open). Then f is convex if and only if dom f is convex and
f(y) ≥ f(x) +∇f(x)T (y − x) (B.2)
holds for all x, y ∈ dom f . The inequality in Eq. (B.2) shows that from local information
about a convex function (i.e., its value and derivative at a point) we can derive global
information. This is perhaps the most important property of convex functions, and ex-
plains some of the remarkable properties of convex functions and convex optimization
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problem. As one simple example, inequality of Eq. (B.2) shows that if ∇f(x) = 0, then
for all y ∈ dom f , f(y) ≥ f(x), i.e., x is a global minimizer of the function f . Strict
convexity can also be characterized by a first-order condition: f is strictly convex if
and only if dom f is convex and for x, y ∈ dom f , x 6= y. For concave functions we
have the corresponding characterization: f is concave if and if dom f is convex and
f(y) ≤ f(x) +∇f(x)T (y − x) (B.3)
for all x, y ∈ dom f .
B.3 Second Order Conditions
First assume that a function f is twice differentiable, that is, its Hessian or second
derivative ∇2f exists at each point in dom f , which is open. Then f is convex if and
only if dom f is convex and its Hessian is positive semidefinite: for all x ∈ dom f ,
∇2f(x) ≥ 0 (B.4)
For a function on R, this reduces to the simple condition f
′′
(x) ≥ 0 (and dom f convex,
i.e., an interval), which means that the derivative is nondecreasing. The condition
∇2f(x) ≥ 0 can be interpreted geometrically as the requirement that the graph of the
function have positive (upward) curvature at x.
Similarly, f is concave if and only if dom f is convex and ∇2f(x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈
dom f . Strict convexity can be partially characterized by second order conditions. If
∇2f(x) > 0 for all x ∈ dom f , then f is strictly convex. The converse, however, is not
true.
Appendix C
Technology Parameters
This appendix enumerates briefly the relevent technological parameters for CMOS
70nm technology. More information can be found in Berkeley predictive technology
model [2].
Variable Values Unit
K1 0.063 -
K2 0.153 -
K3 5.38e-07 -
K4 1.83 -
K5 4.19 -
K6 5.26e-12 -
K7 -0.144 -
Ceff 2.0e-15 F
Ij 4.8e-10 A
Vth0 0.423 V
Vdd 1.0 V
Tab. C.1: Technology dependent parameters
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